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PROJECT AUTHORIZATION
 

Wame of Country: BOLIVIA Name of Project: 	 Reproductive Health
 
Services
 

Number of Project: 511-0568
 

1. Pursuant to Section 104 of the Foreign Assistance Act of 1961, as 
amended, I hereby authorize the Reproductive Health Services Project (the 
"Project") for the Republic of Bolivia (the "Cooperating Countty") and 
Non-Governmental Organizations in Bolivia ("NGOs") Involving planned 
obligations of not to exceed Nine Million Three Hundred Thousand United 
States Dollars ($9,300,000) in grant funds (the "Grant") over a five-year 
period from date of authorization, subject to the availability of funds 
in accordance with the A.1.D. OYB/allotment process, to help in financing 
foreign exchange and local currency costs for the Project. The planned
 
life of the Project is approximately five years, from date of initial
 
obligation until September 30, 1995.
 

2. The Project will improve the access and quality of reproductive
 
health (family planning) services by supporting both government and NGO
 
reproductive health programs through information, education and
 
communication services, community-based reproductive health services,
 
training, local-level grants, commodities, research, social marketing,
 
and other related components.
 

3. The Project Agreement(s) which may be negotiated and executed by the
 
officer(s) to whom such authority is delegated in accordance with A.I.D.
 
regulations and Delegations of Authority shall contain, in substance, the
 
following essential terms and covenants and major conditions, together
 
with such other terms and conditions as A.I.D. may deem appropriate:
 

4. a. Source and Origin of Commodities, Nationality of Services
 

Commodities financed by A.I.D. under the Project shall 	have their
 
source and origin in the Cooperating Country or in the United States
 
except as A.1.0. my otherwise agree in writing. Except for ocean
 
shipping, the suppliers of commodities or services shall have the
 
Cooperating Country or the United Stst.s as their place of nationality,
 
except as A.ID. may otherwise agree In writing. Ocean shipping financed 
by A.I.D. under the project shall, except as A.I.D. may otherwise agree 
in writing, be financed only on flag vessels of the United States.
 



b. Covenants Regarding Family Planning Services
 

(1) None of the funds provided under the Grant, or goods or
 

services financed thereby, may be used for or in support of a program
 

that includes involuntary sterilization as a method of family planning,
 

or to coerce or provide any financial incentive to any person to undergo
 

sterilization.
 

(2) None of the funds provided under the Grant, or goods or
 

services financed thereby, may be used for the performance of abortions
 

as a method of family planning or to motivate or coerce any person to
 

practice abortions, or to pay for any biomedical research which relates,
 

in whole or in part, to methods of, or the performance of, abortions or
 

a means of family planning.
involuntary sterilization as 


(3) All funds authorized for this Project shall be used in
 

accordance with current U.S. legislation and A.I.D. policy governing the
 

provision of population assistance.
 

G. Rginsd vlf Rialte
 
7 	 Director / 
USAID/Bolivia 
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1. 	 RECOMMENDATION AND PROJECT SUNMARY
 

SUmmARY RECOMMENDATION
 

USAID recommends that the Reproductive Health Services Project be

approved on grant terms at a total five year dollar funding level of $9.3
 
million. 
The Project will support reproductive health services (family

planning and related child survival activities) of the Government of Bolivia

(COB) and several private Non-Governmental Organizations (MGO), moat of which
 
A.l.D. already supports in Bolivia. The components of the Project are: (1)

support for GOB reproductive health activities, (2) NGO reproductive health
 
activities, and (3) social marketing of contraceptives. Funds for the GOD
 
($1.1 million) will be obligated in a Project Grant Agreement (PGA) In FY 90.
 
Funds for NGO activities and social marketing will be obligated by buy-ins and

add-one to existing AID/W central cooperative agreements and contracts with
 
U.S. cooporating agencies, universities, and firms with established
 
reputations in family planning and child survival. 
The GOB will contribute
 
$1,348,000 in local currency to the Project, $360,000 of which will be drawn

from economic Support 
und (ESF) local currency accounts. Coordination among

public and private institutions involved in the Project will be assured by a
 
National Coordinating Committee (MCC) for the Project, which is already

functioning, chaired by the Executive Secretary of the GOB National Population

Council (CONAPO).
 

An PS.1 direct hire 58-50, a Bolivian professional PSC, and a 
Bolivian PSC secretary will manage the Project for USAID/B, within the Office
of Health and Human Resources. Funds 	are budgeted for audit, evaluation, and
 
project-related logistical support. 
Contraceptive commodities (condoms,

pills, and IUDs) will be procured centrally through $&T/POP/CSPD. The
 
procurement plan consists essentially of PIOs for buy-ins, add-ono, and

contraceptive commodities, and local contracting of two PSCs, and audit and
 
evaluation servicas.
 

The Reproductive Health Services Project has three compononts: (i)support for GOB reproductive health activities; (2) private, non-governments)
reproductive health activities coordinated with the 0051 end (3) socialmarketing of contraceptives. In addition funds will be made available for

project management to contract a local professional plC and secretaryl audit,
evaluation, and logistical supportl and procuremnt of contraceptive
comodities through AID/W. These components are described in detail In Part

Ill, page 14. Through a P0 with the 008, the Project will assist the
 
Ministry of Health, the Bolivian Institute of Social eocurity, and the
National Population Council to provide fmily planning services, information 
and education about reproductive health, training, research, and policydevelopment. The NO component will continue to develop the @am capabilities
inprivate organizations in Bolivia. The third component will provide funds
 
to support the continued expansion of the social mrketing (retail sies) of

contraceptives (condoms and pills) through a private Bolivian firm. 
All
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participating agencies and organizations including USAID will be rept'.eltd
on the technical subcommittees of the National Coordination Commnitteo for 
hiwv
Project, which have already been established in order to provide mutuul

reinforcement among elements of the Project.
 

The goal of the RePrOductive Health Service; Project isto Improve
maternal and child health in Bolivia which in adversely affected by the very
limited availability and use of reproductive health services of all kinds.
The ouryose of the Project is to increase access and quality of remroductivt
health services in Bolivia. 
 The basic Project theme is to promote greater
coverage and continued use of reproductive health services, utilizing publit
and private sector mechanisms to improve the extent and quality of service
 
delivery.
 

The Project will promote administrative improvement in reproductive
health service delivery, through operations research (OR); extensive trailiig
of managers, clinical-workers and colmunity-level workers; strengthening

systems for logistics and management information; and strong Information,

education and communication (INC) 
 efforts to enhance overall Project
performance. TA consultants, provided through buy-ins and add-ona to S&T/PnP
central projects, will assist in all aspects of the Project In 
a conrdinated!
 
manner.
 

Tho following objectives, established for 199*, will facilitate'
 measurement of interim and Knd-of Project Status (ROPS) progroes In arhievi g

the Project purpovo:
 

DCATOR 
 1994 OlliaC1rul[ 

Contraceptive Prevalence Rate (overall) 
 40% 30,
 

Modern Contraceptive Prevalence Rat* 
 11% 12%
 

Traditional Contraceptive Prevalence Rate 
 23% 
 18%
 

infant Mortality Natoe 
 82/1000 102/1,000
 

(169/1,000)
aternal Mortality Rate 39/10,000 48110,000 

Live births
 

II. PROJECT ACKORO/I/JD Am RATIONALE 

A. INM O l 

lolivia currently has the highest rates of infant end iternalmertality inLatin America, and vie with Haiti for the highest rates inth@entire Western Hemisphere. 
Infant mortality is currently estimated at 102deaths per 1,000 live births. (Incuests Paclonal de Poblai6n y Viviend,NI/RUNVPA, 1968). (While this rate is much lower than the rate of 169 deaths per 1,000 live births used officially by the 008, It is still the seconed 
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highest rate in the Western Hemisphere region.) In the country's most
 
impoverished regions, one child in three does not reach its fifth birthday.
 

Maternal mortality is estimated to be 48 deaths per 10,000 live
 
births. Causos of matmnal mortality were investigated in a study in the
 
German Urquidi Maternity Hospital in Cochabamba in 1987. Of the 70 matornal
 
deaths studied, 94% were directly related to pregnancy or childbirth, 44% of
 
the deaths occurred during pregnancy, 44% during puerperium, and 11% during

birth. Of the 29 deaths which occurred during pregnancy, 13 (45%) resulted
 
from infections of induced abortions. The abortion rate in Bolivia is
 
extremely high; 23 per 1,000 women of reproductive ages. One third of
 
maternal deaths are attributed to self-induced abortions, and it is estimated 
that approximately 48% of admissions of women to the gynecological wrds of 
the hospitals of the Social Security System are of women suffering from
 
abortion complications. According to a study by the Bolivian Society of
 
Obstetrics and Gynecology in 1986, the percent of induced abortions in single
 
women was found to be three times greater than for married women. Of the
 
total abortions reported durLng the year of study, IS were performed on women
 
between the ages of 14-19.
 

Fertility in Bolivia is al.so high  5 births per woman according to
 
the 1989 Bolivia Demographic and HMalth Survey (DNS). Further, it Is
 
eatimated that over 42% of births in Bolivia are to women whose last birth was
 
less than two years previously. Other high-risk pr"guancles, those which
 
occur to women less than 20 years of age or older than age 35, or to women
 
with more than three children, are also comon. Among women interviewed for
 
the DN not using contraception, 74% expressed the desire to have no more 
children, and 9.4% do not wish to have smother child imedlately.
 

The use of fally planning, which tould avoid abortions and reduce 
both infant and maternal mortality by enabling women to avoid high.risk
pregnancies, i very limited. The 1969 DO Indicated that only 0% of women 
of reproductive ages used any methods of contraception and only 12% used 
modern methods. This i up slightly, from 26% and 11% respectively, in a 1983 
survey.
 

Ideological opposition amon those who confuse family planning with 
population control has been extremely strong In Bolivia and effective in 
preventing the public discussion, widespread knowledge, or acceptance of 
family planning as a reproductive health service, These groups argue that 
family planning will lead to Indian genocide and a failure to populate

adequately large areas of Bolivia that currently have very low population
densities. Religious groups have also been a powerful aeore of opposition. 

oth political and religious sources of opposition to reproductive
health have been responsible for major setbeks to the acceptance of fwily
planning in reproductive health services in recent decades. Nest Bolivians 
feel that their country needs more people to defend national sovereignty,
popular interests, and social developmnt. An Internal 191 World oank draft 
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report was fiercely criticised for recommending that population growth he

chocked in the face of widespread r,verty and unemployment. Aetivittea

supported by the U.S. have been particularly vulnerable to attack. 
In 1971

the Peace Corps was expelled from Bolivia an a result of unfounded charguu
that Peace Corps Volunteers were sterilizing Bolivian women. Nearly 20 yoaro

later, many educated people still believe that the charges were valid. 
Tho

Peace Corps returned to Bolivia in April 1990. 
U.S. based private voluntary

organizations still encounter accusations that the food aid they provide is
tainted with sterilizing agents. 
 In 1976 the IPPF affiliate, PROFAN, was shut

down by the government in response to the demands of the Catholic Church. In

1982 a resolution was adopted by the Ministry of Health (KOH) forbidding PVOs
from working in family planning. The resolution Is still In effect, although

not generally applied, especially to local organizations. However, some

international PVOs (not involved in this Project) are expressly forbidden frr.i
carrying out reproductive health activities by agreements they signed with tho
 
WOH.
 

At present there is no explicit government program for family
planning in Bolivia. However, in the past decade, the argument that family

planning is 
a basic human right has slowly, but steadily, been gaining

ground. 
The change Is the result of various studies and national surveyu

which point to the fact that Bolivian women have tor many years boon
controlling their own fertility (it would be biologically possible for moot
 
women to have up to 20 children, and yet the national average is 5.1) and

which show growing concern about the high Infidence of abortion and matort,..)

mortality (a horrifying average of once every 208 pregnancies).
 

A lack of data on population, health and environment has made it,
difficult to address Ideological and nationalistic arguments. Tho lalt rotiaits was in 1916. 
 Data which could be used to analyze the health affocta of

fortility patterns, 
 such as births spaced too closely, are lacking. UilI the
1989 DH, there was limited information available on demand fur roprodurt ivo,
health or on the availability of services, 
In addition to a lack of

appropriate data, there has been a failure to use what Information io

available effectively to address the issue of reproductive health. Tho renul,
has been a perception among policymakers and leaders that there is vo'y Ilittl

demand for family planning from the population. As a result, until recently
virtually no one in a position of leadership has been willing to support

publicly even the idea of reproductive health. 
This lack of willingness to
support reproductive health publicly persisted in spite of findings from a
1985 survey of 522 national leaders which Indicated that over 90% of them
supported mking reproductive health services available throughout the
 
country. Moreover, the few Bolivian organizations which have provided

reproductive health services which included family planning in the years

followin& the 1962 NOR resolution have done so quietly, not even identifying

themselves as organisations providing such services. 
Few have signs in public
that Indicate that they offer reproductive health services, much less familyplanning methods. In short, Bolivia exhibits maternal and child mortality
rates as high as those of severely underdeveloped countries in Africa and
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Asia, coupled with a historical and cultural antipathy toward family pla.1in
services,
 

However, there have been some significant changes recently that
suggest that there is 
a much greater potential now to support the expansion of
reproductive health services than ever before. 
First, abortion rates appear
to have increased dramatically in the last five years. 
This is thought to
reflect the dire economic conditions that prevailed in the mid-lgS.s, and it
is being Increasingly acce;pted as an indicator of the demand for reproductiva
health services. 
Second, there appears to be increasing embarrassment among
influential Bolivians regarding Bolivia's health status compared to other
countries in the region, as reflected by its high maternal and infant
mortality rates, and increasing recognition that a wide variety of
Interventions, including reproductive health services which include family
planning, are needed to improve health conditions. 
Third, a USAmD-finayced
conference, which was sponsored jointly by the KOH and the Catholic Church,
held in La Pat in March of 1989 entitled "The Fight Against Abortion" suggesto
that there have been significant advances among traditional sources of
opposition, notably the Catholic Church, in recognizing the health benefits of
family planning. 
A summary of the conclusions and recommendations of the
conference indicates support for government-sponsored 
sex education and for
providing information and services to enable couples to practice voluntary
family planning in order to combat the high incidence of abortion and improve
the health of mothers and children. 
This marks a dramatic advance in public
support for reproductive health services. 
Finally, the conference marked the
beginning of a now effort by the MOH publicly to address subjects with
implications for reproductive health. 
The MOM sponsored two seminars in 1989,
one on adolescent health and another on reproductive health. 
At another
seminar held by the NOR in April 1989, the universities in La Paz, Cochabamba,
and Sucre agreed to integrate family planning in th* context of reproductive
health into their curricula for doctors, nurses and public health workers. 
in
November 1989 the Ministry of Health issued a decree to provide Reproductive
Health services in 008 clinics by 1992.
 

Despite these changes there exists an atmosphere that is stiJl
potentially "explosive" (as one Minister put it), and all observers agreo that
any effort to support the expansion of reproductive health information and
services mist be based on the following premises. Reproductive health
services must be provided in the context of overall health services vddressing
the needs of women and children and from the perspective of ensuring women's
fundamental rights to reproductive freedom. 
 It must be based on voluntary
demand as indicated by women and couple:, not as defined and dictated by a few
policymakers, since at this point Boliviants vehemently reject the support of
any activities that might be used to develop a policy of "birth control."
Family planning services can only be provided effectivly in the context of a
much greater level of awareness and understanding of what reproductive health
is in relation to existing beliefs and values regarding reproduction and
(amily development. 
Finally, the role of UI. financing should be designed In
tight of past setbacks. Coordination with other donors and among local
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organizations, 
as is boing done by means of the National Coordinating
Comittee for the Projoct.is extremely important. 
 In addition, reproductive
health and ot'er health programs must 
 be addressed in a coordinated fashi,,
ia
the same time as the country strives to develop its agricultural, Industrial,
and human resource sectors.
 

Relationship to USAIDStratsfy
 

Of all the social sectors inwhich USAID might intervene in Bolivia,
maternal and child health has been identified as the area inwhich our
involvement can make the greatest contribution. 

area continues to be the worst in Latin America. 

Bolivia's performance in thin
 
Current opportunities for
improvement are therefore great. and USAID's comparative advantage Is widely
acknowledged. 
A central element of the USAID strategy for Bolivia consigst 
 of
funding for programs that improve the quality and scope of service delivery,
promoting needed policy review, and encouraging
delivery mechanisms. treater uso of private sector
In addition, USAID is also interested in identifying
mechanisms that generate greater demand for reproductive health servicOo
(e.g. through information, education and communication initiatives.)
 

The efforts to reduce the current high levels of fertility and
mortality complement the other development strategies that are central 
to the.
USAID program of assistance in Bolivia, such as increased agricultural
production, and stimulation of private enterprise and service delivery.
 

rolject's.
I8el t ons ips o 
GO H81t1 letor 
 It..i
 

The Ministry of Health (NOH) is responsible for the overall
activities of the public sector in support of the health of the Bolivian
population. 
Together with the Cxja Naclonal do Salud (CUS) under thu Bolivitoj
Institute of Social Security (IBIS) 
and the Armed Forces, the M)H providow
health services to the population as a public service. 
 In theory the "fll
covers 68% of the population. 
In fact, the Moll's real covorage of the
population is about 40%. and in rural 
areas probably does not roach more thaun
20. of the population.
 

In response to the problem of the high rate of abortions and their
complications, the Maternal Child Health Division (MCH) of the MOH undertook alimited campaign against abortions in 1987. 
 This effort includes providing
reproductive health information and services to women who become hospitelixed
with complications from abortions or attempted abortions. 
USAID provided a
$31,300 grant in support of the program which was to start in fourInstitutions In L Mn
Paz, Cochabamba and Santa Cruz In the first year and beextended through 12 Institutions throughout the country by the end of thethird year, 
Tho effective use of contraceptives to be achieved wee 30% (645
women) of patients hospitalized for incomplete abortions during the first
year, 45% (2,440 women) of such patients during the second year and 601 (6,510
Women) during the third year.

until the beginning of 1986. 

The program did not get underway effectively
During the three years of Its operation it
 

http:Projoct.is
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succeeded in providing contraceptive services to only a few women in the
 
Hospital San Juan de Dios in Oruro, and Hospital Obrero of IBSS in La Paz.
 
The attempt to undertake a program in the MOH facilities in La Paz was
 
thwarted by opposition at that time from the medical faculties in that city.
 

In November 1989 the MOH issued, with USAID/B encouragement and
 
support, a National Plan for Child Survival, Development and Maternal Health.
 
It covers the period through the year 2000, and sets forth targets for
 
improvement by the year 1993. 
 Among the targets in the plan are the following:
 

reduce the maternal mortality rate (48/10,000 live births) by 50% by
 
1993;
 
reduce the porinatal mortality rate (110/1000 live births) by 30% by

1993;
 
reduce the infant mortality rate (169/1000 live births) by 50% by
 
1993; and
 
reduce the mortality rate among children 1-4 years old (23/1000) by

30% by 1993.
 

The Plan does not contain budget estimates nor is it divided into

cpocific projects for financing. USAID considers these targets laudable, but

believes they are overly ambitious. However, the emphasis on reducing inf-41t.,

child and maternal mortality is appropriate and the reproductive health
 
intervention is sound.
 

The CNN also provides reproductive health services, but to date it,

hac roached only 650 women on a sustained basis. However, it has a concrete
 
proposal for expanding that covorag,.
 

The GOB's health sector activities are concentrated in the HOM sad

the IBSS, although two institutions within the Ministry of Planning also
 
provide information relevant to the implementation of these activities: the
 
National Statistics Institute (INS) and the National Population Council
 
(CONAPO). 
 INS collects national level data useful for establishing baseline
 
information for health programs and for evaluating their impact on maternal

and child health. During 1986-89, INS carried out three surveys which will
 
provide valuable, current information related to health programs: 
 the

Population and Housing Survey, the Demographic and Health Survey, and the
 
Integrated Survey. 
CONAPO serves as the main resource to both the public and

private sectors for all population information, carries out analyses on

population issues, and publishes material on population-related subjects.
 

USAID-Soonsored Activities Related to Family Plnning
 

USAID funding of reproductive health-related activities in Bolivia,

especially family planning, has been sporadic and limited since the mid-1970s,

reflocting the high degree of sensitivity surrounding reproductive health and
 
the historically controversial role attributed to tho USC on the subject. 
Tho
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USAID Mission in Bolivia is currently funding reproductive health-related

activities in the public sector, such as 
the seminar on abortion problomu.

Most of these funds are for activities carried out by the HON through the
 
project to fight abortion ($31,500).
 

There are also activities funded through central AID/W cooperative
agreements and contracts, but there has not been enough collaboration among

them. 
For example, CONAPO currently receives funds for selected health and
reproductive health-related studies through such arrangements. 
 In addition,

several Cooperating Agencies are working with several of the Bolivian privatu
organizations which provide reproductive health services. 
Annex J is a
listing of the activities funded by USAID/B and Cooperating Agencies currently

active 1n Bolivia.
 

Tbe $22 million, five year Child Survival Project funded by 1ISAID
contains several activities complementary to those proposed for this Project.

Relevant activities include breastfeeding and tetanus toxoid inunization
campaigns, as well as data analysis efforts which will be useful in evaluating

the impact of the Reproductive Health Services Project.
 

Project's Relationship to Other DonorActiviti
 

A number of projects and activities are currently being planned or
supported by other donors that will bo complemented by the proposed Project.
 

In November 1988 the Pan American Health Oranization (PAHO), with

financial support from the UN Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA),

initiated a throe-year, $2 million project (called PRONIMA 111) 
to provide
potentially reproductive health Information and services to one million women
through the MCH program of the Ministry of Health (NOH). The program is

designed to extend reproductive health services to reduce infant and maternul
mortality. 
The Project will assist the Ministry in defining, equipping,

staffing, and beginning general health services In 100 newly-defined health
areas, especially in marginal urban areas; and will provide some support fur

150 areas previously established. Th 
PAHO Project will include support fot
services delivery, Including personnel, operating funds, logistical support,
supplies (including contraceptives), development of norms, and the detection
 
of cancer and other gynecological diseases. Training in family planning

methods for doctors, nurses, and traditional birth attendants will be
Included, 
as well as for operations research and in information, education,
and comunications technologies. 
A management information system will be
developed in coordination with this Project's HIS. 
Operations research and
evaluations studies will be carried out, and educational materials developed
and disseminstod. 
Family planning methods will be provided at 22 hospitals

and maternities, and include condoms, pills, and IUDO.
 

PAHO has also assisted the NOH in the desiSn of a National Plan for
Child Survival Development and Maternal Health in conjunction with WHO's

Health for All by the Year 2000 program. The Plan specifically states an
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objective to have reproductive health services available in all holth
 
facilities by 1992. Reeroductive Health is described as including education 
for sexual life and for the couple; reproductive risk classification; 
promotion, education, and facilitation of all methods of child spacinig, 

according to need and the decision of the user; tetanus toxoid ismunization; 
prevention of sexually transmitted diseases and AIDS; detection and treatment
 
of nutritional deficiencies; detection and treatment of specified gynecologic
 

diseases; and detection of cervical cancer.
 

PAHO has expressed an interest in supporting activities in severe 
areas of relevance to this Project: training (perhaps in conjunction with 
JHPlIGO) for medical personnel, sex education, further analysis of survey data 

(DHS) for program needs, and the dissemination of that data. PAHO has 
coritted $15000 and has expressed an interest in comitting more to the data 
analysis and dissemination efforts, especially the 1993 OiS. 

The WLo.r.iank currently ti designing a $40 million, five-year
 
Project to assist the OH to develop local health systems in the four larguout 
urban areas of the countryt La Pat, I1 Alto, Cochabamba* and Santa Cruz. 1h 

Project will assist in the development of physical and human resources and in 
institutional strengthening. The World Sank Project will also strengthen tho 
data collection capacity of the OH through an agreement to support 
collaboration between it and 1i0, including the development of a database for 
the evaluation of health efforts with date from the major surveys curronttly 
being condoictod by INK and other relevant information. This last componont In 
estimated to cost 40o000. and will complement the proposed Project, sioce. tu 
came data will be used to establish baseline measures for both Projocto. 

VitiLM supports primary health care, but does not directly support
 
the provision of reproductive health services; although itdoes so indirectLy
 
via lactation prow'tion and verbal support for birth spacing and the avoidanice
 
of unwanted pregnancies. UIJ[CII will introduce a module entitled "Facts of
 
Life" in 1990, end in 1991 will introduce mterial on birth spacing. Thlo
 
seems to be the most likely area of collaboration with the Project.
 

Another potential source of activiies that could complement tho 
Project is the efforts of international PMos to provide primary health 
education and services. In an assessment of interest conducted in January 
1983, several of those Pr0s expressed Interest insupporting child spacing fur 
internal and child health. Nany are limited at this times however, by their 
agreements with the 008 written in accordance with the 1912 NO" resolution 
prohibiting PrOs from engaging in reproductive health activities either 
directly or through referrals. Several Ye indicated an interest in 
supporting reproductive health services for health reasons if such efforts 
were approved by the NON. 

Cooperation between UIAID and the above mentioned groups, and other 
major international donors has been excellent. For example, USAID is a meaedr 
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of the Interagency Coordinating Comittee for BPI, AIDS, and HCH activitiu 
with UIZCEF and PAHO, The U.S. child survival PVOu have formed a coordinatinig

body, The Coordination Prolram for Child Survival (PROCOSO). 

The National Coordination Committee specifically established for thlo
 
Project includes PAHO an an observer, and each of the technical sub-committve.',.
 
have one international agency as an observer; e.. U1FPA is a member of tLw 
research and evaluation sub-committee, and the World Bank is a member of the' 
services sub-comitteu.
 

PROJEI? RATIONALI[ 

Given the objectives of the GON's child survival plan, the 1990
 
1994 Reproductive Health Services Project has as its main goal to asist 
Bolivia In improving maternal and child health by reducing current high lewlu
 
of infant, child, and matermal morbidity and mortality associated with ctuv.ly
spaced and other high risk births.
 

The Reproductivo Health Services Project will increase the use 
.. 
selected reproductive health services, which 1i1 include modern tamily
planning methods, including scientific natural family planning methods (MVP) 
and appropriate breast feeding practices, and, wherte possible, screening f(r

and referral of cervical cancer and sexually-tranmitted diseases (STOS).

This goal should encourage balanced demographic change at the household levl.
 

The underlying rationale for this approach is based on overwholoring

evidence that reproductive health technologies, when effectively deployed, cm 
substantially reduce the proportion of women hoepitalised for abortiot 
complications and reduce the proportion of closely-spacd births, 

Based on research studiep elsewhere, when latont demand for 
culturally apprepriato roproductive health services is effectively mt, thp
result is an Increase in contraceptive prevalence and lower fertility and 
mortality among the most vulnerable segments of the population; nmw.ly,
mothers end children. Weducing high risk births (j" births to wtson undo,,' 
age 1 and over age 35, parity four births and above and births occurring ut 
intervals of less than two years) has been shown to significantly Improve
qaternal and child health (e.$., see Trussell and Pebley. 19843 Phillips. of 
cIl 1984).
 

9ssential elements of the Reproductive Health Strategy are as follow i 

t. lusort forPublic and PrivateBolivil Instltutilon 

Th eproductive Health Services Project will premete increased 
delivery of reproductive health services utiliaing public and private sector 
mechnIsms. The Project will encourage the iqlementation of effective 
service delivery strategies, and attention will be given to enhancing srvie 
delivery with training, research and evaluation, lformation, education, 41d 
colmnlcation, and policy development activities. Also. attention will bo
 

__ I' 
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$iven to developing logistical procedures that encourage adequate and timely 

provision of reproductive health suppliea, and to developing a reporting 

system and program analysis capabilities through a management Information 

System (HIS). 

High levels of Aternal mortality in Bolivia require program efforts 
(2j6 safe birth practice training and improved referral systems for pregnancy 

to be coordinated with othercomplication, dtagnostic ante-natal care, etc.) 


donor assistance, and with USAID/Bolivias'other health intervention programs.
 

In assessing the Project's strategy, Bolivian conditions must be kept
 

inmind. Until two years ago the GO objected to the fostering of the uso of
 
At that time the
reproductive health services by the Bolivian population. 


health authorities of the 0OD began to be aware of the adverse consequencos on 

the health of women of the use of abortions as a family plannint method, and 
of the positive consequences on the health of women of increasing the spacing 

of pregnancies. As a result, the deLZS&o policy of the Co's health 

authorities changed to support the provision of reproductive health sorvicus
 

for women who are at high risk of medical problems during pregnancy and who
 

had previously had abortions. However, the provision of reproductive health
 

services continues to be potentially controversial --both from the point of
 

view of some of the religious groups and from the point of view of certain
 
Partly because of this potential for
political currents in Bolivia. 


controversy and the past experience of government "crackdowns" on the 

providers of reproductive health services, and partly as the result of the 
weakness of the institutions themselves, the Bolivian agencies pioviding 
reproductive health services have been conservative in their approach. Tas, 

the Project's strategy must build on a relatively recent opening based on 
health considerations and use institutions whose current user levels are quite 
mall and whose institutional preparation in general isweak. For tlut' 

reasons, the expectation of the near term results of the strategy mast bI, 
modest and the health rationale for the Project must be kept in mind Its 
planning the interventions to be supported. 

2. ENeRyvni the ualltv of Care 

Analysts of the 1919OS indicates that over two-thirds (61.el) of 
currently earried woman inBolivia expressed a desire to end child bearing, 
In.luding more than b4f, of 20-29 year old&. However, the proportion of all 
currently married wamr who wish to spae their births at least two years 
apart is only 8.9L. in order to meet the need, Increased attention will be 
given to making inforMation and services available. This will be supported 
through better Information, improvements in outreach by the O0 delivery 
system, expanded PMO service delivery, and targeted distribution strategies 
utilising social mrketing. Attention to quality of care will be sontial. 
since the quality of care is a major factor affecting initial adoption aod 
continued use of reproductive health services. Clinical servies maust be 
provided by well-trained persons, along with appropriate counselling and 
follow*up. Under the proposed Project, USAID's efforts to Ipreve the qneslity 
of reproductive health services will include training (comunity workers, 

I 
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managers. clinical staff), provision of technical and commodity uuppulrt, wiod
 
Information, education and communicatilon (1I) activities to Improvo Iublic 
awareness, attitudes and knowledge towards reproductive health rink fNa.ur:. 
family planning methods, and the sources of services among potential user.:, 
Based on experience in other countries those typos of 1iC activities will 
encourage increased use of reproductive health services. 

A complementary component of USAID's Reproductive Health Uorvlcou 
Project wilt incorporate operations research as a tool for Improving both Vtie 
availability and quality of GO and PVU services. In addition, activitis 
which will develop, compile, analyze, and disseminate information pertinotif to 
population dynamics and reproductive health will be enhanced. 

PIM.GR/ OUJICTIVfl OK Tl13 UUATD PVH PIJMJ 

The Reproductive Health Services Project's objeeives and protgrier 
priorities are essentially consistont with the goals and implemntatiot4 
strategy articulated by the GON in its National Plan of Child Sulvv4I 
Development and Haternal Health, 1989-1993. However, USAID believes thait 
official GOB health objectives may be overly ambitious given tbe- rolativily 
short five year planning period. 

The rajor component is to support Reproductive itealth In beeivia iW 
shown in Table J. USAID anticipates that contraceptive provalnre ii, 
Bolivia will retlih 40 percent by thU ed of 1994. Modern metood soreIt 
projeeted to reach I? pere"nt of all eligible couplov. while tradiltle,'ut 
methods will account for 23 porcent of contraceptiv use. The prov'ulsir, 
objectives can be achieved give.. effective and timely program Ietlopletewstlimio 

TABLE 1 

PlOJICTID TIME 1i CONTRACUPTZVS PltaVALIUC 

fereent of All CmIee AAed 15.49 Uusum CmtrarmtIon 

J1111'll 

Total 30 40 

Nodorn 'i 1 

Traditional 1 23 

IM 9 mNose 

aR
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Koy oesulti of the 1919 DiS wre: 

1. EortlUtz: 
The total fertility rate ( M ) for 1985-89 from the survey is 5.1


children per woman. While the M appears to be declinings, there are large

rural-urban differences In age-peciflc fertility rates.
 

2. FErtiltlty Preferencas 

over two-thirds (67.81) of currently married women in Bolivia
expressed a desire to od childb"ring, including more than 50 of 20-29 years
olde. However, the proportion of all currently married women who wish to 
spsce their births at least two years sport to only 8.91. 

-GCotrASUept 9no1MIdtI AMgu 

Awareness of modern contraception and knowledgo of a source 4r# quitewidespread in Bolivia. Seventy-five percent of currently married womo. lave 
hoard of one or Para contraceptive methods. The most coemonly omnt iloiod
method Is rhythm (54.51), followed by IUD (54.1n), and pill (521). Thirty
percent of currently married women are currently using contraception; rhytlv
is the most commonly used method (16.1%)o with IUD a distant second (4.81).
There are also large differences In contraceptive use by urban rural residence 
and education. 

Poughly 281 of current users obtain their contraceptives (roe privait
doctors. Among respondents who named a specific source, friends and family
are the next most likely source (17.7,), followed by public hospitals (13.81). 

4. NatornaliChildHlelthl 

fl Insix children (15.51) under the age of five experienced mo
episode of diarrhea within the 24 hours Immediately precoding the Interview
Tvwntyeilght percent had en episode in the provious two weeks. ONT was 
adoinistored to 26.2, of these. 

Fewer thn one In five children under five yars of age boo a h4th
card. Of those that do, 62.71 have received l!OS $1.f have received the
complete serie for Oir; and 65.6 are protected aginst, mesles. Nowevur
only 26.1 have recolved the complete serie for polio. 

only twenty percent Of Women who had bore a ehild in the last five 
years had received a ttanus toxold Injection during pregnaney. Iorty.fear
percent received their prenatal care from a doetor or nurse s4 MK were 
assisted by a professional at delivery. 

Demographic estimates for 199 are hot In Table L. 
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DDIOGAPIIC KITKATU 70199
 

Total Population 

Annual Growth Rato 

6.4 million1 1 

2.n," 

Crude Birth Rate 40 births per 1,000 population, 

Crude Death Rate 14 deaths per 1,000 population'/ 

Total Vertility late 5.1 

Life,Ippctancy 53 years20 

Infant Hortality Rate 

% of Population under ago 15/65# 
102 deaths per 1,000 live births11 

43/3 z/ 

Source: National Housing and Populat ion Survey, 1988 

Population koferenc Burvau. 1q59
 

~ 1III . P+J gW 

Tbe 1990 J994 Reproductive Health Services Project containi t!bvev 
components which are support fors (1)GU reproductive health activitIeau. (Q) 
private O0 reproductive health activities, and (3) social markotins 
Specific WO Pubcoamponente will be carried out by 005 agencies with tocli#ure| 
assistance and program support from AID/W Contractors and Cooperating15 
Agencies These *am. Contractors and Cooperating Agenie.i will provido 
services to local WOO (component It.) The following Table J. piovid## deo 
overview of project components and subcomponents. 

A. ISDUI 

The basl. approach of the Project is to provide flianc. 
resourcee ad technlcal assistance to servlce dellvery orgmai4tions whicIh tcmi 
signiflesitly oxpand thpir provision of services during the Psrojort, 
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kesources will be provided to the Ninistry of Health's National Directorate
for Maternal and Child Health (NOH/KCH) for service facilities in La Paz,
Cochabasba, and Santa Crus; the Bolivian Institute of Social Security(IBSS/CNS) for maternal/child health services nationwide; and to local PVOHthrough U.S. CAs (Component I1). The Project will assist the HOflONCH in theextontion of services to areas not already covered by the H0oN' 
 Project for
mothers and children (PROMINA), sponsored by UUnPA and PAHO. In addition, theProject will assist IBS/CUS to add reproductive health services to selectedurban clinics throughout Bolivia. I&SS/C1 plans to provide the broad
spectrum of reproductive health services for men and women, including
child-spacings breastfeoding practices, So and cancer 
screoenns, detoctiotnof high risk pregnancies, etc. The 1888/c0 has care facilities for trotcat
of T~e and cancer. 

B. Information. Education andCguication services 

In general, there is a lack of information about the cultural

beliefs and practices surroundings pregnancy, delivery, and 
 the neonatalperiod, including the utilization of health services. Basic research nods to
be undertaken prior to commnication end education efforts a well as the
delivery of reproductive health services to assist the public as well as the
private sector in a wide range of 
 tiSC activities in order to expand accoss to 
reproductive health Information and services. 

The rationale for the information, education, and cosminicaLioa,(l) copponent of the Project is to create n~unta, lfUnoM demand forselected reproductive health services among the populations of the target

areas. This will contribute to increased 
acese to reproductive healthservices by increasing the knowledge among married womn of reproductive ae.of the high risk factors for prgnancy, family planning methods, and sources
of supply. The strategy will be to work with participating service providers
to develop and disseminate educational and promotional materials for their
clinics, to assist them with Comunity outreach* and in the later years of theProject, to conduct mess media campains for the Seneral public. Thisactivity require collaboration with the HON/UC, 113C/1, NPtCOSAPO, tiwSocial Marketing Project, and Moo, asong others. There io a need to develop acohert commnications strtgy to coordinate reproductive health mesages toonsr'e that they are mutually supporting. Spoeifically USAID will supportresereh; message developlnt; creative use of wider variety of eommunieatlos
ehmeis; Improved comulcations trininl and develpment end disseminatio
of service provider, fleldwsrker, end client oduationl mesterles. 

rechniaol assistance for thoe ISN activities will be providedby the pepulation Ceuniations serie (PCI), en AID/N IIPOP eoatrectcurrently held by Johns Nopkins University, and its sueseser contract. 
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C. TreLnin
 

Bolivia suffers from a lack of reproductive health training
 

resources and has a relatively small number of persons trained in techniques
 
relevant to providing and promoting services in reproductive health. The
 
training component of the Project will train a large number of personnel of
 
organizations now providing reproductive health services to the public or
 
which have the potential to provide such services, such as the Ministry of 
Health (lON). The areas to be addressed are clinical training of I.D.s,
 
nurses and other service delivery personnel; technical training of paramedical
 
and community outreach personnel; training of service providers in
 
interpersonal communication; management training of directors and
 
administrators of the participating organizations; training In lIC techniques
 
for selected personnel of service provider organizations; operations research 
training for service provider organizations; and evaluation training for all 
servico providers participating in the Project. Strengthening of the uverat] 
management capabilities lit the NOH/HC and IBSI/CS will include improving 
management systems, such as record-keeping, budgeting and planning, 
maintenance of medical standards, efficient handling of commodities, strateg5ic 
planning and finance manooment. To met these management and administration 
needs identified by the service providers, Management Services for Health 
(NIH) and its successor contract will continue to provide training in finance, 
marketing and sales as part of the Vaily Planning Management Training Project 
(FYNT). funded by ST/POP. Training for pharmacy personnel will be provided 
under the SOWAWC program. In addition, three medical schools will be assisted 
to widen their curricula to incorporate family planning topics and strengthen 
their reproductive health curricula. 

The training component builds on training activities that are
 
currently being conducted in Bolivia with the assistance of AID/W funded U.S.
 
Cooperating Agencies, (JHPIUO0, FP T/NIH, Da1, PCI/JHU, Population Council)
 
and will utilize those Us Cooperating Agencies to provide technical expertise
 
ineach training subject.
 

D. Elasarch/Policv NoMitoring
 

paralt ionl Esaroh/IUl 

The rationale for the research and evaluation component of the 
Project is to expand the delivery of selected reproductive health services 
through the most effective choice and efficient implementation of service 
models. The strategy for this component is to provide technical assistance 
and funds for Implementation of several major activities: a Project-wide 
management information system, collection of Project generated date 
(qualitative and quantitative), evaluation studies, operations research 
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studies, and other studies, as appropriate. Although separate activities, tho
 
research and evaluation component will contribute to stronger service agencies
 
by helping them to analyze their problems, to Introduce modifications in their
 
activities to resolve their problems, and to assess the impact of their
 
service delivery.
 

Ono of the most urgent needs for the service providers in this
 
Project is the establishment of a uniform service statistics system for
 
reproductive health services. Such a system will collect information needed
 
for monitoring and evaluation of service delivery activities, including
 
reproductive risk factors and family planning status. Currently, each
 
organization has its own system, and it is therefore difficult to compare
 
statistics between them, or to develop national statistics from them. The
 
Project will contract with the Development Group, Inc. (DOI), a minority.owned
 
firm, under the AID/W Options Project, to develop and implement such a
 
systom. They have recently worked In Peru on a multi-instituf,., public and
 
private sector information system for the national family plirming program
 
there, which has been reported to be appropriate and effective.
 

During the course of the five year Project, at least four larsge
 
operations research or major evaluation studies will be conducted with
 
technical assistance from the INOPAL It Project# an AID/W S&T/POP contract
 
with the Population Council, in both public and private sector institutions.
 
Those will assist with the development of high quality services which arv
 
culturally and politically acceptable in Bolivia. While topics would be
 
selected by service delivery managers with guidance from INOPAL It staff, the
 
following may prove interesting in Bolivia: service delivery with labor
 
unions; cost-effective service delivery models; self-sufficiency service
 
delivery programs; integrating agricultural assistance and reproductive health
 
activities; low-cost, easily accessible public services; and training
 
interventions. Operations rozearch will be based on an approach which has
 
proved successful in different parts of the world. In addition, a National
 
Demographic and Health Survey (DHS) is planned for 1993 with technical support
 
of the Institute for Rosource Development (IRD/acro lystems), &T/POP.
 

Pol icy Development
 

Policy development activities under the Project will be
 
undertaken to create an environment supportive of the provision of selected
 
reproductive health services for the purpose of improving maternal and child
 
health. They will address the barriers to the provision of information and
 
services. The activities will not be designed to promote an explicit
 
population policy, as it is universally agreed within Bolivia that such a
 
policy is neither appropriate nor feasible in the near future given the
 
political and ideological attitudes and the confusion that exists between the
 
concepts of failly planning and birth control. Indeed, it is essential that
 
all policy development activities funded under the Project address failly
 
planning in the context of reproductive health, and not be oriented toward
 
suggesting the need for a policy designed to reduce fertility for
 
macroeconomic purposes.
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Project resources will be used to generate, analyze and
 
disseminate data that will inform GOB officials, the health community, the
 
pross, other influential persons in Bolivia, and the public at large

concerning the issues arising from reproductive health patterns and the growth 
of population in Bolivia.
 

The primary focus of L.,. dialogue to be Sonerated by the
 
information will be on the benefits of reproductive health services for women,
 
children and the family in generaL, giving special attention to the nature ad
 
magnitude of the demand for reproductive health services and the need fur
 
access to information and services as defined by the target populations. The
 
favorable impact of reproductive hoalthi on the health system's resources in 
view of the expected reduction in the cost of medical treatment related tu
 
abortion also will be addressed.
 

A second area of focus will be on the implications of existing

and potential population trends (both growth and redistribution) for sector 
planning regarding jobs, health, education, and housing resources. To ensure.
 
that these analyses are oriented to broadening and strengthening support fur
 
voluntary reproductive health services rather than toward a policy of
 
population control, fertility rates used in these analyses will bn based nit
 
estimates reflecting unmet need for reproductive health as Poasured by survey
 
results and by existing estimates of abortions, using available moddle tu
 
translate existing abortion rates Into potential rates of reproductive ).,41tl,
 
services use and subsequent fertility rates.
 

Other issues to be addressed in this component include ClK#
 
relationship between population distribution and the environment, focusing oi 
the adverse effects of sponteneous migratory movements on the health of 
migrants and on land newly occupied by migrants in lolivia. The orientatias 
of analyses to address these issues will be to prooto better plannini iot 
response to imigrants' needs and to encourage appropriate land use ritler that, 
to design policied of forced migration. 

Organizations currently involved in producing informatit. em 
population questions include the National Population Conoission (COMNP), 
which is part of the newly created Seratoriat for Social Policy in the 
Ninistry of Planning. and 112, the National Statistics Inatitute. For 
demographic and policy analysis NOP/COVAPO will work with the RAPID fit 
Project of AID/W in three areas. hee Include: (1) awareness raising
focussing on key population issues and trands emposiing the health and 
economic benefits of providing reproductive health services; and the manituds 
of unmet demand for these servicesl (2) data eoileetion emphasising the 
development of a data bank on demographic trends, soeio-eeoie conditions 
and roproductive healthl and (3) planning for Implntation of the Bolivian 
reproductive health program including data medeling snd analysis. The 
Population Council will also support the activitie of the technical 
subcommittees on Reaevrch/bgvlustion end Policy and maintain an advisor 
in country. 
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P. Mnaiement Support
 

The bilateral agreement will also contain funding for necessary
 
management support for the GO portion of this project and the various AID/W
 
cooperating agencies and contractors. This management support will include
 
the following:
 

1. Contraceptive Procurement
 

Contraceptive commodities will be ordered by PIO/T from
 

S&T/POP/CPSD through established procedures for worldwide procurement of
 
condoms, pills, and IUD9. Funds for audit, evaluatioq and logistical support
 
(e.g. project-related communication) will be obligatedL through the Project
 
Grant Agreement.
 

2. USAID/B Prodect Management Unit (PHU)
 

The Project Manager will be an VS-1 direct hire BS-50
 

Foreign Service employee with experience in managing large population
 
programs. The Project will fund a Bolivian PSC Population Advisor, supported
 
by a Bolivian PSC secretary, both within USAID/B's Office of Health and Human
 
Resources. These three employees will be the Project Management Unit,
 
reporting to the Chief, HHR. The PSC Population Advisor's primary functions
 
will be to guide the implementation of the Project, serve as executive
 
secretary for the National Coordination Committee, and pttend meetings of the
 

technical sub-committees. The Population Advisor will konitor and provide
 
assistance to the GOB and NGO reproductive health programs and coordinate
 
Project activities with the Office of Health and Human Resources.
 

3. tLuation and Audit
 

See Annex J (Data Collection, Monitoring and Rvalustion).
 

4. AID Logistical lupport
 

AID Logistical Support for AID/HHR/PKV perqohinal will include
 

commncation expenses, travel and local transportation costs, office supplies
 
and material., and office equipment.
 

P2IVATI OV.OOVERUMMVTAL UPRODUC1"VI HEALTH ACTIZVIT ?3f 

With careful planning, private non-governmental orgistations 
including contractors, cooperating agencies, and MOOs can complment 
activities of the GOB, thereby improving access and coverage. bVOo ore 
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flexible and can respond quickly. 
Close GOB-NGO collaboration in support of
national reproductive health program will be fostered by the National

Coordination Comittoe established for this Project.
 

At present, several AID/W Cooperating Agencies and Contractors have
been working with the GOB and Bolivian MWOs on several activities with: 
The
Center for Investigationa, Education and Services (GIES) and the Fundact6n Un
Gabriel, both in La Paz; SERVIFAM in Cochabauba; PROSALUD in Santa Cruz; and
the national contraceptive social marketing system organized by SOHARC. 
Thp
current level of reproductive health services provided by these organizatloon

is small. 
With thn assistance of the Project, those institutions should be
able to increase their level of activity. 
In addition to these institutions
with which the Project will work from the beginning, there are a number of
institutions whose potential is more limited, but which might be encouraged or
be significantly helped by in-kind support. 
However, it is not possible to
project in advance the level of active family planning users which might

result from those interventions.
 

The Reproductive Health Services Project will continue to provide
support to Bolivian NOs through existing AID/W Cooperating Agencies and
Contractors; these agencies in turn will provide direct support for technical
assistance, services and related activities, Initially in urban areas of
Bolivia. 
 (See Annex H for more information on each CA/Contractor.)
 

A. The PathfinderFund 

The Pathfinder Fund will provide technical and financial support.
for service delivery in reproductive health. Pathfinder will continuo,
supporting CIES' ongoing service delivery in La Paz, Oruro and Potosi through

3 modalities (3 clinics; 65 community workers; and 38 affiliated phyuidaino).
Collaborating with other Cooperating Agencios for strategic planning,
training, TEC and other related support activities, including the provision of
contraceptive commodities, Pathfinder will also work with the CUS nnd thi,

Fundacift San Gabriel.
 

B.
 

In November 1989, John Snow, Inc., 
the contractor for
MotherCare, 
an AID/W central Project, made an initial assessment of a project
to provide an integrated packe* of prenatal, birthing, and family planning
services to women living in the urban and peri-urban areas of Cochabamba.
Their planned major activities with IVIPA I, the PVO in Cochabamba, would
include: 
 (1) qualitative research; (2) comunication strategy designod toroach women and their families with messages that promote appropriatu
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reproductive behaviors, (3)strengthening maternal and reproductive health
 
services. This program viii coordinate their activities via the technical 
subcommittees. in addition, some funds may be available for service 
activities of the Empress Nacions&. do Ferrocarriles (117) mobile train 
facility, originally AID/V-funded under the Enterprise Project. NotherCere 
will have a resident advisor in Bolivia and will support the national 
technical subcouaittees for services/training. 

C. M/MSH. JHPISGO. CA! 

Through the FPST/KSH, support will be provided to the GOB 
(Component 1) and to PVOs with regard to strengthening capabilities through
 
workshops, seminars, and direct technical assistance. In addition, FPHT/HN3l
will support the activities of the National Coordinating Comttee for tts 
Project and will have a resident advisor in Bolivia. With CLS and 5KIVIVAM, 
tSHplans workshops on management/lnstitutional development, strategic
 

planning, and financial management. A similar workshop in financial
 
management will be hold for other private groups together. A followwas
 
contract will be lot late in FY 90, and the Project will buy into it for
 
continued services in this area. The Project will support additional
 
workshops and training courses for Project participants on the subject.u of 
financial management, marketing and sales, executive training, admintstratiiw 
and evaluation. The management training contractor will also pruvido.
 
technical assistance to organizations as they apply the lessons learned from 
those coursos.
 

The Johns Hopkins Program for International Kducation Ito 
Gynecology and Obstetrics (JHPIWJO), serves as a catalyst for the Impruvow-.'st
of reproductive health by providing technical Suidance, equipment, educvtiondl 
materials, and funding. Using a buy-in from this Project and some control 
funds., JHPIEGO will establish nine Women's Health Training Centers to provide 
public and private soctor clinical training for 750 N.D.s and nursus in 
delivery of reproductive health services, including reproductive risk 
assessment, temporary family planning sethods, snoch as oral contraceptives,
condoms, and spermicides, XTD scroening and treatment, and Pap smears for th, 
detection of cervical cancer. JKPI9O also will develop a reproductive health 
curriculum for medical/nursing facilities at the universities in La Pon,
Cochabamba, and Sucre, in collaboration with the PROMNMA III Project 
implemented by PAHO for UIFPA. 

Community outreach and paramedical training end development of 
an institutional capacity for such training will be provided under the 
contract for the PAC 118 Project implemented by Development Associates, whicha 
is currently working with FIPADI, ClII and PROSALUD. Funding for this 
activity will come from both a Project-funded buy-in and funds from AIUI/W. 
Auxiliary nurses will be trained in provision of famly planning methods and 
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reproductive risk assessment, as wt l o o.wtedai other topics relevant to
reproductlvo health, such as breatoe4in 
promotion. The Itothercare Project

will also collaborate technically with DIvelopmnt Associates in developing

the portions of the curriculum beyo.d family planning.
 

The Ceorgotowa. Institute (or o.tural Vamly Planning willprovide materials and s~e' tIrlinic ei siut:at oaivt JIPIgO and Davolopment.
Associates to enable. iatnt . inilutte the. biiir concepts of Natural Family
Planning (NtP) vtwthods ioid tho I.atationt Amunorrhea in
Hothod their traiin. 
courses. Thi will It rev.t.Mtlly (uidod. uolvss needa arises (or trainingcourbes (or HFP t.o.cIsrs, ti tti t ri-uvi 4 buy. it to thatc ro IIrally-funded

cooparstivo agroptm.onI us- itt; vurrv- r *.q, tw required.
 

Pc:1!Jito prooIooJ to ri tbo public and private sertor ilt g
wide ritugo of i )fLivitk0v Ott.rJer 
 to 4ox4hd accos to reproductive baltlhinfom4t ion aid tcrvfveir t iit,4 tlt, li,: f((urt onwill be based aulysev oftht.. e:.'eda of tht, ilivtdui|l p~irt tril enqitities and their particular tirgt
populat ians. rr:,4, t.. itotrul -- wNt i't iout of tho part icipathtisontitiec will b4, iprovo.d ttf~rv ye -ift nru# proootional rampaign is
undertake . Tird. nf- k, I, hOOf Will based ol audience rosearI,
and teated will, rrr.rctp" if tt it,tI )o ! sudio"f s before beig widely
used. iourth, the # -.r( V I4 44;t i~ , will not o be undertaken unt iltho aocotid or thirtl yp o hfh i , It- ice ordr to; I) give twparticipating or&gang4ialorn tiaer t pvy-st tlaeimelvoe for tle. Infreaso1d 
dond which nteotld IN, gencr ttod tj Olt-t~.ao it) pscrnit the pro Itvttiiig of tip, N' l 1L 4*lbr-tui c io .p4atg1e and till allow tOue
current favorabic trvotio4 !lwvcrd Ott uac o.f rsaprodrctiva healtl, (or health
 
reasons to g4iu i oscrl, 
 r ftbtu tw% ttvW 4?.Irtivo advert iitg tvelviiques artused. lith il*act ovwIu-.. ianI teorhiquu will be used durbig thtt course ofthe Project co that corrItiAvc artito reut be takon if necessary. lixth.although the effort will lu, basd on atit)ilys# of the needs of the particular
etities involved. t, overall W ur.(ill be guided and coordinated by the
IKC sub comitte oi thv *40t ioentl (oerdit.ting Ctomwittea for the Project,
consisting of ropreoeintstive of theiiv tripatilng tnt-it es (such s NMI#1
IhIl, CI9, Fundacio. Iaoi GAriel, CtHYIIA, 1rolllud, 5(WIAOC, and CONAPOwith technlcal agsictanecv, from tle *C3) tn order too I) assure that the
 
messages do not confiltl iti) 0aip ttwir experieones in the effort; ili)
provide joint support of L1ti gottoral iolorowtion caialgnll sqd 1V) achievo a more coot effective prosr.itiop of 0at.'riala. In sow cases, materials willbe trainlated Into indignous lagt)or for local use; voe adjustments intext may be necessary to ake thee clwtirAlly appropriate. TechIirnal
coipration will ho scought frt* IwleIopf..nt Avaocites for mterials
development for ill1to'sto populitiocc, a thoy have began logo work in this 
area.
 

Otheif trop v--in iti 1 rpro *otivohealth, but who do iutrecoiv. finfi,41~'~ #uatr# f tt ,Jwilltrt Je~d ialo b" iNVItd to relve 

http:Olt-t~.ao
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comunicationo training and use the 1IC materiels developed in their prosram 
as well. During the first years of the Project the staff work for the 
subcomittee will be supported by the PC. 

During the first two years of the Project, training will be
 

conducted by PCI in 11C methodology, and, incooperation with JMPINOD and 
Development Associetes, training ininterpersonal commnications will be 
provided to personnel of service providers who deal directly with clients. 
These are described in other sections as well. 

9. The Posulation Council 

The Population Council's (II0PAL) proposed activities will 

support the research and evaluation cow.nenLt of the Project, as discusood in 
Component 1. Their main objective would be to provide tochnical assistancu to 
agencies to design, conduct# analyle, end ilsemlinate the rOsultI of romnarcih 
Projects. The Population council would conduct up to four major rosearch ,n1 

a forum for dissemination of OK rosultoevaluation Projects and would provide 
and other scientific topics. 

The INOPAL Project, will also provide training to servir.. 
provider organizations in evaluation cf reproductive health service delivery. 
Four one-week courses will be offered in reproductive health evaluatioin 
principles end teclniques. SWclot attention will be gives to instruction in 
sotting realiotic, retusable goals and the use of standard performance 
indicators (now clipeato couple years of protection, etc.) Etvaluatio of 
information and edication programs will be emphasised, and cost and
 

cost-effectivenesd techniques will also be taught.
 

Tho- Population Council will support a resident advisor mn thv 

work of the technical subcoittees on research, evaluation and policy. 

Upporfo 0 CIAL HMUCETo 

Since 191l the Social Narketing Project (WONWIC) has provided 
subsidized sale of contraceptive products in all urban areas thmrough 
established pharmacies. Currently, pharmaies provide 66% of the condoms Mid 
39% of the contraceptive pills used in lolivia (Bolivian National iurvey of 
Demography and H4elth, 1919). Additionally, pbarmelsts and their staffs will 
be trained in provision of contreoptive supplies pert of the iMKARC 
project in Bolivia. Approximately 2,100 phlmeey loyes willt be trained 
during the course of the Project, emphasiing ne CON products as they become 
available. Refresher training will be provided In the letter years of the 
Proj"t 4 

The SNAU!C program strategy is to increas awareness of family
 
planning and correct use of modem contraceptive mothods. Under the
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reproductive health Project,. USAI will provide funda to contil nue t.'.n'e' 

and technical assistanco; .otional Personnel cost*; transport, otlwr eqtuipunlt 
and supplies, and evaluation research. 

During the early years of the Project, SONMEC will continue to 

support general media campaigns on reproductive health topics. As the Project 

progresses the SONA4C will move to messages more spcifically promoting only 

the Social Marketing contraceptivo products. It is espocted that I;romotlw.l, 

materials and media Interventions conducted under the 1i1C Project and SOWAKC 

Project will reach 0% of the urban population in the throe main target rittllo 

of the Project. 

USAID/Iolivio SONAPC has funded a program in La Pat. Cochabutbi, 

Santa Cres, Suer# and Oruro to provide sex education to wom in club settings 

conducted by the lolivia. Nlociety of Gynecology and Obstetrics (SGO.) 

Physicians give the instruction and include Information on places at which 

reproductive health servives may be obtained. The Project will providv 

suppor to continuo, *nd owpand the coverage of this program It it derable 
to hav thio ivfluentiW organitAn of physicians actively involved in the 

overall effort being supported by the Projct' 

Tho (1Ai)11 Witk Office will assign one@M Population Wffires
(101% of tw ), one Sldivioi# pr*4osooional PC (00 of tiom) and oa POC 

:leretery to rmnage thit Projcrt for UAIDI . These throv ppruont. will 
constitute the Proj t Hangon. t Unit within UISAID//tMlI As stated lAv. 

and below, funds for all three of the 00 subcoPqponents will be obllgidod Ity 

Project Grant Agreement (KU)o The thre 001 subcoupooents arot a) "1w tmJ 

Waclonal do Sald (COO) of the Bolivian Institute for SWcIl security (tifP). 

b) the Mtaternal Chid lalth Division (NN) iJ the Ministry of Wallis (NWAI, 

and c) the Wationil Population Council (COWAPO) under the Nis1try of Pliuitteg, 

and Coordination (1lK). 

Yor Comoets II nd It, UAIDIDII/IP* wIll writ. Pio/To tr 

buy-ins and add-one to AIDI/VSITIPOP and ST?/Moalth central cooperative 
agreements and contracts under existing central projects, or rellow 
projectso Arosltatoly 6 such PIOTs will be required initially. In most 

cases, AWD/V preform a ahort P1O/ stating maunt, country, and a brief 
description of o~tivitlies to be carried out, beeaue the central cooperatlv 
agrnemnts and contracts already contain detailed buigets and descriptions of 

activities to be carried out worldwide or regionally. Payment of voucherv 

under these contral instrumonts will be through AIOIPIVIIFN. li it 
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IgIovlgn dith fiteJ Sentral or VSAI)I§ funding, and lready havo tiix liti 
relationahis with the E0 Soand 1olivien 0OO. of the contractors and CAs 
will only be present for a short period (1 year) during the 5-year LOP. LL 
the binahi HeMlth Survey (Dil) scheduled for 1993. sentially, the IO 
and Social Narkieting (W) Components involve procurement by a 2-page P1OT of 
several "off the shelf" fully developed subcomponent, implemented by
experienced contractors knovn to USAUO/SIIO. rather like buying reedy-to uo.' 
spare parts for a car (e.g. distributor, tronmislion), rather than trying to 
build a motor yourself from scratch. IM 009, IM0 and M0 Components viii Ito 
coordinated by the Notional Coordinating Comittee of the Project, described 
below. 

USAID/SIMHR will provide funds to procure the services of two 
Bolivian M5Ce, one profesocml and one secretary, for the life of the 
project, and audit and evalAtlon services and logistical support s needd 
during the Project. Contraceptive comodities (condom., pills, and possibly
lUtO) will be purchased cattrally by AIO/WI&T/POPICPIl upon receipt of a 
2 page PIOIC from USAIDISIUIRIPNU stating dollar mount comodities requstoed,
and shipping information. Twse comodities will probobly be Imported through 
oNe of the contractors or cooperating agencies with experience in this field. 
2.. TrOISOAwIc and Pathfinder, All logistical support will be obligated 
through the ProjecL Grant Agreement. 

2. p'roClec Maameete JUnit 

The Project will be mned by USAIDI's Division of IHath and 
luman Resourcen (HIN). The Chief of that Division will devote approximately
I5, of his time to the Project. The Project Mnapr will be the UM PS I 
IS50 Population Officer, wo will devote about 10% of her time to the 
project. She will be assisted in the day-to-day supervision of the Project by 
a professional Bolivian PIC employee of the Mission. The Project will fud 
the conLract services of that employee, as well as a full-time secretary. 

Technical assistance and training under the ProjecL Will h 
provided through buy-ina and add-ons with I Cooperating Agencies and 
contractors. The nature and extent of the technical assistance and training 
to be provided to the participating Bolivian organltions by the Us 
Cooperating Agencies and contractors and their estimated •eLt are indicated 
in the descriptions of the Project'e components abe in Part Z1iI and in 
Annex N. 

Table 4 below lists the US Cooperating Agonel and contrectrs 
involved in the Project, including two Gray Amndeit frims, together with tie 
Bolivian organiations with whom they will wrk. 
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I" I.Iact Obliaation Plato 

The following Table $ illustrates he plan for PF 90 
obligation,. The chart shows that USAIDII will obligate $1.1 million to thi 
ani In a ProJect Grant Agreement during July or August, 19t90 ad will send 
Oily signed PIOITs to AID/9t/833/0P for buypdns and add-ons to five central 
ooprattve agreements and contrcts (FPwlI#II, TOIAPIO, CAl, Pathfinder, 

and TV30OAR) 
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The obligation plan for each successive fiscal year, VY91-94, is 
similar to the above plan for rY 0. The following seetion ts a matrix of the
methods of implementing and financing for each component and Table 6 on page31 shows the proposed schedule of obligations and major implientation
activities. Nay 1990 - September 1994. It can be son from this chart that 
the number of planned obligations per fiscal year varies from 2 (FT 94) to 0 
(fT 93), with an average of 5.2 obligationr per year, not counting snll 
purchases for logistics support, or approximately one P101T every two months. 

S. Ilehed of lMIaMntstin Ed tinan-s 

The methods of implementing and financing for each coonent of the 
Project are umarised as follows: 

Method 	of Nethods of gstimated 

I. 	Support for We 
Activities 

C~iAPO 	 PGAO PILS Advanced Pay $ 400,000
II8SICHS PUL, PItS Advanced Pay 8$ 4500000 
"IOINCH POA, PIlS Advanced Pay 8 250*000 

AIDIPOW PI01T. Contracts Direct Pay W A"|.oO0

commodties PiO/Cs 
 Direct Pay 15$0000 
Logistical Support Travel Authorizations Direct Pay $ 125,000 

Purchase Orders 
9valuation/Audits PIO/Ts Local Contracts Direct Pay $ 2080000 

I11 Support for 5O 
Activities 

Various AID/W CAn 
and contractors 

P10T, buy-ins
and addons Direct Pay $0460.000 

Ill. Support for Scial 
Marketing IONAC PO/Ta, add-on Direct Pay 940,
 

TOTAL 89,S000
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5. Nalional 22ordinating Committee for the Proiect 

In order to tooter the mutual reinforcement of efforts amon the 
various antitites participating in the Project, a National Coordinating 
Committee of the Project has been established by constituent agencies, which 
has been functioning since January 22, 1990. Voting members are: the 
Chief/KlNR, USAID/B or his designee, the Director of the Division of 
Maternal-Child Health of the KOH# the Director of Gynecology services at the 
Hospital Obrero of IBSS, the Executive Secretary of CONAPO, the Executive 
Director of CINS and the PAHO Representative to Bolivia is invited an u 
permanent observer. Any of those persons may send an alternate. Th 
principal purpose of the committee is to coordinate the implementation of 
reproductive health activities to be carried out by all agencies involved It, 
the Project, within the norms and regulations of the GOB and USAID. At 
present, there ere five technical sub-committees corresponding to the five 
Project activities; Services; Training; Research and Evaluation; lnformAtiont, 
Education. and Communications; and Policy Development. During the initial 
phase of implementation these five subcommittees will be merged into three; 
Services/Training; Information, Education, and Communications; Research, 
Education, and Policy Development. Membership on the sub.committees will bo 
composed of technical representatives of participating organizstions concoernd 
with each technical area. The Cooperating Agencies and contractors which
 
provide technical assistance on each subject will also be members of thp
 
corresponding sub-committeo. The Memorandum of Understanding rogarding the
 
National Coordinating Committee is included as &l21 of this paper.
 

Th financial plan for this Project is shown below in three Tablog:
 
(1) Summary of Total Obligations by Component, (2) AID Obligations and GUN 
Contributions by Subcomponent, and (3) Life of Project Summary Cost Kstlmtsn 
by Subcomponent by Year. Additional Budget tables are shown in Annex IL. 
The total AID dollar cost of the Reproductive Health Services Project in $9.3 
million. of this total, $7.3 million is drawn from the Population Acrount end 
$2.0 million is drawn from the Child Survival Account. 

The GO will contribute the local currency equivalent of $1.348
 
million through regular budget support of the Ministry of Health, IBS/CN aid
 
CONAPO, Including 8360,000 worth of local currency generated uniJer KEY local
 
currency generations for additional activities of CONAPO.
 

USAID Disirsement Procedures for GOB Uub-Comoonmnt
 

The disbursement procedures Include measures to assure the systematic
 
and timely flew of project funds. The procedures will provide for advance
 
payment of AID and counterpart local currency funds to be deposited into
 
separate bank accounts to be maintained by CONAPO, IBSCOB and MOH/MCH,
 

<Vt
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Those organizations will submit a twelve (12) month 
Financial Plan by quat'torn
 

setting forth the costs in local currency and their equivalent 
inUS$ by
 

They will be responsible for disbursing funds in accordance 
with
 

itema. 

Also, they will submit an Operational
quarterly budget approvals by USAID. As a
 

Plan containing all information necessary to implement 
the Project. 


minimum it should include: 1) a procurement schedule of goods and services by
 

a reasonable justification of
 
source of funding (AID and 005 tunas) and, 2) 


AID dollar payment under the Direct Account is described
 such procurements. 

in Section C. procurement Plan.
 

Detailed guidelines for these procedures will be provided 
by USAID in
 

PItS following Project Initiation.
 

AID funds for the project will be channelled as indicated 
in Sect. 5.
 

p6. 30, Method of Implementation and Financing.
 

O.N= OE CLIGATIO BY MAJOR MR= 

A.I.D. Contribution 
TOTAL ( millions) 

1. Support of GOB activitios and management support 
1.90
 

2. Support of M00 activities 6.46
 

3. Suppport of Social Marketing .11
 

9.30

TOTAL 


(ST)may contribute additional central funds to 
Cooperating Agancils


AIUIW 
during the life of this Project. because the availability
vorkLng in Bolili 


of these funds is conjectural* no figures can be given for these possible
 

contributions.
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AID GRANT 

u zam zmsm lam 

I. W Ua~tI 

58Z300 1,37 ,700 1.900,000 1,348*000 3,248,000 

1. O m 24,800 375l200 400,000 360,000 760,000 
2. 8.v 103,500 347500 450000 S1l000 1,321,000 
3. mo m 71 000 179o000 250o000 11e700 367,000 
4. !),gu it 4vairt 3.0,000 470,000 800MW 800000 

6,o0 000 6460,wo 6,460,000 

1. Rf ,7i00 1,78,000 1,78,000 
2. iftkndm" 9.0o0,000 1,000,000 1,000,000 
3. M 706s000 700,000 7000,00 
4. PWa1toaim moUL 700,000 ,000000 800,000 

350,000 350,000 350,000 
6. JN1 500000 50,000 500,000 
7. UIW 500,000 5o0,o00 500,000 
6. =r - Ibpdw K 
9. IN - qgjaw 

450,000 
172,000 

450,000 
172,000 

450o000 
172o000 

100. :-c 300,000 300,000 300,00 

mx. i n
calLlii 94000= qwio0 ,9409000 

h Im -S 940o ",o0000 

TOTAL 7#M = 13n.700 9,30 I000 1348#= 10UO0 
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FINANCING REPRODUCTIVE YE&TH CARE IN BOLIVIA
 

The financial needs of the program in Bolivia are being mot generally

by donor community. 
This is likely to continue into the foreseeable future.
 
This grant meets public and private sector needs not being covered by the GOB
 
or other donors. 
On the question of reproductive health expenditure, USAID/B

believes that at this time and for the near future, strategies for cost
 
containment and usn 
 of private sector providers and distribution channels aro 
a more viable response under AID's financing guidelines than is a premature
emphasis on cost recovery. 

C. Procurement Plan
 

The procurement plan for the Project is explained by the two Tables
 
Nos. 
5 and 6 given above under the Implementation Plan for FY 90 obligations

and the schedule of major implementation activities, 1990 - 94. No
 
significant procurement is planned under the GOB component. 
For Component 1I
 
(NO)and Component III (SHP), USAID/B will procure the services of eleven
 
cooperating agencies and contractors by signing PrO/Ta for buy-ins and add-on.
 
to AID/W central cooperative agreements and contracts under S&T/POP and S&T/

Health central projects. 
 If a central project and its contract or cooperative

agreement expires, USAID/B will procure similar services from the follow-on
 
central project. 
These buy-ins and add-ons will cause no significant
 
management burden for USAID/B, because AID/W will perform procurement and
 
accounting for these subcomponents. Normally, AID/W requires a one or two
 
page PIO/T for these procurement actions, and simply adds the funds available
 
in PIO/Ts from USAIDs, without any additional text, because each central
 
cooperative agreement or contract already has a detailed scope of work and
 
budget. Accessing these central projects is 
a very easy procedure for
 
USAID/B/HHR. Additionally, eight of the eleven cooperating agencies and
 
contractors proposed to be funded under this Project are already functioning

in Bolivia, mainly with AID funding through central cooperative agreements and
 
contracts.
 

Similarly, Project-fundod contraceptives will be procured through the
 
AID/W procurement system; 8&T/POP/CPSD will assist the Mission in determining
 
types, quantities, and delivery dates needed. 
USAID will send proforma Pi0/Cs

to AID/W. Shipment, delivery and distribution may be through the GOB/NOH, or
 
a CA experienced in this field, such as Pathfinder or SONARC.
 

Ixcept for commodities, all management/logistical procurement will be
 
handled by USAID/B by direct contracts under the FAR and AIDAR. The two
 
Bolivian PSCs will be selected utilizing the simplified procedures stated in
 
the AIDAR and class justification for P8Ce. Logistical support (project

communications) will be procured through small purchase procedures (FAR Part
 
13) where the value of goods or services is $25,000 or less. Contracts for

audits or evaluations over $25,000 invalue shall be competed under Part 15 of
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the FAR. There is no construction planned under this project. The authorized
 
geographic codes for the Project are 000 (United States of America) and the
 
cooperating country (Republic of Bolivia). The standards and procedures to be
 
followed in the procurement of goods and services will be those of Handbooks
 
1B, 11, 14 and 15.
 

D. Gray Amendment 

Development Associates, a US minority-owned firm, will provide

technical and financial assistance to the Bolivian organizations participating
 
in the Project.
 

In addition, the Development Group, Inc. (DI), a minority-owned
 
firm, will be subcontracted by The Futures Group to develop and implement the
 
uniform HIS for service delivery organizations.
 

V. COVEIANTS MD COMDIITIONS 

The Project Grant Agreement (PGA) signed with the GOB will grant

permission to the Cooperating Agencies and Contractors involved in the Project
 
to maintain offices and staff in Bolivia in order to operate here and
 
implement the Project. Imported Project goods will be tax-exempt. The
 
standard covenants required for Family Planning projects under Section 104 (f)

of the Foreign Assistance Act, the current appropriations act, and P.D.-3,

dealing with volunterism, abortion and sterilization, will be covenants to the
 
PGA.
 

The covenants listed in the draft Authorization contain the
 
prohibitions concerning abortion and sterilization required by FAA 104 (f)and
 
Policy Determination-3. The last convenant, that all funds shall be used In
 
accordance with AID population policy, is intended to incorporate all
 
proscriptions in the current year appropriations legislation$ as well an any

future changer in FAA 104 or AID population policy. since language In the
 
appropriation bil,' changes from year to year, USAID has not Included
 
additional proscriptions from the IFY 90 Appropriations Act in the draft
 
Authorization.
 

VI. PROJECT AALYSI8 SIIUIAIRII
 

ECONMIC AMAL2Y 1
 

A benefit cost analysis was not undertaken for this project as It was

strongly felt that an economic rationale for the project would weaken the case 
for It as far as the 0OB is concerned: economic arguments are rejected by
those opposed to family planning on religious or political grounds. This 
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project is justified by virtue of the many health benefits that would accrue
 
to both mothers and children as a result of family planning and better child 
spacing. The major benefit will be a reduction in the abortion rate and of 
the complications resulting from then.
 

The major implementors of this project will be the AID/ Cooperating 
Agencies, Bolivian private sector reproductive health end training 
organizations, the Bolivian Social Security Institute, and the Ministry of 
Public Health (inareas where the PROSIlA Ill project is not operating). We 
believe this to be the only feasible alternative, given current political 
constraints. 

(The Reproductive Health Services Project Economic Analysis is given in Annex
 

). 

FINANCIAL ANALYSIS
 

1. Sustainability of the Services Activities
 

As reproductive health programs are oriented to provide services 
and contraceptives to low-income social groups, ithas been the experience in 
many countries thaL such programs cannot be initially funded by the 
beneficiaries, and that appreciable recurrent costs mst be borne by 
contributions from other sources for a relatively long period. In order to 
have self-sustaining reproductive health activities, the target populations 
would havo to be in the middle and upper socio.economic levels, which are not 
the target groups for USAID assistance. Given current 00 budgetary 
constraints, it Is anticipated that USAID will have to help defray recurrent 
expenses over the life of this project. The Project management team and TA 
will work with Project organizations to gradually increase income from other 
sources, to be conscious of costs, to account carefully for costs, and to be 
able to analize their cost-effectiveness in delivering selected reproductive 
health services.
 

The service providers being directly supported by the Project 
are expected to be able to continue to provide the level of services achieved 
during the course of the Project with decreased levels of USAID support after 
this project, Service organizations which my be added to the Project also 
will have to demonstrate how they are likely to be able to maintain the level 
of services achieved after the completion of USAIDas support. 

However, the prospect of achieving full cost recovery varies
 
among the participating local organizations. The prospects for several 
organizations follows: 

1I8S Given the method of financing of the INS system, the existence 
of its Infrastructure throughout the country, the relatively low 
marginal coat to the system of increasing the coverage of the 
maternal health program, and the probable savings In costs from 
less hospitalizations for abortion complications among the 
insured population, it is possible that the program can achieve 
financial self-eustainability within five years. 
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C193 	 it is expected that enough income viii be generated by users 
fe to increase the coverage of operating expenses from 101 In 
1989 to 29, in 1993. The gap viii need to be supplied by
external assistance institutions. MiRS has higher costs than 
U1VIFAX because of the level of its involvement in reaearch and 
training activities.
 

FUIDACIOU 
SA GAlSll. 	 According to reported financial data, FO,with all its
 

services Included, is reaching now around 451 of
 
self-sustainability, while the main Hospital reaches 701. 
 The 
expected rate of increase in recuperationa is of 2.5% to 3% 
annually. The remainder of the funding is currently being
provided through outside assistnce mainy from orien churchou 
and foundations. According to the Director, these contributions 
are expected to decrease in the future. 

PIUSALUD 	 PMOSALUD's program In an experiment in the self-financing of t 
primary health care program in Santa ru. The reproductive
health component should follow the om pattern. POOILU 
currently is generating revenues eqa to around 90 of the 
direct costs of the provision of services without including i
contribution 	of 205 of the cost of its central office. Th#' 
remaining 60% of the central office costs 	have to be covered by
central office activities such as consultant services, traiing,
educational materials and VP services. Since reproductivo 
health activities are now a small part of PROSAlUD's overiall 
program, PROSAWD's prospects of increasing its financial 
sustainability are good. 

SIRVIFAM 	 SIlVIFAN currently is generating services to cover around 
12 of its total operating expenses. This figure is expected to 
reach 56% in 1993. SVlIFANs' min sources of income are eems
paid by userse private and governental support and son 
external assistance. The prospects are that all thes sources 
will continue to provide support to SIVIFAN so It can be
assumed that it would be able to continue to provide servlcus 
after the Project ends. 

SOARC The social marketing program is expected to be elf-sufficient 
after the low-4os orals, condoms and lUDo are added to the 
program The promotion end awaroness gapigns should be 
continued by AMUlMOTI after the Proect, but they probably will 
be at a lower level as the market should have bon developed
during the life of the Project. 

2. Institutional Analysis
 

Tho capacity of the organisations particlpating in the Project
to manage funds Is addressed in the Institutional analyses. It appears that 
many of these organisations will need support in the financial managemti 
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area. 
The Project provides support for the central Family Planning Matmie"itp
Training project (HIH) to provide technical assistance and training to tIh. 
orpniuations on the special lied aspects of financial maonagemet a pari of 
the Training component. With technical assistance provided by l~l/FM'r tu all 
of the local organisations participating in the Project, the financial 
management of the Project's resources should not present a problem 

SOCIAL "aIAYll 

If the eproductive Health Services Project objectives are achioe.d,
the social welfare of children and others in Bolivia will be enhanced, 
Reductions of high risk pregnancies (high parity and short-interval births)

and Improved no service delivery will not only lower maternal and childhood 
morbidity and mortality, but will reduce the ftellam many vron currently 
attach to their own health prospects and overall social statue. 

The social feasibility of this Project depends on being able to
 
educate the target populations about the health benefits of reproductive

health. Several factors have been put forward to explain the low acceptanre

of family planning In Bolivia. Generally, they are based on gs]M attitudes, 
poor health conditions and ignorance. In order to overcom these barriern,
the Project will have to break down traditional beliefs and promuet
attitudinal changes through working with tho existing comunity structures an4 
providing se@x education, reproductive health promotion and serviroes 
Providers will have to address both language and cultural barriers when
 
working in the conmunities. Although the Project targets mainly the urlt#, 
population, many persons in that population still dhro to trdtiainil 
attitudes and behaviour.
 

(The Mproductive Health Services Project Social Analytieo Is giv i, 
Annex _L), 

Reproductive Health Care plays an integral part In raising the otioti 
of women. In this Project, reproductive health serves as a tool for pruawutig
batter health for women and children. Improving women's health status will 
increase their economic opportunities. At the sm time. reproductive health 
provides wome with a means of controlling their fertility and reducing their 
dependence on abortion. Raising the level o seonselousnees my propt wome 
to challenge the traditionl, gJ attitudes that tend to Influence Bolivian 
thought. 

The II€ activities included in the Project will provide the public
with Information on the health benefits of reproductive hIlth. Uiuaetlonal 
materials about reproductive health will be available in elinics ad will 
allow womn to make an informed decision about eontroception. Talks given to 
mothers" clubs and similar orlanltations will provide women with knowl &e,
about ,eproductiv health and sex education. Dring the later years of tl., 
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Project, man media campaigns will be undertaken. The campaigns will 
eqphasise the health benefits of reproductive health and promote the statue of 
women . 

Several training opportunities will also be made available to women

through the Project. Volunteer promoters are one of the primary vehicles for
service delivery. Prmoterse generally are women from the commity who are
 
traiuod to provide information about reproductive health end distributie
 
methods. Within the family planing organisations, training will be provided

for medical and paramedical steft administrators end educators. Since a

large proportion of those working with reproductive health organisstions are
 
woman, many opportunities will exist for wimn to improve their skills level. 

It would be difficult to discuss reproductive health without 
considering how iL affects the status of woma. This project addresses
improving the status of women by providing them with dutcation, training, and
the opportunity to decide freely as to the maer and spacing of children they

will have. 

JtInITUIqW==TJNfCA AUSIM 

During the Reproductive Health services Project, USAI will he

directly concerned with administrative efficiency In the following

institutional settings: (1)Various Units of the 006, 
 includingi (a)high

level support for the Reproductive Health programs (b) the need for Improved

umanag~t practices, foll staffing, m professional and technical trining.

(2) Coordination *nd collaboration of all program activities boetwimn ON,, 

e, and S ial Marketlngi (3) Influence on program decisions by various
research inctilutiong, which, In turn, can influence administrative and policy 
4dcisions
 

The kOproducive Health Institutional/technical Analysis Io liven in
 

AMexJ). 

INITIAL MINKMA UIAIMATlOU
 

Generally, population, health and nutrition projects faill under 
l2.C.F.1 Section 2I* (c)(2)(viii), Categorical 8eluslaos as tpes of 

projects that do net req"uire an Initial viromt Rumination or further
environmental sruting. This project woe so determined to be estogerisally
exluded from the requiremaent for further envirommtel review by the LAC
bureau Deputy Inviroomental officer on February 23, 1119. (See Annex L). 
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ANNEX 	 C 

BOLIVIA 
Reproductive Health Project
 
AID: 	511-0568
 

5C(l) - COUNTRY CHECKLIST 

Listed below are statutory criteria applicable
 
to: 	 (A) FAA funds generally; (B)(1) Development
 
Assistance funds only; or (B)(2) the Economic
 
Support Fund only.
 

A. GENERAL CRITERIA FOR COUNTRY ELIGIBILITY
 

1. 	 FY 1990 Appropriations Art NO
 
Sec. 569tbl. Has the President
 
certified to the Congress that the
 
government of the recipient country is
 
failing to take adequate measures to
 
prevent narcotic drugs or other
 
controlled substances which are
 
cultivated, produced or processed
 
illicitly, in whole or in part, in such
 
country or transported through such
 
country, from being sold illegally

within the Jurisdiction of such country
 
to United States Government personnel
 
or their dependents or from entering
 
the United States unlawfully?
 

2. 	 EM SeC. 461(h1 Ey 1990
 
A2pprations Act tae. 569(bi. (These
 
provisions apply to assistance of any

kind 	provided by grant, sale, loan,
 
lease, credit, guaranty, or insurance,
 
except assistance from the Child
 
Survival Fund or relating to
 
international narcotics control,
 
disaster and refugee relief, narcotics
 
education and awareness, or the
 
provision of food or medicine.) If the
 
recipient is a *major illicit drug
 
producing country* (defined as a
 
country producing during a fiscal year
 
at least five metric tons of opium or
 
500 metric tons of coca or marijuana)
 
or a "major drug-transit country"
 
(defined as a country that is a
 
significant direct source of illicit
 
drugs significantly affecting the
 
United States, through which such drugs
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are transported, or through which 
significant sums of drug-related 
profits are laundered with the 
knowledge or complicity of the 
government): (a) Does the country have 
in place a bilateral narcotics 
agreement with the United States, or a 
multilateral narcotics agreement? and 
(b) Has the President in the March 1 
International Narcotics Control 
Strategy Report (INSCR) determined and 
certified to the Congress (without 
Congressional enactment, within 45 days 
of continuous session, of a resolution 
disapproving such a certification), or 
has the President determined and 
certified to the Congress on any other 
date (with enactment by Congress of a 
resolution approving such 
certification), that (1) during the ye" 
previous year the country has 
cooperated fully with the United States 
or taken adequate steps on its own to 
satisfy the goals agreed to in a 
bilateral narcotics agreement with the 
United States or in a multilateral 
agreement, to prevent illicit drugs 
produced or processed in or transported 
through such country from being 
transported into the United States, to 
prevent and punish drug profit 
laundering in the country, and to 
prevent and punish bribery and other 
forms of public corruption which 
facilitate production or shipment of 
illicit drugs or discourage prosecution 
of such acts, or that (2) the vital 
national interests of the United States 

no 

require the provision of such 
assistance? 

3. t S cruaAa oa. 2013. (This section 
applies to the same categories of 
assistance subject to the restrictions 
in FAA Sec. 481(h), above.) It 
recipient country is a *major illicit 
drug producing country* or *major 
drug-transit country* (as defined for 
the purpose of FM Sec 481(h)), has the 
President submitted a report to 
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Congress listing such country as one: 
(a) which, as a matter of government 
policy, encourages or facilitates the 
production or distribution of illicit 
drugs; (b) in which any senior official ,o 
of the government engages in, 
encourages, or facilitates the 
production or distributinn of illegal 
drugs; (c) in which any member of a 
U.S. Government agency has suffered or 
been threatened with violence inflicted 
by or with the complicity of any 
government officer; or (d)which tails 
to provide reasonable cooperation to 
lawful activities of U.S. drug 
enforcement agents, unless the 
President has provided the required 
certification to Congress pertaining to 
U.S. national interests and the drug 
control and criminal prosecution 
efforts of that country? 

no 

no 

4. FAA Se. 52O(e). If assistance is to a 
government, is the government indebted 
to any U.S. citizen for goods or 
services furnished or ordered where: 
(a) such citizen has exhausted 
available legal remedies, (b) the debt 
is not denied or contested by such 
government, or (c) the indebtedness 
arises under an unconditional guaranty 
of payment given by such government or 
controlled entity? 

no 

S. FAAgSe. §20(2(11. If assistance is 
to a government, has it (including any 
government agencies or subdivisions) 
taken any action which has the effect 
of nationalizing, expropriating, or 
otherwise seizing ownership or control 
of property of U.S. citizens or 
entities beneficially owned by them 
without taking steps to discharge its 
obligations toward such citizens or 
entities? 

no 
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6. MUM6a A 6201QW.JF.i..E 199o Ila 

recipient country a Communist country? 
It so, has the President: (a) 
determined that assistance to the 
country is vital to the security of the 
United States, that the recipient 
country is not controlled by the 
intrrnational Communist conspiracy, and 
thit such assistance will further 
promote the independence of the 
recipient country from international 
communism, or (b) removed a country 
trom applicable restrictions on 
assistance to communist countries upon 
a determination and report to Congress
that such action is important to the 
national interest of the United 
States? Will assistance be provided 
either directly or indirectly to 
Angola# Cambodia, Cuba. Iraq. ibya,
Vietnam# South Yemen, Iran or Syria? 
Will assistance be provided to 
Afghanistan without a certification, or 
will assistance be provided inside 
Afghanistan through the 
Soviet-controlled government of 
Afghanistan? 

7. ?Mis l-42QJ.. Has the country no 
permitted, or failed to take adequate 
measures to prevent, damage or 
destruction by mob action of U.S. 
property? 

S. 6Mi ,--- iA . Has the country IM 
failed to enter-into an investment 
guaranty agreement with OPIC? 

t. E--- "IShien's Pno taet-v. (N/A a. Bolivia to Iandlockvd) 
A~LL ~ (Lasan1e4fage so (a)

Has the country seized, or imposed any 
penalty or sanction against, any U.S. 
fishing vessel because of fishing 
activities in international waters? 
(b) If so, has any deduction required 
by the Fishermen's Protective Act been 
made? 
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10. 	 FAA-fi;,c6oL-).; FY 1g90Aporopriations
 
Ac"M J . lBrooke Amendment). (a) Io
 
Has the government of the recipient
 
country been in default for more then
 
six months on interest or principal of
 
any loan to the country under the FAA?
 
(b) Has the country been in default for no
 
more than one year on interest or
 
principal on any U.S. loan under a
 
program for which the FY 1990
 
Appropriations Act appropriates funds?
 

. 11. 	 F& Ge& 6201m). If contemplated (N/A, as this project isDA-funded) 
assistance in development loan or to 
come from Economic Support Fund, has 
the Administrator taken into account 
the percentage of the country's budget 
and amount of the country's foreign 
exchange or other resources spent on 
military equipment? (Reference may be 
made to the annual "Taking Into 
Considerations mmo: 'Yes, taken into 
account by the Administrator at time of 
approval of Agency OYS." This approval 
by the Administrator of the Operational 
Year Budget can be the basis for an 
affirmative answer during the fiscal 
year unless significant changes in 
circumstances occur.) 

12. 	 FAA Ieg. 20IL. Has the country no
 

severed diplomatic relations with the
 
United States? If so, have relations
 
been resumed and have now bilateral
 
assistance agreements been negotiated
 
and entered into since such resumption?
 

13. 	 f.JaL.i6201m). What is the payment Not inarrears 
status ot the country's U.N. 
obligations? If the country is in 
arrears, were such arrearages taken 
into account by the A.I.D. 
Administrator in determining the 
current A.I.D. Operational Year 
Budget? (Reference may be made to the 
'Taking into Consideration* memo.) 



14. 	 1FA"ZQC"M. "as the President
 
determined that the recipient country
 
grants sanctuary from prosecution to
 
any individual or group which has
 
committed an act of international
 
terrorism or otherwise supports
 
international terrorism?
 

1s. 	 atQ9,p-AOV1iations Ct Sej. 
Has the country been determined by the 
President to: (a) grant sanctuary from 
prosecution to any Individual or group 
which has committed an act of 
international terrorism, or (b) 
otherwise support international 
terrorism, unless the President has
 
waived this restriction on grounds of
 
national security or for humanitarian
 
reasons?
 

16. 	 oft1c05 15Z.Lk.b.SU Has the no 
Secretary of State determined that the 
country is a high terrorist threat 
country after the Secretary of
 
Transportation has determined, pursuant
 
to section 1115(e)(2) of the Federal
 
Aviation Act of 1958, that an airport
 
in the country does not maintain and
 
administer effective security measures?
 

17. 	 LPAta,6,61U. Does the country (no) no 
object, on the basis of race, religion, 
national origin or sex, to the presence 
of any officer or employee of the U.S. 
who is present in such country to carry
 
out economic development programs under
 
the FAA?
 

18. 	 FrAJecs,66_$,a60. Has the country, "0 
after August 3. 1977, delivered to any 
other country or received nuclear 
enrichment or reprocessing equipment, 
materials, or technology, without
 
specified arrangements or safeguards,

and without special certification by
 
the President? Has it transferred a
 
nuclear explosive device to a
 
non-nuclear weapon states or if such a
 
state, either received or detonated a
 
nuclear explosive device? (FAA Sec.
 
6209 permits a special waiver of Sec.
 
669 for Pakistan.)
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19. 	 fAASqC462fl. It the country in a 

non-nuclear weapon state, has it#on or
 
after August 6, 1965, exported (or
 
attempted to export) illegally from the
 
United States any material. equipment,
 
or technology which would contribute
 
significantly to the ability of a
 
country to manufacture a nuclear
 
explosive device?
 

20. 	 IS!NA of 19R Ree- 720. Was the 
country represented at the Meeting of 
Ministers of Foreign Affairs and Hoods 
of Delegations of the Non-Aligned 
Countries to the 36th General Assembly 
of the U.M. on Sept. 25 and 2S, 19S1, 
and did it fail to disassociate itself 
from the communique issued? If so, has 
the President taken it into account? 
(Reference may be made to the "Taking 
into Consideration' memo.) 

21. 	 Y 1920 Angropriaklons ACt Lee. sit, 

Has the duly elected Head of Government
 
of the country been deposed by military
 
coup or decree? If assistance has been
 
terminated, has the President notified
 
Congress that a democratically elected
 
government has taken office prior to
 
the resumption of assistance?
 

22. 	 tr 1920 AaornnriadIaon Act LAe.S=. 

Does the recipient country fully
 
cooperate with the international
 
refugee assistance organizations, the
 
United $totes, and other governments in
 
facilitating lasting solutions to
 
refugee situations, including
 
resettlement without respect to race.
 
sox, 	religion, or national origin?
 

no 

YV%
 

yes. in the r 

O
 

yes
 



a. FMJe.t.J . Has the Department of (OW) 
State determined that this government has 
engaged in a consistent pattern of gross
violations of internationally recognized 
human rights? If so, can it be 
demonstrated that contemplated assistance 
will directly benefit the needy? 

b. X.I03" ppgnrnriatin Anct Ae. (no) 
Has the President certified that use of 
CA funds by this country would violate 
any of the prohibitions against use of 
funds to pay for the performance of 
abortions as a method of family planning. 
to motivate or coerce any person to 
practice abortions, to pay for the 
performance of involuntary sterilization 
as a method of family planning, to coerce 
or provide any financial incentive to any 
person to undergo sterilizations, to pay 
for any biomedical research which 
relates, in whole or in part, to methods 
of, or the performance of. abortions or 
involuntary sterilization as a means of 
family planning? 

a. 5Ioa~~LJmtP'FundE Ctunk fV Criteria 

c. FAMLSectA . Has it been (NO) 

determined that the country has engaged

in a consistent pattern of gross
 
violations of internationally recognized
 
human rights? If so, has the President
 
found that the country made such
 
significant improvement in its human
 
rights record that furnishing such
 
assistance is in the U.S. national
 
interest?
 

d. 12 Aotranriatians Aet ia-. (yes)P90 
HIM. Has this country mot Its drug

eradication targets or otherwise taken
 
significant steps to halt illicit drug
 
production or trafficking?
 



5C(2) - PROJECT CHECKLIST 

Listed below are statutory criteria applicable
 
to projects. This section is divided into two
 
parts. Part A includes criteria applicable to
 
all projects. Part B applies to projects funded
 
from specific sources only: B(1) applies to all (yes)
 
projects funded with Development Assistance;
 
0(2) applies to projects funded with Development (ye)
 

and B(3) applies to projects (not required)
Assistance loans; 

funded from ESP.
 

CROSS REFERENCES: IS COUNTRY CHECKLIST UP TO
 
DATE? HAS STANDARD ITEM
 
CHECKLIST BEEN REVIEWED FOR
 
THIS PROJECT?
 

A. OKEUSAi. CRITERIA FOR PROJECT
 

S222 (yes)
1. 	7? 1990 Aoorooristions Act 9ee. 

EM S.L h4A. If money is to be
 
obligated for an activity not previously
 
justified to Congress, or for an amount
 
in excess of amount previously justified
 
to Congress. has Congress been properly
 
notified?
 

2. 	FUA Rae. 61lta!. Prior to an obligation (yes)
 

in excess of *soo,ooo, will there be:
 
(a) 	engineering, financial or other plans
 
necessary to carry out the assistance;
 
and (b) a reasonably firm estimate of the
 
cost to the U.S. of the assistance?
 

(not required)
3. 	ZAA 82e. 11alf21. If legislative 

action is required within recipient
 
country with respect to an obligation in
 
excess of $SOO,000, what is the basis for
 
a reasonable expectation that such action
 
will be completed in time to permit
 
orderly accomplishment of the purpose of
 
the assistance?
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4. 	FAA See- 611(b); Y M9_Q O2,j jgo

Act Saca.. If project is for water or

water-related land resource construction,
 
have benefits and costs been computed to
 
the extent practicable in accordance with
 
the principles, standards, and procedures
 
established pursuant to the Water
 
Resources Planning Act (42 U.S.C. 1962,
 
I01 nAn.)? (See A.I.D. Handbook 3 for
 
guidelines.)
 

5. 	FAA Sea. 611(ea. If project is capital N/A
 
* 	 assistance (it-g-, construction), and
 

total U.S. assistance for it will exceed
 
$1 million, has Mission Director
 
certified and Regional Assistant
 
Administrator taken into consideration
 
the country's capability to maintain and
 
utilize the project effectively?
 

6. 	 Ah Sac.. 20. Is project susceptible to 

execution as part of regional or 

multilateral project? If so, why is 
project not so executed? Information and 
conclusion whether assistance will
 
encourage regional development programs.
 

7. 	FAA SAc. 601(a). Information and
 
conclusions on whether projects will
 
encourage efforts of the country toi
 
(a) 	increase the flow of international 

trade; (b) foster private initiative and 

competition; (c) encourage development 

and use of cooperatives, credit unions,
 
and savings and loan associations;
 
(d) 	discourage monopolistic practices; 

(e) improve technical efficiency of 

industry, agriculture and commerce; and
 
(f) 	strengthen free labor unions. 


8. 	 ra,_ Se. 601(b). Information and 
conclusions on how project will encourage 

U.S. private trade and investment abroad 

and 	encourage private U.S. participation
 
in foreign assistance programs (including
 
use 	of private trade channels and the
 
services of U.S. private enterprise).
 

Parts of the project 
will be executed through 
regional health and 
population projects 

(no)
 
(yen)
 
(no)
 

(no)
 
(yOs)
 

(no) 

Several private U.S. 
contractors viii work 
on the projoct 



9. S 12(bl. 61thl. Describe stepsSeen, 

taken to assure that, to the maximum 
extent possible, the country is 
contributing local currencies to meet the 
cost of contractual and other services, 

and foreign currencies owned by the U.S.
 
are utilized in lieu of dollars.
 

.10. FAA Rae. 612(d). Does the U.S. own 
excess foreign currency of the country 
and, if so, what arrangements have been 
made for its release? 

11. rY 1990 Agorioriations Aet Bee. 21, If 
assistance Is for the production of any
 
commodity for export, is the commodity
 
likely to be in surplus on world markets
 
at the time the resulting productive
 
capacity becomes operative, and Is such
 
assistance likely to cause substantial
 
injury to U.S. producers of the some,
 
similar or competing commodity?
 

12. IU 1990 Agororiationx Ae See. 247, 
Will the assistance (except for program
 
in Caribbean Basin Initiative countries
 
under U.S. Tariff Schedule "Section *07,0
 
which allows reduced tariffs on articles
 
assembled abroad from U.S.-made
 
components) be used directly to procure
 
feasibility studies. prefesibi ty
 
studies, or project profiles of potential
 
investment in, or to asoist the
 
establishment of facilities specifically
 
designed for, the manufacture fot; export
 
to the United States or to third country
 
markets in direct competition wi.h U.S.
 
exports, of textiles, apparel# footwear,
 
handbags, flat goods (such as wallets or
 
coin purses worn on the person), work
 
gloves or leather wearing apparel?
 

Asa11(1g(41-M61 .
 
assistance: (a) support training and
 
education efforts which Improve the
 
capacity of recipient countries to
 

13. FAA See. (10 Will the 


prevent loss of biological diversity)
 
(b) be provided under a longaterm
 
agreement in which the feepient eumtr
 
agrees to protect ecosystem of other
 

The COB Vill contribute 
local currency equal to 
259 of tho cost of the 
GO coSponents of the 
Project 

(no)
 

IA
 

(no)
 

()
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wildlife habitats; (c) support efforts (no)

to identify and survey ecosystems in
 
recipient-countries worthy of
 
protection; or (d) by any direct or 
 (no)

indirect means significantly degrade

national parks or similar protected areas
 
or introduce exotic plants or animals
 
into such areas?
 

14. 	FAASec. 121(dl. If a Sahel project, has N/A
 
a determination been made that the host
 
government has an adequate system for
 
accounting for and controlling receipt

and expenditure of project funds (either

dollars or local currency generated
 
therefrom)?
 

15. 	MY 1990 Arpproriptions Act. Title 11. (yen)
 
under heading "Agency for International
 
Development.* If assistance is to be
 
made to a United States PVO (other than a
 
cooperative development organization),

does it obtain at least 20 percent of its
 
total annual funding for international
 
activities from sources other than the
 
United States Government?
 

16. 	EY 1220 ARoro9riAtions Act eC 57. If (yes)
 
assistance is being made available to a
 
PVO, has that organization provided upon

timely request any document, file, or
 
record necessary to the auditing

requirements of A.I.D., and is the PVO
 
registered with A.I.D.?
 

17. 	Ey 1990 Anorobriations Act Sec. M4. If N/A
 
funds are being obligated under an
 
appropriation account to which they were
 
not appropriated, has the President
 
consulted with and provided a written
 
justification to the House and Senate
 
Appropriations Committees and has such
 
obligation been subject to regular
 
notification procedures?
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IS. 	 State Authorization See. 139 (as

interpreted by conference report). Has 

confirmation of the date of signing of 

the project agreement, including the
 
amount involved, been cabled to State L/T

and A.I.D. LEG within 60 days of the
 
agreement's entry into force with respect
 
to the United States, and has the full
 
text of the agreement been pouched to
 
those same offices? (See Handbook 3,
 
Appendix 60 for agreements covered by
 
this provision).
 

19. 	Trade Act- 9ee. S164 (as interpreted by 
conference report)* amending Mgtri
Conversion Act of 197S Bee. 2. Does the 
project use the metric system of 
measurement in its procurements, grants, 
and other business-related activities, 
except to the extent that such use Is 
impractical or is likely to cause 
significant inefficiencies or loss of 
markets to United States firms? Are bulk 
purchases usually to be made in metric, 
and are components, subassemblies, and 
semi-fabricated materials to be specified 
in metric units when economically 
available and technically adequate? 

20. FY 1990 A2nronriag:iong Ae. Title iT. 
under headina Women in Develmnt," 
Will assistance be designed so that the 
percentage of women participants will be 
demonstrably increased? 

21, 	 EX 1990 AooronrIat:ionA ACt SeC. S92(a1, 
If assistance is furnished to a foreign 
government under arrangements which 
result in the generation of local 
currencies, has A.I.D. (a) required that 
local currencies be deposited in a 
separate account established by the 
recipient government, (b)entered into an
 
agreement with that government providing
 
the anount of local currencies to be
 
generated and the terms and conditions
 
under which the currencies so deposited
 
may be utilized, and (c)established by
 
agreement the responsibilities of A.I.D.
 
and that government to monitor and
 
account for deposits into and
 
disbursements from the separate account?
 

These actions will be 
taken after the project 
grant agreement issigned 

Metric measurements will 
be used for procurement
of some of the family 
planing comodities 
purchased under the 
project, e.s. condo" 
and pile 

(yes) 

Local currencies will not 
be gwierated under this 
project, ttoWVer, the 
005 vill contribute LC for 
costs of the GOB component 
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Will such local currencies, or an
 
equivalent amount of local currencies, be
 
used only to carry out the purposes of
 
the DA or ESF chapters of the FAA
 
(depending on which chapter is the source
 
of the assistance) or for the
 
administrative requirements of the United 
 N/A

States Government?
 

Has A.I.D. taken all appropriate steps to
 
ensure that the equivalent of local
 
currencies disbursed from the separate

account are used for the agreed purposes?
 

If assistancr is terminated to a country,

will any unencumbered balances of funds
 
remaining in a separate account be
 
disposed of for purposes agreed to by the
 
recipient government and the United
 
States Government?
 



B. 1RUA EOR PROJgCT
 

1. DxVopMent Assistance Proeet Criteria
 

a. fY 1990_Aoorooriations fct See. S4f 

(as interpreted by conference report for
 
original enactment). If assistance is
 
for agricultural development activities
 
(specifically, any testing or breeding

feasibility study, variety improvement or
 
introduction, consultancy, publication,
 
conference, or training), are such
 
activities: (1) specifically and
 
principally designed to increase
 
agricultural exports by the host country
 
to a country other than the United
 
States, where the export would lead to
 
direct competition in that third country

with exports of a similar commodity grown
 
or produced in the United States, and can
 
the activities reasonably be expected to
 
cause substantial injury to U.S.
 
exporters of a similar agricultural

commodity; or (2) in support of research
 
that is intended primarily to benefit
 
U.S. producers?
 

b. EM,See__107. is special emphasis 

placed on use of appropriate technology
 
(defined as relatively smaller*
 
cost-saving, labor-using technologies
 
that are generally most appropriate for
 
the small farms, small businesses, and
 
small incomes of the poor)?
 

c. FAA See. 2a11l. Describe extent to 
which the activity recognizes the 
particular needs, desires, and capacities
of the people of the country; utilizes 

the country's intellectual resources to 

encourage institutional development; and 

supports civic education and training in 

skills required for effective 

participation in governmental and
 
political processes essential to
self-government.
 

N/A
 

N/A
 

The project seeks to 
develop and satisfy the 
demand for quality 
family pJAMtns services 
develop the capacity
of local instituti0u &n 
deliver such cervices, A 
train service providers 
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d. AA Bec. 101(o). Does the activity (yes)
 
give reasonable romise of contributing
to the development of economic resources#
 
or to the increase of productive

capacities and self-sustaining economic
 
growth?
 

. FAA See. 102(b). 111. 112. 281(a. (1) The project will
 
Describe extent to which activity will: Improve acceooto F.P.
 
(1) effectively involve the poor in services at the Local 
development by extending access to level, thereby 
economy at local level, increasing 
labor-intensive production and the use of 
appropriate technology, dispersing 
investment from cities to small towns and 
rural areas, and insuring wide 
participation of the poor in the benefits 
of development on a sustained basis, 
using appropriate U.S. institutions;
(2) help develop cooperatives, especially (2) Raising local Health 
by technical assistance, to assist rural standards 
and urban pooc to help themselves toward 
a better life, and otherwise encourage 
democratic private and local governmental 
institutions; (3) support the self-help (3)By supportin local F.P. 
efforts of developing countries; (4) organizations throush 
promote the participation of women in the small rants (4)many
national economies of developing of whose members are 
countries and the improvement of women's women 
status; and (5) utilize and encourage (5)Who are receptive to
 
regional cooperation by developing regional cooperation

countriea.
 

f. FAA Sees. 102. 103A. 104. 105 lo, . (yes)
 
120-21i Fy 1990 A1ororiatlon. Act,
 
Title It. under heading Ogub-faharan
 
Africa Dn- Does the project fit the
 
criteria for the source of funds
 
(functional account) being used?
 

g. FY 1990 Annrnnratiln. AcL. Title I1, N/A 
under heading *SubSaharan Africa, DA."
 
Have local currencies generated by the
 
sale of imports or foreign exchange by
 
the government of a country in
 
Sub-aharan Africa from funds
 
appropriated under Sub-Saharan Africa, DA
 
been deposited in a special account
 
established by that government, and are
 
these local currencies available only for
 

+
It
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use, in accordance with an agreement with
 
the United States, for development

activities which are consistent with the
 
policy directions of Section 102 of the
 
FA and for necessary administrative
 
requirements of the U. S. Government?
 

h. 
EAftc._l . Is emphasis placed on yes. condoms and pills

use of appropriate technology (relatively

smaller, cost-saving, labor-using

technologies that are generally most
 
appropriate for the small farms, small
 
businesses, and small incomes of the
 
poor)?
 

I. FAAE 10.
cs11. 124(d. 
 Will the yes, for COB-components

recipient country provide at least 25
 
percent of the costs of the program,

project, or activity with respect to
 
which the assistance is to be furnished
 
(or is the latter cost-sharing

requirement being waived for a
 
*relatively least developed* country)?
 

J. FAAgC. 129(h). If the activity yes 
attempts to increase the institutional
 
capabilities of private organizations or
 
the government of the country, or it it
 
attempts to stimulate scientific and
 
technological research, has it been
 
designed and will it be monitored to
 
ensure that the ultimate beneficiaries
 
are the poor majority?
 

k. ZA&ARMs 2011hi. Describe extent to The project seeks to expand
which program recognizes the particular the availability of qualityneeds, desires, and capacities of the V.P. services through the
people of the countryi utilizes the development of local F.P.
country's intellectual resources to 
 service organisations 
encourage institutional development; and
 
supports civil education and training in
 
skills required for effective
 
participation in governmental processes

essential to self-government.
 

199oAnnprnnratonn Act. undr1. 9y no.

hadina Pnulasn OAA- and see. S35.
 
Are any of the funds to be used for the
 
performance of abortions as a method of

family planning or to motivate or coerce
 
any person to practice abortions?
 

i 



Are any of the funds to be used to pay

tor-the performance 9f involuntary

sterilization as a method of family

planning or to coerce or provide any

financial incentive to any person to
 
undergo sterilizations?
 

Ace any of the funds to be made available 

to any organization or program which, as

determined by the President, supports or
 
participates in the management of 
a
 
program of coercive abortion or
 
involuntary sterilization?
 

Will funds be made available only to 

voluntary family planning projects which
 
offer, either directly or through

referral to, or information about access
 
too 
a broad range of family planning

methods and services?
 

In awarding grants for natural family 

planning, will any applicant be
 
discriminated against because of such
 
applicantos religious or conscientious
 
commitment to offer only natural family
 
planning?
 

Are any of the funds to be used to pay 

for any biomedical research which
 
relates, in whole or in part, to methods
 
of, or the performance of, abortions or

involuntary sterilization as a means of
 
family planning?
 

m. EM 2e. Si0t.}. Will the project
utilize competitive selection procedures
for the awarding of contracts, except
where applicable procurement rules allow 
otherwise? 

n. MM GA-
What portion of the funds will be
 
available only for activities of
 
economically and socially disadvantaged

enterprises, historically black colleges

and universities, colleges and
 
universities having a student body in
 
which more than 40 percent of the
 
students are Hispanic Americans, and
 

(no) 

NO
 

(yes)
 

61o)
 

(10
 

ye
 

- 10OZ 
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private and voluntary organizations which
 
are controlled by individuals who are
 
black Americans, Hispanic Americans, or
 
Native Americans, or who are economically
 
or socially dicadvantaged (including
 
women)?
 

o. UAA Sec. 115(c1. Does the assistance yes Family planning 
comply with the environmental procedures activites are categorically 
set forth in A.I.D. Regulation 16? Does excluded from the requirement 
the assistance place a high priority on of AID Regulation 16 under 
conservation and sustainable management 22 C.F.R. Sec. 216.2 (c)(2) 
of tropical forests? Specifically, does (viii) 
the assistance, to the fullest extent 
feasible: (1) stress the importance of 
conserving and sustainably managing 
forest resources; (2) support activitie. 
which offer employment and income M/A - this ionot a 
alternatives to those who otherwise would Forestry Project 
cause destruction and loss of forests, 
and help countries identify and implement 
alternatives to colonizing forested 
areas; (3) support training programs, 
educational efforts, and the 
establishment or strengthening of 
institutions to improve forest 
management; (4) help end destructive 
slash-and-burn agriculture by supporting 
stable and productive farming practices; 
(5) help conserve forests which have not
 
yet been degraded by helping to increase
 
production on lands already cleared or
 
degraded; (6) conserve forested
 
watersheds and rehabilitate those which
 
have been deforested; (7) support
 
training, research, and other actions
 
which lead to sustainable and more
 
environmentally sound practices for
 
timber harvesting, removal, and
 
processing; (6) support research to
 
expand knowledge of tropical forests and
 
identify alternatives which will prevent
 
forest destruction, loss, or
 
degradation; (9) conserve biological
 
diversity in forest areas by supporting
 
efforts to identify, establish, and
 
maintain a representative network of
 
protected tropical forest ecosystems on a
 
worldwide basis, by making the
 
establishment of protected areas a
 

/ 
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condition of support for activities
 
involving forest clearance or
 
degradation, and by helping to identify
 
tropical forest ecosystems and species in
 
need of protection and establish and
 
maintain appropriate protected areas;
 
(10) seek to increase the awareness of
 
U.S. Government agencies and other donors
 
of the immediate and long-term value of
 
tropical forests; and (11)/utilize the
 
resurces and abilities of all relevant
 
U.S. government agencies?
 

p. YA&seL. 11(cl(13). If the 

assistance will support a program or
 
project significantly affecting tropical
 
forests (including projects involving the
 
planting of exotic plant species), will
 
the program or project: (1) be based
 
upon careful analysis of the alternatives
 
available to achieve the best sustainable
 
use of the land, and (2)/take full
 
account of the environmental impacts of
 
the proposed activities on biological
 
diversity?
 

q. FAA Sec. llaitl4 . Will assistance 

be used for: (1) the procurement or use
 
of logging equipment, unless an
 
environmental assessment indicates that
 
all timber harvesting operations involved
 
will be conducted in an environmentally
 
sound manner and that the proposed
 
activity will produce positive economic
 
benefits and sustainable forest
 
management systems; or (2) actions which 

will significantly degrade national parks
 
or similar protected areas which contain
 
tropical forests, or introduce exotic
 
plants or animals into such areas?
 

r. Am.kSep 11tp)(18). Will assistance
 
be used for: (1) activities which would 

result in the conversion of forest lands
 
to the rearing of livestock; (2) the 

construction, upgrading. or maintenance
 
of roads (including temporary haul roads
 
for logging or other extractive
 
industries) which pass through relatively
 
undergraded forest lands; (3) the 


H/A
 

(No)
 

(no)
 

(no)
 

(no)
 

(no)
 



ColonIzation of forest lands; or (4) the 

consLruction of dan 
or other water
 
control structures which flood relatively

undotgra~ed forest lands, unless with
 
respect to each such activity an
 
environmental assessment indicates that
 
the activity will contribute
 
significantly and directly to improving

the livelihood of the rural poor and will

be conducted in an environmentally sound
 
manner which supports sustainable
 
development?
 

S. LyY 199O.Aupronripkipnu At 

8eC1,)3M"a. If assistance relates to
tropical forests, will project assist

countries indeveloping a systematic

analysis of the appropriate use of their

total tropical forest resources, with the

goal of developing a national program for

sustainable forestry?
 

t. MAULAropriationa Ae 

5ec~.& . If assistance relates to
 energy, will such assistance focus on

improved energy efficiency, increased use

of renewable energy resources, and
 
national energy plans (such as least-cost
 
energy plans) which include investment in

end-use efficiency and renewable energy

resources?
 

Describe and give conclusions as to how
such assistance will: (M)increase the
 
energy expertise of A.I.D. staff, (2)

help to develop analyses of energy-sector

actions to minimize emissions of
 
greenhouse games at least cost, (3)

develop energy-sector plans that employ
and-use analysis and other techniques to

identify cost-effective actions to

minimize reliance on fossil fuels, (4)

help to analyze fully environmental
 
impacts (including impact on global

warming), (5)improve efficiency in
 
production, transmission, distribution,

and use of energy, (6)assist in

exploiting nonconventional renewable
 
energy resources, including wind, solar,

small-hydro, geo-thermal, and advanced
 

(IR)
 

VIA 

N/A 
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. . ..

biomas asystems, (7)expand efforta to 

meet the energy needs of the rural poor,

(0) encourage host countries to sponsor

meetings with United States energy
 
efticiency experts to discuss the use of
 
least-cost planning techniques, (9) help

to develop a cadre of United States
 
experts capable of providing technical
 
assistance to developing countries on
 
energy issues, and (10) strengthen

cooperation on energy issues with the
 
Department of Energy, EPA, World Bank,
 
and Development Assistance Committee of
 
the OECD.
 

u. EY 1990 Aanro-riatn Ae. Title I. N/A
under heading *flub-Raharan Afrc J .. 
(as interpreted by conference report upon

original enactment). If assistance will
 
come from the Sub-Saharan Africa DA
 
account, is it: (1) to be used to help

the poor majority in Sub-Saharan Africa
 
through a process of long-term

development and economic growth that is
 
equitable, participatory, environmentally
 
sustainable, and self-reliant; (2) being

provided in accordance with the policies

contained in section 102 of the FAA:
 
(3) being provided, when consistent with
 
the objectives of such assistance,
 
through African# United States and other
 
PVOs that have demonstrated effectiveness
 
in the promotion of local grassroots

activities on behalf of long-term

development in Sub-Saharan Africa:
 
(4) being used to help overcome
 
shorter-term constraints to long-term

development, to promote reform of
 
sectoral economic policies, to support

the critical sector priorities of
 
agricultural production and natural
 
resources, health, voluntary family

planning servies, education, and income
 
generating opportunities, to bring about
 
appropriate sectoral restructuring of the
 
Sub-Saharan African economies, to support

reform in public administration and
 
finances and to establish a favorable
 
environment for individual enterprise and
 
self-sustaining development, and to take
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into account, in assisted policy reforms,
 
the need to protect vulnerable groups;
 
(5) being used to increase agricultural
 
production in ways that protect and
 
restore the natural resource base,
 
especially food production, to maintain
 
and improve basic transportation and
 
communication networks, to maintain and
 
restore the renewable natural resource
 
base in ways that increase agricultural
 
production, to improve health conditions
 
with special emphasis on meeting the
 
health needs of mothers and children,
 
including the establishment of
 
self-sustaining primary health care
 
systems that give priority to preventive
 
care, to provide Increased access to
 
voluntary family planning services, to
 
improve basic literacy and mathematics
 
especially to those outside the formal
 
educational system and to improve primary
 
education, and to develop
 
income-generating opportunities for the
 
unemployed and underemployed in urban and
 
rural areas?
 

v, !In rnational Dbve1lbofnt Aek Se. /A 
711, FAA LMa 462- If project will 
finance a debt-for-nature exchange, 
describe how the exchange will support
 
protection of: (1) the world's oceans
 
and atmosphere, (2) animal and plant
 
species, and (3) parks and reserves; or
 
describe how the exchange will promotes
 
(4) natural resource management,
 
(5) local conservation programs,
 
(6) conservation training programs*
 
(7) public commitment to conservation,
 
(0) land and ecosystem management, and
 
(9) regenerative approaches in farming,
 
forestry, fishing, and watershed
 
managements
 

w. F? 1990 Apronoratonas Act See. SIS. N/A 

If deob/reob authority is sought to be 
exercised in the piovision of DA 
assistance, are the funds being obligated 
for the some general purpose, and for
 
countries within the same region as
 
originally obligated, and have the House
 
and Senate Approptiations Committees been
 
properly notified?
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2. nLat i N/AQo 

a. 1Z.I Information and
 
conclusion on capacity of the country to
 
repay the loan at a reasonable rate of
 
interest.
 

b. E&&_Sec.62MO . If assistance is
 
for any productive enterprise which will
 
compete with U.S. enterprises, is there
 
an agreement by the recipient country to
 
prevent export to the U.S. of more then
 
20 percent of the enterprise's annual
 
production during the life of the loan,
 
or has the requirement to enter into such
 
an agreement been waived by the Presidunt
 
because of a national security interest?
 

c. EMSLA. 122(bl. Does the activity
 
give reasonable promise of assisting
 
long-range plans and programs designed to
 
develop economic resources and increase
 
productive capacities?
 

3. E nmCS J€tC~a~ N/A
 

a. E&AJ 1~~1X. Will this
 
assistance promote economic and political
 
stability? To the maximum extent
 
feasible, is this assistance consistent
 
with the policy directions, purposes, and
 
programs of Part I of the FAA?
 

b. 31.18. Will this
 
assistance be used for military or
 
paramilitary purposes?
 

c. VMJS4..6". It commodities are to
 
be granted so that sale proceeds will
 
accrue to the recipient country, have
 
Special Account (counterpart)
 
arrangements been made?
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SC(3) - STANDARD ITEN CHECKLIST 

ited below are the statutory items which
 
normally will be covered routinely in those
 

provisions of an assistance agreement dealing
 
with its implementation, or covered in the
 
agreement by imposing limits on certain uses of
 
funds.
 

1hose items are arranged under the general
 
headings of (A) Procurement, (9) Construction,
 
and 	(C) O her Restrictions.
 

A. 	2 1 QgIDZI
 

1. 	!~h1,c..O~2LLA. Are there arrangei.cs (yeS) 
to permit U.S. small business to
 
participate equitably in the furnishing
 
of commodities and services financed?
 

FA".Jt .- 6AfLW. Will all procurement be (yes)2. 
from the U.S. except as otherwise
 
determined by the President or determined
 
under delegation from him?
 

3. 	FM =....-O6LWdX. If the cooperating (yes)
 
country discriminates against marine
 
insurance companies authorized to do A
 

business in the U.S.# will commodities be
 
insured in the United States against
 
marine risk with such a company?
 

If non-U.S. procurment (M/A)4. 	A&0.ADALI. 

of agricultural commodity or product
 
thereof is to be financed, is there
 
provision against such procuremnt when
 
the domestic pric of such commodity is
 
lons than parity? (Exception where
 
commodity financed could not reasonably
 
be procured in U.S.)
 

http:arrangei.cs
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5. FAA-52" QCUgI. Will construction or 

engineering services be procured from
 
firms of advanced developing countries
 
which arq otherwise eligible under Code
 
941 and ,hich have attained a competitive
 
capability in international markets in
 
one of these areas? (Exception for those
 
countries which receive direct economic
 
assistance under the FAA and permit
 
United States firms to compete for
 
construction or engineering services
 
financed from assistance programs of
 
these countries.)
 

6. 	E&& Sec. 603. Is the shipping excluded 

from compliance with the requirement in
 
section 901(b) of the Merchant Marine Act
 
of 1936# as amended, that at least
 
50 percent of the gross tonnage of
 
commodities (computed separately for dry
 
bulk carriers, dry cargo liners, and
 
tankers) financed shall be transported on
 
privately cwned U.S. flag commercial
 
vessels to the extent such vessels are
 
available at fair and reasonable rates?
 

7. 	EA fi2l(al. If technical assistance 

is financed, will such assistance be 

furnished by private enterprise on a
 
contract basis to the fullest extent
 
practicable? Will the facilities and
 
resources of other Federal agencies be
 
utilized, when they are particularly
 
suitable, not competitive with private

enterprise, and made available without
 
undue interference with domestic programs?
 

a. 	ILntjiajwial Air Tranuotation Fair 

Comp.~ giv. 6 , 1274.
Pract~iCAf If air
 
transportation of persons or property is
 
financed on grant basis, will U.S,
 
carriers be used to the extent such
 
service is available?
 

9. yjjp .onoriationh ActRe. 504. If 

the 	U.S. Government is a party to a
 
contract for procurement, does the
 
contract contain a Vrovision authorizing
 
termination of such contract for the
 
convenience of the United States?
 

(,o)
 

(no)
 

(yes)
 
(yeo-po#uihy C)C)
 

(yeti)
 

(yes)
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10. 	EX 110.RpAroriations Act SeC. 524. If 

assistance is for consulting service
 
through procurement contract pursuant to
 
5 U.S.C. 3109, are contract expenditures
 
a matter of public record and available
 
for public inspection (unless otherwise
 
provided by law or Executive order)?
 

'11. 	Trade Act Sec. 5164 (as interpreted by 

conference report), amendIng Metric
 
Conversion Act of 1975 Sea. 2. Does the
 
project use the metric system of
 
measurement in its procurements, grants#
 
and other business-related activities, 
except to the extent that such use is 
impractical or is likely to cause 
significant inefficiencies or loss of
 
narkets to United States firms? Are bulk
 
purchases usually to be made in metric,
 
and are components, subassemblies, and
 
semi-fabricated materials to be specified
 
in metric units when economically
 
available and technically adequate?,
 

12. 	FAA SCAs. 612(bl, 636(hli y 1990 
A.. rO.rations. Act ea. S07 502, 
Describe steps taken to assure that, to 

the maximum extent possible, foreign 
currencies owned by the U.S. are utilized 
in lieu of dollars to meet the cost of 
contractual and other services. 

13. 	FAA See. 612(dl. Does the U.S. own 

excess foreign currency of the country
 
and, if so, what arrangements have been
 
made for its release?
 

14. 	FAA Bee. 6011l., Will the assistance 
utilize competitive selection procedures for the awarding of contracts, except
 

where applicable procurement rules allow
 
otherwise?
 

(yes)
 

(Insome cases)
 

(Local currency generated 
under ESF will be utilized 
to mt so project costs 

(no)
 

(yes)
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B. 	OQTRIUMOIQU
 

1. 	 A.c.JI. If capital (Cg,. (N/A) 
construction) project, will U.S. 
engineering and professional services be 
used? 

2. 	FAASe..611(c . If contracts for (N/A) 
construction are to be financed, will 
they be let on a competitive basis to 
maximum extent practicable? 

3. 	FAA Se. 620(kl. If for construction of (N/A) 
productive enterprise, will aggregate 
value of assistance to be furnished by 
the 	U.S. not exceed $100 million (except
 
for productive enterprises in Egypt that
 
were described in the CP), or does
 
assistance have the express approval of
 
Congress?
 

C. HTR RESTRICTOHS 

1. 	EMC., 122(b). If development loan (N/A)
 
repayable in dollars, is interest rate at
 
least 2 percent per annum during a grace
 
period which is not to exceed ten years,
 
and at least 3 percent per annum
 
thereafter?
 

2. 	FAA ee. 201(d). If fund is established (N/A)
 
solely by U.S. contributions and
 
administered by an international
 
organization, does Comptroller General
 
have audit rights?
 

3. EMAa c....20(h). Do arrangements exist (yel) 
to insure that United States foreign aid
 
is not used in a manner which, contrary
 
to the best interests of the United
 
States, promotes or assists the foreign
 
aid 	projects or activities of the
 
Couwmunist-bloc countries?
 

A ,L "iL%
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4. Will arrangements preclude use of 
financing: 

a. FM,, See. 1O-4f1 : FX_1290 
AU JAtOi2S ACt under hegadn 
OPJI~totiam.-DAf-d Bee S2S. S31. 
(1) To pay for performance of abortions 
as a method of family planning or to 
motivate or coerce persons to practice
abortions; (2) to pay for performance of 
involuntary sterilization as method of 
family planning, or to coerce or provide 
financial incentive to any person to 
undergo sterilization; (3) to pay for any 
biomedical research which relates, in 
whole or part, to methods or the 
performance of abortions or involuntary 
sterilizations as a means of family
planning; or (4) to lobby for abortion? 

(yes) 

(yes) 

(yes) 

(yes) 

b. EM So - 483. To make reimburse-
ments, in the form of cash payments, to 
persons whose illicit drug crops are 
eradicated? 

(yes) 

c. FAA See- 62Q(ag). To compensate 
owners for expropriated or nationalized 
property, except to compensate foreign
nationals in accordance with a land 
reform program certified by the President? 

(yes) 

d. EM fs 660. To provide training, 
advice, or any financial support for 
police, prisons, or other law enforcement 
forces, except for narcotics programs? 

(yes) 

.. AA q,6 . For CIA activities? (yes) 

f. ZMJA.c,..iJfli. For purchase, sale, 
long-term lease, exchange or guaranty of 
the sale of motor vehicles manufactured 
outside U.S., unless a waiver is obtained? 

(yes) 

g. EY 1200 02ro1ia1"nn11 Ae fee.SAC . 
To pay pensions, annuities, retirement 
pay, or adjusted service compensation for 
prior or current military personnel? 

(yel) 

h. L 129 AnProeriationg ACt ice.! SO5 
To pay U.N. assessments, arrearages or 
dues? 

(yes) 
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I. FY 1990 Aoopooriation. Act 5et. J0. 
To carry out provisions of FAA section 
209(d) (transfer of FAA ,unds to 
multilateral organizationa for lending)? 

(yes) 

. EX 12990 CAorooriaionl. ACt SeC. 510. 
To finance the export of nuclear 
equipment, fuel. or technology? 

(yes) 

k. EY 1990 Aonrporiations Act See. 511. 
For the purpose of siding the efforts of 
the government of such country to repress 
the legitimate rights of the population 
of such country contrary to the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights? 

(yes) 

1. E 1990 Aroortatigns Act RAe. Al6t (VON) 

State Authorizatlon fee. 109. To be used 

for publicity or propaganda purposes 
designed to support or defeat legislation 
pending before Congress, to influence in 
any way the outcome of a political 
election in the United States, or for any 
publicity or propaganda purposes not 
authorized by Congress? 

5. FY 1990 Anranriatnang ACt fee. S74. 
Will any A.I.D. contract and 
solicitation, and subcontract entered 
into under such contract, include a 
clause requiring that U.0. marine 
insurance companies have a fair 
opportunity to bid for marine insurance 
when such insurance is necessary or 
appropriate? 

(yes) 

G. fc 'Ito AotORriations Act Rae. 512, 
Will any assistance be provided to any 
foreign government (including any 
instrumentality or agency thereof). 
foreign person, or United States person 
in exchange for that foreign government 
or person undertaking any action which 
is, if carried out by the United States 
Government, a United States official or 
employee, expressly prohibited by a 
provision of United States low? 

(no) 
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Seflor 
0. Reginald van Realte
 
DIRECTOR
 
USAID/BOLIVIA
 
Presento
 

Do ml consideraci6n:
 

He es #rato dirligrme a unted pars ratificarle oficialmonte 
*I interts do ml Sobierno an quo so apruobe al Proyeoto do Balud 

quo le DivisL6n do Salud y Reouraoa Humanca do
Roproductive

USAID/Bolivia eat& nesoolsndo con instltuione do los soctores 

flgura al Consojo MaoLonil do
pblico y privado, entre Je cualeo 

Poblac16n do eote Dopacho.
 

Como es do mu conoolmiento, *I Proyeoto tondri una durac16n 

do 5 asoo y contemplarla una contribuoL6n do USAID/B do 
sector p~blico.aproximadamente S 1.1 milloneso para el 

Eato eafuerso so halls onmarcado dentro del Plan taoional de 

Salud Haterns y Deusrrollo/SupervLvenolo Infantil quo s aprob6 
sector salud pars Bolivia durante
 com politica direotris on *I 


eata administraoi6n.
 

Cabe recalcar quo Is partieipaci6n do Is Seretara.Tcnica 
en el mnoionsdodel ConaoJo Haeional do Poblaec6n (CONAPO). 


Proyeoto o ircunsoribirA a sun espeeifica funciono do nirmar.
 

dirisir y coordinar las politica do pobleat6n. 

*I entendido do quo Us 'prtilipaoi6nf oportuna do l* gn 
Involuorodas on ol Proyocta permitirt unrepartiolons eostataleos 

quo en @I procoso dointercambio do experieneas util, eoperamoa 
proenoia represontanteo do *ateelaborac6n so considers is do 

Hlniaterio.
 

Con @ate motivo, saludo a unted atentamente 

111Iwo
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KCONONIlC ANALYSIS 

suacl onntjcro*conomlc indicators in i livi;,. .th tiious sif l tiLn alid 
t ,a! .Conopic groth, ulhow improvemont wten omepared withi thou of Litht 

future rispid eronomic prngr.ovu ii not tltitipIt.t.mid 1980'd. llowvvor, 

The average annual growth rate in GOP of 4.5% rogiuL,,rod 

over the 15 year period 1965.190 turned negative throughout im 1982-85 

period. RenL GOP declined by l0 and rual per r.apita GOP by 201, hntwoon L980 

and 1985. Both internal and external factors contributed to the econumic 
downturn. The hyperinflation, excess government spending combined with 

declining rovenues, high interest rates, ovnrevaluaLion of the currency and 

price controls, were the major internal factors, while low vxport prices fur 

tin. 4 fall in external disbursements and d rise in international interest 

rates are examples of the external ones. The hyporinflation reached an 
controlannualir'ed rate of 45000% in August 1935 before L was brought under 

with a drastic stabilization program Implemented in August of 1965. A 

combination of restrictive monetary and fiscal policies have resulted in the 
1959- and relative exchange ratedrastic reduction of inflation -only L$.2% in 

atability. In spite of the success of the stabiliaotion program, Bolivia 

still faces serious balance of payments disequilibrium and structural problems 

in Central Government finances, both significantly aggravated by delays by 

ArgenLina on payments for Bolivia*s sas exports. 

The economic crisis had negative ffects on GO 
tits health status of the population.oxpondituren for health seivices and on 

Th crisis might have reduced further the 003's interest in addrissinS 
lIn&o term problems such as family planning . as economic stabiiiation saw 
rt ivatin, cmwmndod priority 4ttontlon. 

Ouring 199, the Bolivian oronomy $raw, but at 4 itowlr titto 

h4d 4 So41 fur 1959.t144 .xp.r.tod. The WJO set= of 3.51. of economic growth 
olMciq figures show only a 1.4%. growth, with negative pr capita growth. 

rTho "4in factors contributing to the growth of the ittonomy wore: tho u~n@ry 

of the minirg sector, due to It-rPneaos In tie prices of tin, gold, id other 

mitsnS products; the improved ptrfor'mmnu of the mnufacturing sector" aW th 

hmuing and other building activity which was stimulated by the epLi 
dey~~I g~gq and ggk).gz&oS2WftIci activities. However, the Srowth of tiw 

privdto soLar was limited by high Intorest rates, depressed aggregatt demand 
and Ilmitod credit avsilability. 

Social problems such is .,nmployment, falling family Income 

and sevore poverty corptinue to affect volivia. Bolivia ien. of the few 
4mwrica a the population growthcountries In Latin showing largo Nierease in 
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rait. aic a rocult of 4 dccI in.'In the deatih r.ae, ;ld a rconiLItitivi high birth 
rito.,. Tho annuali Ivinll'I population sowt.h rate to 2. 1 uolthei. pll'iodI 
10)80 R1. ,|ccording to the World Ilinik's 198 World lbovolopmroiL epurt, 

011 ; p11111lar'prece'nLo ,lmoatt a 13% increuve ovrCtht. f4)r I I IIt,)lviV I ,4I 

yrCiWth rate mity be expected to cois, o Inrise if no -p.cific IctioIt; rlrio 
-takes to ,ntcourage the expansiott of reprl'oldct Iv. ie lLth t.,'ieveu. C:e'tainly, 

the population growth rate of 2.1% per ye.tr iz *,ff.#,cLinl the 0tcWtumir 

of Bolivia and htvin 4 nergaiv ip4CL 011 t1e :it a Of tiu;11thaltuation 
Cervrcau, education and housLng of the popultisll, hIlivia hau a f,:rtility 

rate 501 greater thain that of its noighho'rs, and !1 ir(,rWt Mortlity rift A.1 

10211000 According to the 1989 DNS. Only 1%21 of women use modorn 
contraceptive techniques. Vurthermore. about 48% of all gynecologycal odc if, 

the tB39 hospitals are occupied by women suffering from complications from 

dbortions. 

Othar economic reasons for reducing births were mentionod 

in the PIU; and as they continuv to be very valid, thous rojhsont; are ropeated
hl ru: 

We have noted that the country's real GOP actually declined o4cls year 

over the period 19S-86. and that the ronl per capita GIDP has
 
declined by aome 26% between 1981 ;nd 19011, vnn if we, s.iuum thatt
 

the real (UP can grow by 3% to 4% aniluut ly ove'r tit" tixt 5 t( 10
 

yeirs, thin would mean. with ;s 2.1% 11114111 I)pI.Inl gi'itl rlt".Il..ilt 
iltcreace, is. per capita UDP its the roge' of sionly 0,1% t)I I. %
 
.mUiistily. hi allows no lmprov.~o.eit is I.!o living. ot4114t'all IW t.,
 

41704t. m.ijorlty of Bolivia's popaltltiu.,
 

Thio lAbor force in 1988 is estimated 4pproxivsLtely it 2,18,O0. it
 

is growing at on Annual rate of at Ienst 32; 68.000 now jobs wist It
 

created Annually to absorb the growth of the labor force. Over A 

(fiwvyear period some 350,000 jobs (even witlsoitt c{ .poundiotg) will 

havq to be reated. The open unemploywnt rAte. it Already ass high ets 
M0%. with unemployment plus underepployswit eitimtd at ovr 'WV 
If the population contirues to grow At :,!%m..wnilly, th 

rate wad 

that) to Aloimnigll.
 
unroploymanst and underemployment i#vic Ie likely to isivt~iv~~. 

a.1,h'lw govertosit tins repeatedly acktiuwle ,1gdtliIt it1% tollisyn I.on 
voriAjo ertor are woefully ltideqsunte', midt thtuS ot sndmidu in thkl
 
4r,04 haveO fallen slgnlflemntly for thoi sjority of the papulat-lis
 

ince 1910. 1he proportion of the boaslg't that fli gove taettt ftos
 

Isen -lb: to devote to Lt.'o 14)Ci5 f. relil! lIe l.'eI.I tlial it ly
 

In r.ocotl. 74esra S41Weet 041R. loa,S ettautt
tz 1980 11nd Se' Itts the 
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b.adtgit diudgntnd to the uinistrios of edticatlon. hoalth, and houteing 

from about $366 million to only 8211 million, a cuthac~k oftieclined 
4'.1 in nominal totm. The reduction in ral totwui would ho 

nubstanLioly larger. With a 2.1% aunui1 popuelation growth rato., th,. 

govornnt would be hard put oven to maintain the current SLAMd1wd of 
the need for improvement.uctrvico. lot alone meet 

,rnd Social Security Is opendingAt present, the 	Miniutry of Health 
sums on the medical treatment of patients wuffering fromcubtnntati 

complications of abortions. These expenditures should declie
 

signiflcantly If reproductive health services become readily
 

4vailablo to those who desire them.
 

)M2at on Socitl lnvesayjo 

a shift in the population
The GoB's argument that what Is needed to 
from the overpopulated Altiplano to the Bent, the Chaco, and the 

Santa Crux areas does not conotitute a solution, because massive 

population shifts call for substantial investments tn social and 

physical infrastructure, agricultural credit, research, and extension 

services, etc. This would require substantial resources that the 
public sector does not have, and ts not likely to be able to obtain 

in the foreseeable future. 

3. Benefit Cost Analysisl
 

The project team recommended against undertaking a 
was strongly felt that anhenefit-cost analysis for this project as it 

tionoeic rationale for the project would weaken the case for it as far as the 

COB Io concerned: economic arguments are rejected by those opposed to family 
The Project Tom argued tLt theplanniig on religious or political grounds. 


(;O agreed that the Project was fully justified on health grounds alone.
 

p4rLicul4rly in view of the large number of women suffering from serious
 

health iopairments as a result of illegal abortions.
 

io
Nevortheless, the Social Slecurity Service (1BIS) 


rurrantly undertaking a bnof tt cost analysis filv the viewpoint of t ht 

vervice dolivory system alone, with benefits consisting of the sdvings that 

could bo expected I( hospital admissions arising from abortions could be 

4voided. These savings can be expected to be considerable as sum 461 of all 

Ob Coyn hospital 	beds In the 18,5 are filled with cases resulting from abortion 
The results of the study are not yet available, butromplications. 


Inica~lons are 	that the NIC ratio will be strongly positive.
 

This project is justified by virtue of the many health 

bnotits that would accrue to both mothers and children as a result of famitly 

better child spacing. The major bonefit will be a reduction inplminng and 
the abortion rate and of the complications resulting from them. 
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Tt#' f$or iMplP"O"n1oi' of this 11r1jcct will b #hW Al1)/W 
(ooperatlng Agencies, talivi-nm priv4l4 aortur reproluctive h,,ilth ,ian tr.1%01111% 
organizatlona, the ftelivi;r .ocil !:OCuVty ltutitutio., !610 kt HiniuIry of 
Health (tn arcai where the i'rnnima III projet is riot, optoritting). We: buliLvy4 
this to be the only fer4lblo alternative, giv n current politiril n"tI',gtlto,'0I 

in the absence of political conitraints, 4n.*Itrt4tiv., 
would be to work throughout the WH and 1B18, since they have the largest 
delivery systems. This would have two main disadvantages. First, the program 
would be much more vulnerable to changes in government policy and practices. 
Second, it would Weave the consumer with a limited range of choices fur 
obtaining services and supplies for reproductive health matters. As this is 
the first ever hilateral reproductive health project of USAIl/Bolivia, there 
ts no experience t%; guide #election of the most cost-.ef(ectivw sorvic, 
delivery locally. Titrefore, cotoffectiveness analysis will be an iumportmnt 
part of evaluation of services. It may be found that costs per *active user of 
family planning methods through the Pr0 are lower than operating through thei 
MR) and 1011, because they run smaller, more eaily supervised and more 
decentralized organizations. At the sam time, their geographic coverage io 
quite limited, And oxtending their service delivery systems coulJ be quite 
costly.
 

At this time, Siveon the porsistnce of strong uppedition to 
family planning by influential vegmento in Bolivia svoity, the wir, a court:* 
appears to be to implomant the project with this mixed syotw. At. a I4tr 
time. when there is ou~r coot. effectivenos d4t to atnlix. the esit4totl. if 
detormintion ran be made whether, in Bolivia, this or vome other ts at#igy tor' 
corvico delivery is tho mout cout effctiv. 

!211lt 
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SOCIAL $OUNDIUS ANALYSIS 

The social feasibility of this Project depends on being able to educate 

the target populations about the health benefits of reproductive health. 

u.verat fartorn have been put forward to explain the tow acceptance of family 

planning In Bolivia. Generally, thoy are based on qAlia attitudes, poor 
in order to overcome these barriers, thehealth conditions and ignoranco. 

Project will have to break down traditional beliefs and promote attitudinal 

changes through working with the existing community structures and providing 
sex education, reproductive health promotion and services. Providers viii 
have to address both language and cultural barriers when working in the
 

mainly the urban population, many
communities. Although the Project targets 
persons in that population still adhere to traditional attitudes and behavior.
 

Although Bolivia has three major ethnic divisions (the Aymara in La Pat 

tmnd the Altiplano, the Quechuea in Cochabamb, and the metizo people of Santa 
Crux), certain cross.eultural similarities exist. Sex roles of men and women 

are fairly similar throughout the country as is the role of the tredo .mia 
medical providers. Although commnity relations vary, certain activities 

,,xIct within each of the comunities that could be used to promote 
rrproductlve health services. 

Within each of the Bolivian societies Mjho attitudes aropVLr9J. 

perv4ivp. Men make the political and economic decisions, while women are 
expected to care for the house and children and generate income for the 

(fmily. uuen are generally the stable factor in the household, while mn are 
frequently absont on business or pleasure. In designing a reproductive health 
IMC and service delivery strategy, itwill be important to address ma3h 
4ttitudes and attempt to break them down. By educating women about 
reproductive health they may be willing to take a mere active role in caring 

Also, since women are a stable fores in the household, a COD
for themselves. 

strategy may be an effective way of educating them and providing them with 
r.productive health mothods. 

TrM onal health ugrAgig. Among the quechus and Aymara, traditional 
ho41lors are in important part of the coamnity. Since among these people 
tr4itionaI providers are considered experts, it t important that they beteme 
4evr, of the health benefits of featly planning and other reproductive health 
care services. With training, they could serve as a valuable link between 
providers and communities. They could be trained to distribute barrier 
mthods and refer women to the modern health sector for other methods 
0op 11Jly, eases of potential high risk pregnancies. Health practices 
among the indigenous groups c4n be modified through reproductive health 
aduedtlon. ISC materials L-n stros that through longer birth lntrvastv, and 

avoiding births among women of high parity or too young or too old *n ages 
infant mrttity can be roducedo 
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%2 J l.Iy.3rlations. It each or th cormut|Litie., utrucIhitr oxiat th.at 
can facilitate reproductive health promotion and vervicoe. Among se Aymara 
and Quechua. unions are strong political entitieu. I sOw inIgioicos. Che 
unions have offered spaco for the provision of reproductive 'I~lthUo.rvicoll. 
Hothora* clubs tend to be active throughout the country. id th y provido '4i1 
opportunity to educato woito about reproductive he'alth, tntw1vitlY Kl 

pleres cuch as mirkiets and tjn !qn C111an ao be utld. Iliprosm t Iil,( Iiy 
planning as a reproductlv health activity. it may 41111Ab. poi-:ihl" 1- W-[k ill 

ronjunction witis other public h,;tlth prograa. 

Althoulh the culture found in Bolivia utret very dtitrou.t 
L;imtlatritie. exit. It ddresing those o'uidrlying anri~tl ,ov:it sonw Atl 
working through then. it will he pouiloblo to prlvide rl ptljclivi' fiit;ill, 

education 4nd uervicou. Tho Important f asctur it douigirivy ths!i:e j't.rlvi*i . 
though, in working willthte oxist ing atructura 4n4 inluring 0 Ow.ithe' j .m 
Chat 4r preonit ed 4rol'n.mlorvt.rndible ind cultural ly Olw'C'pl 11i. 

FPaily plantioing plays at. integral part is rsising tho "4tolttoJf 
vomen. !Inthit Project, reproductive health servos ats a tolt fr prss! |iiK 
bhtter he lth (or wommen and children. l i ill'improving wujeess th ltt4Luti wiii 
increase their economicO pportunities. At t. sametill. *erplrductive Iwait, 
provides women with a m se;of controlling their fertility 4nd reducinlt, tbeir 
44TpndsIcy On abortion, RAitsing the level of consclouanleis 04y prompt W~me1 
to challenge the traditional, lf attitudes that Lend to lnifluonre 1tulivi.iu 
thought. 

Tho IKC activities included in the Project will provide the public
 
with information an the health bene(its of reproductive hoalth. lucat iotiol
 
materialS about reproductive health will be available in clinics; Aind will
 

illow worln to make an Informed decision about contraception. T4lka givs. it) 
rothers' clubs and similar orlanisations will provide womon wiLth knovledgv 
About reproductive health and sex education. During the second and lator 

years of the Project, mass media campaigns will be undartakon. The campaign*
 
will omphasise the health benefits of roprodurtive health and promote tOw
 
160tus of womon. 

Covoral training opportunities will also Ne mad 4vAi14hls 0)iMe,1te 
througth tho Project. Volunteor proomtora ar@ on@ of the pimiry ve'hirl,,c for 

-trviro 4e' vory, l're metors generalby iaro wome-n from thee .eitra~itf w~t. 41re' 
triinrd to provide information about rVproedlstiV@ etallth 4041 dirttlntiiul 

bn&,o4l Within to.siesns. 100 prlvidtflth' fas~ily planing orga trAnitng will 
r't Wti'-41 an4 parmtedirnl allf, administrators a1id4 d#ltWsro. :|iltre' i. 

I i-gc pi ,sip ion lt ittilns. working it r#ordurttIv.si!'l IIs!'leer IIw.l 
,w-1s~n# ttty #Aplooosbi ee P'xint or iopraove,will ltS wni to their .4biIt lsvel 

it41clJft leti WSIOTte'tudeye 4tlIswtbse df~d'f411q ;#i 

4t-4144 Oil fly prnvidtvsg Iftem 001 su.?lioss, traisvisgf. sisal Ito'WO'-aif Pt. 
qsplorteslot i y #t ide f rsel y t Ith, to 4n1007iq.r We 011i141 #41 t 044s r'sbe1,c 

http:1tulivi.iu


1. [INIXTRY OF HKALTH
 

An analysis of the structure and needs of the MOH was
 
conducted in conjunction with the preparation of the Cosmunity and Child
 

ttoaLth Project in VI86, and i Copied hero. This Institutional analysis has
 

hoen divided into the following componnnts: Administrative Structure,
 
V1lysIcal KeRouvces. Personnel nlnavmwnt and ducation.
 

The Health System in Bolivia is comprised of various 

instltutions grouped in two sectors: 

The Ministry of Social Prevision and Public Health (NON); Societ
Public: 

Junta
lecurity; and others that also develop health actions such as: 

0ational do Solidaridd (National Comitteo of Social Solidarity end 
IsFAA (Armed Forces Civic Action), andDevelopment); Accion Civics do 

Vosarrolto do to Comunidad (Comeunity Development). 

Private: Private for-profit institutions (clinics and private consultant
 
POs.profosnionals) and non-profit institutions such as 

The distrlbvtlon of responsibility for attention to
 

patients has bon:
 

Puhlic Sector: MP3SP (KOhl) 685
 
social Security 15%
 
Other Institutions $%1
 

25
Private: PVOo and others 


It is important to note that real coverage of the NON t
 

not surpass 201. The NR to
approximately 40%o and in the rural area it loes 
structured ts followit 

Coentral Level: Hintster's office, Sub-Secretary of Public Health,
 

|h-Suecretery of Social Provision, Gwaral Health Direction, other 
technical offices. and an administrative support office. 

These are it Sanitary Units in the different
Regional Level. 

dopartmontst La Pea, Cochabemba, Santa Crux, Potosi, Chuquiseca. oruro,
 
Tartja, Sent. Kiboralta, Tupisa, ad Pando. ach sanitary unit to heeded
 

by a Drqector, who represents the NON. iach sanitary unit is comprised of
 
and sectors.
districts, further divided into areas 
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Local Level. This is the level at which health services are ofered to
the comunity. In descending ordor of levels of catr', they aOra;
Institutes and Centers for Rqso4rch, Specialty tiospitals, (t;narl
lospitalSG, Health Center Hoapitalu, floalth .nfttrn, "llical Postu. 411d 
Sanitary Pouts,
 

Policy. Tit Hinlotor's Offic.L and the ,,V4*41u,wr.tqrieu
responsiblo for thee definition of pollcy and atrot.ogy tlwt. servo 4s scupu of 
reforonce (or the development of Imalt, programv.
 

Technical. within those parameter., the n4tional levVl
 
irectorates elaborate the techniceil content of 
the intervontions to be
 
oxecuted by each one of the divisions in the sanitary units.
 

Administration:
 

Personnel, There is a statute for the hiring of
 
employees that is not utilied 
In all cases. Once the omployee is nominated 
for position, the Minister's signature ts required. This mechanism t

followed for all MOH employes and for all offices under 
the NOt. 

budget. The resources for payment of salaries come

(rom the National Treasury and they are 
sent to each Sanitary Unit. Most uf
 
the resources for development of projects and programs derive free froig 
aid.
 

The fotlowing summarises key characteristics of thn 01911: 

The Ht and the Sanitary Units have tnadequntu organiastion.

There are many vertical 
programs with a complete lack of coordinotion. 
Administrative processes are very complicated In relation to yoctel and 
structural characteristics and constitute a rostraitnin factor. 
The information system showy a series of deficiencies cauding genorat.J
data to be incomplete, Inopportune, and generally not reliable. 
Although many employees work hard, the lack of clearly defined objectives
in their work does not allow them to accomplish analytical activities. 
Host WNO activities are focused on curative actions and not on pravoimive 
measures.
 
AdMinistrative proceedings are very cumbersome. As an example, 
 an
 
auxiliary nurse spends more than two days each month in the process of
 
being paid, which requires 1) to 19 signatures.
 

The ONl has a network of services installed all over tho 
country. It has investigation centers like CUCKTROP, Centro llaional do 
nfetiedades Troptcales (National Center of Tropical Disease.) and the 1114A,
Instituto boliviano do hiologia de Altura (National instituto oif Altitude
 
biology).
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The MOH has 22 Specialized Hospitals, 12 General Hospitals,
 

151 Centers of Health-Hospitals, 17 Health Centers, 83 Peripherial Medical
 

Posts, 12( Medical Posts, and 864 Sanitary Posts. All Sanitary Posts are in
 

the rural areas, as well as the medical posts and the Centers of
 

Health-Hospitals. Only two specializpd hospitals are in rural areas:
 

Jorochito Hospital in Santa Cruz, and Candua in Chuquisaca.
 

The MOH has 7,500 hospital beds. Only 37% of these are in
 

the rural areas. Close to 95% of all establishments in the rural area belong
 

to the MOH.
 

The health services have the following characteristics:
 

- The percentage of occupied hospital beds is barely 40-50%.
 
- Each hospital bed renders, yearly, 17 hospital discharges.
 
- Much of the equipment cannot be utilized because the health workers are
 

insufficiently trained its use. 
- Donations of equipment received from different agencies do not permit a 

proper maintenance process, since they are often of diverse brands and 

types. 
- The output (efficiency) per hour/physician is very low. In some hospitals 

the figure does not reach five patients por day. 

Personnel
 

In 1987 the MOH had 11,921 employees. Of them, Doctors
 

constitute 15%, Dentists 2%, Professional Nurses 8%, Auxiliary Nurses 23%,
 

other professionals 11%, Administrative 18%, and Service Personnel 23%. Of
 

the 1957 physicians, only 24% work in the rural areas. Most personnel are
 

auxiliary nurses (2,752), and 49% of them are working in the rural area. Of
 

all KOH employees (11,921), 2,889, or 24% are working in rural areas. The
 

lack of nursing personnel is evident, since for every ten physicians there are
 

only five graduated nurses. For every eight auxiliary nurses there is only
 

one graduated nurse. Many employees are inefficient and not motivated to
 

perform effective actions for public health. Frequently, authorities of
 

different levels hire employees for reasons of politics or personal
 

friendship, without considering professional capacity or technical MOH
 

requirements. Many personnel changes occur, in part because salaries are low
 

and capable employees prefer to leave. This atmosphere fosters a lack of
 

initiative and responsible dedication to work, and creates instability.
 

Uducation
 

Bolivia has throe medical schools: La Paz, Cochabamba, and 
Sucre; and four faculties of dentistry: La Paz, Cochabamba, Sucre, and 

Tarija. Some of the faculties of medicine also have Nursing Schools. Of 

approximately 200 to 250 professionals graduated each year, only 50 are 

professional nurses. Medical studies last mix years with one year of hospital 
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internship, Four years of study aroenooded to attain bachelor's In nursing,,
 
Physicians, dentists and nurses must fulfill one year of compulsory rural
 
service (afio de provincia), although many times they choose to pay a fine
 
rather than to fulfill this obligation.
 

Medical schools are in moot cases orientod to the creation
 

of scientific physicians, surgeons, and biologists, whose preparation is not
 
appropriate for the reality of medical practice in rural areas. Medical
 
schools do not have administration and health promotion programs;. Graduates,
 
therefore, are inadequately trained to fulfill these functions.
 

I. 	 BOLIVIAN INSTITUTE OF SOCIAL SECURITY/ CAJA NACIONAL UP 
SALUD 

Administrative structure
 

The Ministry of Public Health and Social Prevision in
 

Bolivia is composed of two branches: social security and public health
 
services. The social security branch under the Undersecretariat for Social
 
Prevision has the IBSS as its technical, normative and supervisory body. All
 

social security schemes in the country fall under IBSS, among which the CaJa
 
Nacional de Salud (CNS) which is the entity in charge of the health services
 
delivery for the insured population. The pension funds are separated from
 
service delivery funds.
 

The Bolivian Institute of Social Security (IBSS) provides
 

health coverage for those salaried employees who are associated with it. The
 

affiliated employees are almost entirely urban workers. Trhe social security
 

system covers L,009,571 (1987) employees and their families or about 16
 
percent of the Bolivian population. There are no foes for the health services
 

provided. The services are financed through obligatory contributions from the
 
employees (3.5% of their salary) and from their employers (8% of salarte
 
paid). In 1988 the budget for the health services provided by the iBSS was
 
the equivalent of US$ 43 million (80% for the CNS). 32% (or 466,000)of the
 
persons receiving health services are women. Of that number some 24% (or'
 
112,000) are of fertile age (15 to 49 years). By far the leading cause of
 
hospitalization of this group is complications from abortion performed outside
 

the IBSS system.
 

The CNS is howovor an autonomous body with an Indepondo.t
 
budget coming from labor, employers and State contributions. The GOB
 
contributes both as state and as an employer. Its administration i also
 
autonomous. It consists of a Directorate composed of tabour, employers and
 
state representatives, as an advisory body, under which is the Presidency or
 

Rxocutive Director. There are four Managers: the general manager, one for
 
health services, one for admintstration, one for general services. There are
 
also nine regional administrators.
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Physical Resources
 

The CNS has hospitals in all the major cities of Bolivia,
 
45 centers or "consultorios" for outpatient services in the country aro
 
provided through those outlets, not through private physicians. Of its 27
 
hospitals, 5 can be considered for tertiary care, in La Paz, Santa Cruz,
 
Cochabamba, Oruro and Sucre. Wherever there is no infrastructure of their
 
own, they rent facilities from the HOH on the basis of hospital beds. These
 
hospitals have 2,201 beds in total, with an occupancy level of 53.7%. The
 
outpatient reached 1,412,558 in 1987.
 

The largest hospital in the system is the Hospital Obroro
 
in La Paz. It provides a full range of services including obstetrics and
 
gynecology. Those latter services are provided by a staff of 27 including
 
five part-time doctors, eight full time residents and thirteen nurses. The
 
group provides both inpatient treatment and outpatient services three
 
afternoons a week. The outpatient services reach approximately 70 women per
 
week. Of the approximately 1,000 women hospitalized, some 48% suffer from
 
complications from abortions,
 

In response to the high rate of medical complications from
 
abortions the Hospital Obroro began to offer family planning services in
 
January 1988. As part of the program the hospital offers temporary
 
contraceptive services such as pills, spermicidal vaginal tablets, and LUDs.
 
(Condoms are not in demand, and the sterilization of women will be performed
 
only for a valid medical reason). The pills and WUDs are provided by the
 
Mlnistry of Health free of charge (it receives them as a grant from AlD).
 
Although the services are provided in support of a program to reduce the rate
 
of abortions, and is aimed at women at high risk of complications from
 
pregnancies, any woman seeking contraceptive services will be given them.
 
However, currently there are only 390 women receiving contraceptive services
 
under the guidance of the hospital.
 

The human resources, as of 1988, were 5,698 in total, of
 
which 1,122 are regional administrative staff, 1,141 physicians, 1740 nurses
 
and nutritionists, 226 laboratory technicians, 137 dentists, 180 X-ray
 
technicians, 993 maintenance and service personnel, and 159 are administrative
 
staff at the health centers. The family physicians, who are to be in charge
 
of the outpatient reproductive health services delivery total 187.
 

Proaram Proposal
 

The staff of the Hospital Obrero which works in obstetrics
 
and Synecology have prepared a proposal for undertaking a system-wide program
 
in support of maternal health. The proposal was approved by the Board of 1513
 
in October 1988. the overall purposes of the program are the followingt
 

to establish a clear basie for measuring maternal and child
 
morbidity and mortality rates;
 
to decrease those rates by 30% within throe years;
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-

-

to introduce-the-concept and focus-of risk, into all-aspects-of 
medical attention; 
to create a unit for social communication and education to roach 
100% of the insured population; 
to develop a system of organizing and utilizing pationt 
information, and 
to establish system-wide medical norms for treatment. 

Impediments FacinR the TBSS and thPropsed Program 

According to the staff of the Hospital Obroro the moat 
important impediment to the execution of the program is the need to provide

training to the staff of the system about the purpose and the implementation

of the components of the program and information to the system's insured
 
population concerning the program components and the steps which they should
 
take in order to take advantage of the services of the program. The proposal
 
includes measures to address those impediments.
 

Given the method of financing of the CNS system, the
 
existence of its infrastructure throughout the country, the relatively low
 
marginal cost to the system of increasing the coverage of the maternal health
 
program and the probable savings in costs from less hospitalizations among the
 
insured population, it in likely that the program can achieve financial
 
seLf-sustainability relatively quickly.
 

3. CONAPO
 

CONAPO is the National Population Council (Consjo Nactonal
 
do Poblaci6n). Established by government decree in 1984, it is located within
 
the Ministry of Planning. CONAPO has the responsibility for coordinating,
 
promoting and defining actions associated with population Issues in
 
coordination with the GOB's overall planning efforts. It consists of a
 
council of representatives, including those from the Ministries of Health,
 
tnterior, Employment, Rducation, Agriculturo, Housing, and Defonse as well as
 
representatives from the National Board of Social Welfare and institute
 
Nacional do gstadisticas (1N0). The council is presided over by the Mintator
 
of Planning. However, the council of reprnsentativon has novor mt.
 

The work of CONAPO iu carried out by nitRxecutive
 
Secretariat which consists of five units (only four of which are currently
 
operative): research, cormunication, training, documentation and women (the

last currently is not staffed). The secretariat of CONAPO currently operates 
on a limited budget, with a limited number of staff members rosponsiblo for a 
wide range of activities. Vinanced primarily by external funding sources, its 
activities to date seem to be determined more by the interest of fundig
agencies and the resources they can wake available according to their own 
program needsrather then according to any coordinated scope of work defined 
by CONAPO itself. 
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CONAPO's primary strength is its dedicated and hardworking
staff. 
 Despite the lack of support CONAPO has received from the GOB, the
staff has carried out an impressive amount of work. 
 it has produced a variety

of research studies on population related issues. It maintains a

documentation center of bibliographic material, and handles about five
 
requests a day for population information from both the public and private

sector. 
It has conducted two training programs, each a month long, for
regional planners (one in Santa Cruz, one in Potosi) and several seminars to
 
present research findings and it has produced a wide array of materials on
population issues. 
 Its budget for 1986 was $137,000; for 1987 it was

$167,000; for 1988 it was $163,000; and for 1989 it is $239,000. Except for
1988, most of CONAPO's funding has come from AID through projects implemented

by the Research Triangle Institute (RTI) and the Pathfinder Fund. In 1988 the
Canadian government (IDRC) provided 86% of COVAPO's funding. 
Other sources of
funds over the years have included UNICEF, UNESCO, UNFPA, and the PL-480 Title
 
II Secretariat.
 

CONAPO has boon referred to as an "orphan" within the

Ministry of Planning since it has little political influence and limited input
into any of the Ministry's or GOB's activities, and since it has received

little financial support from the Ministry of Planning. CONAPO's political
weakness stems from a lack of interest in population issues within the GOB,

and it also is the result of its constant financial instability. As a result
of this instability four of CONAPO's staff who had received advanced training
in demography and population and development issues left for more high-paying

and stable positions. 
There is a need for more staff with skills in computer

programming and in data processing, and staff members need long-term training
in population and development issues and incentives to stay at CONAPO to use
their acquired skills. 
CONAPO needs technical assistance to bridge more

effectively the gap from producing information to ensuring the effective
dissemination of this information to the appropriate audiences. 
Much of the

material produced by CONAPO has boon viewed as too academic to promote an
 
effective dialogue on population issues.
 

Current Progam
 

The scope of CONAPO's current program includes the design
and proposal of alternative population policies, the dissemination of
population information, training in population and development issues,

research and the maintenance of a documentation center. Its program for 1989
consists of the following activitiesi development of a model illustrating the
impact of population growth on the health sector; projection of population and
socioeconomic trends by ecological region; presentation of results (through

publications and seminars) of a study on women, reproduction and employment;

development of a study on the soclocultural aspects of fertility and

mortality; holding a training program In population and development for
regional planners in lanta Cruxl preparation of material on responsible

parenthood and sex education; automation of 
its Documentation Centerl

development of a model for looking at the Impact of reproductive health on
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social security funding; preparation of indicators to be used in the analysis
 
of reproductive risk and child survival; development of a strategy for
 
information, education and communication in population; and the implementation
 
of a study on nutrition and prenatal care of pregnant women.
 

Each of CONAPO's activities is being supported by an
 
external donor. CONAPO's support from external funds total $238,727 for
 
1989. This includes $35,000 from Pathfinder, $66,000 from [DRC; $5,000 from
 
USAID/B; $19,000 from RTI; $18,000 from John Short; and $95,000 from the
 
USAID/PL-480 Title III Secretariat. While all of these activities are
 
relevant to CONAPO's functions and objectives, the organiz.ation does not
 
appear to have a cohesive strategy or timetable for achieving oithor a
 
population dialogue or policy nor for defining what information uhouLd bu
 
used, how, when and with whom.
 

Current Ogeration of the Organization
 

There are currently 13 staff members In the oxecutive
 
secretariat of CONAPO. They represent a range of specialties itncluding
 
economics, social psychology, sociology and library science. Several have
 
received some specialized training in population and development iscuu
 
through seminars and graduate studies supported by donor organizations.
 

Only five of the staff receive salaries from the GOB while
 
eight staff members receive salaries from external sources, of which three
 
receive very low or no salaries. The staff positions which are needed are
 
demographer prograner, a demographer/economist, several research assistants
 
and an administrator.
 

Funds received from external sources are processed through
 
the national banking system. All administrative processes are subject to
 
periodic internal audits by the MOP. A financial report is submitted on each
 
activity as well to the external funding agency according to the terms of
 
agreement for the activity. The multiple administrative requirements
 
associated with both the OP and the various external funding sources are very
 
time-consuming, and currently must be carried out by the technical staff.
 
Thus it would be advisable to add a staff position to handle these
 
administrative matters. Initially the administrative processes would be
 
streamlined by giving CONAPO more autonomy in managing its financial resourced.
 

The OP has reviewed ito overall structure. The
 
restructuring includes the creation of an Undersecretary for rocial Isuov.
 
CONAPO has been placed under the authority of this position (previously CONAPO
 
reported to the Undersecretary for mconomic Affairs). It is planned to eat up
 
CONAPO as an autonomous unit to address social issues. This status would be
 
similar to Unidad do Anilists do Politicss Kcon6micas (UDAPK) which is totally
 
funded by funds from U$AtD; Is an autonomous "think-tank" which provides the
 
GOB, and principally the HOP with information for making economic policy
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docinions. If the proposed restructuring io approved and implemented, CONAPO 
would receive the autonomy to manage the administrative and financial
 
arrangements that it now seeks.
 

The proposed restructuring would give CONAPO a better
 
opportunity to carry out its mandate, and the current Minister of Planning is

committed to making better use of CONAPO'v expertise and resources than has
 
been the case in the past. However, the restructuring would not mean that
 
CONAPO would be financially self-sufficient at any time in the near future.
 
indeed, it would continue to be overwhelmingly dependent on external
 
assistance.
 

Plans for the Future
 

The only on-going assistance for CONAPO which Is planned to

extend into the future is that from Pathfinder (private funds), IDRC (CanadA)

and RTI under its RAPID III project. The support would continue until 1992.
 
It consists of the following: development of a child survival model, a health
 
sector model, and a reproductive health cost-benefit model; estimation and
 
projection of the number of women at high reproductive risk; evaluation and

quantification of the KOH's targets In reducing reproductive risk with an
 
estimation of the resources needed to meet them; analysis of population

redistribution issues; and provision of technical assistance to the regional

development corporation of Santa Cruz for producing models on reproductive

health, health, education and migration impact.
 

An important need not included in the above program i 
the
 
preparation of a populat(on and soclo.economic database. That activity

primarily would consist of gaining access to major sources of population,

health and socioeconomic data. 
The primary source of population data is INK
 
which is to receLve World Bank funding for developing a health database with

the KOH. This database should contain *Il of the survey data that COMAPO will
 
need for its analyses as well. The database to be developed under the AID
 
Child Survival project will be integrated Into CONAPO's database as well.
 
Thus what CONAPO needs is support for processing these data and putting them
 
in a format appropriate for the analyses and modeling which COMAPO is to
 
undertake and for adding new information to the database as it becomes
 
available.
 

Malor ProblemlMeeds Facina the Organization 

CONAPO's major problem in the future is gaining assurance 
of enough resources to maintain stability in its staffing so that it can 
develop and implement a cohesive strategy to foster a policy dialogue that is 
more visible and comprehensive then has been the cas up to now. Resources
 
are needed to maintain the Documentation Center which will be shut down after 
May 1989 as IOC completes its support. 
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It Is anticipated that*consaistent support for the duration
 
of the project will enable CONAPO to establish itself as a major source of
 
information and expertise on population issues, and It to attract Increasing
 
financial support from other donors as well as from the GOB ituelf as the
 
Latter becomes Increasingly involved in a dialogue on population issues and
 
dependent upon CONAPO as a coordinator of this dialogue.
 

Centro do Documontac6n en PobIacl6n y Desarrolo (CRNDOP) 

The Documentation Center for Population and Devolopmont wuu
 
created in L987 with financing from I0RC- Canada. it is part of CONAPO.
 

The Center currently has a collection of over 5,000
 
documents, 120 of which are periodicals, and "special materials" such au
 
microfiches, radio programs and audiovisuals. The documents from Bolivia
 
total 2,815. In addition to hard copies all those documents are entered in U
 
computer system. CENDOP also participates it four international data base
 
systems. These are:
 

qitea2 d2 Vocumentaci6n sabre Poblact6n on &,rtcg Iatltl
(CILAD/DOCPAL), Santiago do Chite.
 

- Sigtga de Informaci6n en Planificact6n ora Am6ricA 1.atilh Y
 
el carlbe (INFOPLAN) do COPAL/CLADRO, Santiago de Chile.
Centr do nfornmcin sabre Kiaraciones en &d.rica latin.
 

(CIKAL), Santiago do Chile.
 
- Sistema de lnformaci6n del Instituto Interamericano d.l ifi
 

(11W/SIC), Montevideo. Uruguay

EtrpM I Infancia Y I. Fimilia en AMrica (Atina y 11
 
ari.b*, San Jos6, Costs Riea.
 

The Center also produces a newsletter inconjunction with
 
other institutions that manage social and economic bibliographic Information
 
system. The newsletter ts called CEDOI. It provides updated listings of
 
new information acquired by the different centers.
 

In addition to the activities currently being Imploe.mntod,

the Center plans to prepare abstracts for the existing bibliographic citations
 
that are on its database, as having abstracts will provide much more
 
information about the bibliographic reference and make the bibliographies mnd
 
literature searches more useful. At some point, if the volume of inquiries

increases dramatically or the demand for bibliographies or other printed

documents increases, the Center will consider charging for the costs of Its
 
production. The Center also will expand its role to include a reproductive

health library open to the public, The Center already collecto roproductivo
 
health research and essays. An information syatem will be developed to
 
disseminate and share the articles available to reproductive health proIvldor
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and the medical comnunity. The Center is in a better position to carry this
 

out than other groups which have small libraries, but which do not have the
 

capacity to develop a reference resource meeting the needs of the family
 

planners and medical communities, studentu and the public.
 

The serviceo offered by the Cantor include:
 

- Literature searches 
Library reference ur'vicus 

- Searches in international data bases 
Requests for bibliographic or statistical information from 

other International date bases 
Development of bibliographies 

- Assistance for thesis development, and 
- Hicroformat printing of documents 

The Center has also created a human resources file which 

I)people working in the population and developmentincludes listings of: 

field in Bolivia; ii) institutions operating inpopulation and development;
 

and iII) other international services working Inpopulation and developmont.
 

this database includes basic information about the resources listed above,
 

where to locate them, their specialties and availability.
 

To date CRlIDOP has produced four bibliographies: 

- KiSraci6n y Colonixaci6n 
- Mortalided y Falud 
- hujer y FValia 
- Vecundidad y Planificacion Faslier 

4. SONARC
 

The objective of the Contraceptive Social Marketing (CAN) 
program is to develop and implement a national program targeted on urban md 

rural middle and lower class consumers. Comncation, promotion and 
distribution techniques are to be used to roach rural and nonlitorate 
populations. A secondary objective of the program t to collect data on the 

various aspoets of the program in order to evaluate its impact. The program 
is being carried out with the support of the SONAiC program financed by AIDIW. 

The program has three main actIvitles 

-
-

The comercial distribution of contraceptives (CIN) 
esoearch on users profiles, market audits end the use of focus groups 

a Social Promotion  creating a positive attitude toward reproductive 
health and providing Information on specific family planning methods 
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The commercial contraceptive distribution is handled by a

private Bolivian distributor of pharmaceutical products, ABENDHOTH, which
 
imports the products (some of which are donated to it by AID/W) and covers all
 
import duties, packaging and transportation costs. It is responsible for
 
establishing the distribution network and for placing the materials in the
 
pharmacies. ABENDROTH is a for-profit, commercial distributor of drugs and
 
related products. It is registered in Bolivia according to commerce and trade
 
regulations. It has a long tradition of working in the Bolivian
 
pharmaceutical market, being the distributor for SYNTEX which produces

Norminest, Noriday and Horquest oral contraceptives among other products.
 

The research aspect of the program i handled directly by

SO.ARC which has been financing and contracting specific studies. some of the
 
research activities have been:
 

general knowlodge, attitudes, and practices curvoyu in 1987, avid
 
baseline pharmacy audit as ai ongoing evaluation tool, pharmacy
audits will be carried out overy 6 month=, starting i 1990 to 
measure changes in sales of CS8 brands and othor brands to dotermino 
the extent to which objectives are reached. 
focus groups for testing reactions to advortising 
Demographic and Health Survey; SOKAJC financed a 1,000 respondent
oversample in three districts of 1A Pax. Twenty questions wer. added 
to the regular questionuire , pertaining to Voriday, other brands of 
oral contraceptives, and awareness of the SONAUC ad campaigns. 
Results are currently being anatized. 
a survey of 15 Ob/gynecological and general practioners it La Pax,
Cochabamba, and Santa Cruz regarding attitudes and practtras
regarding family planning 

The social promotion aspect consists of the preparation and 
dissemination of TV spots and posters, among other materials, and product 
support material. Social promotion was sponsored by the Sociedad Bolivian& do 
Otnecologia y Obstetricla (1500). which is a medical society registerod and 
recognized by the OS. This is now funded directly by the Mission. 

There is no formal relation of the program with th' GOB 
except for the legal registration of the products by ASNUDIO1. SO#1ARC has no 
legal status In Bolivia. 

The following paragraphs sumearize the program's efforts to date and the
 
composition of its current activities.
 

The target population of the progr4a to the approlwttoiy
SO0O women and sen of fertile age (I549) both In the rural and urbon aroas 
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of Bolivia. 
The products Included In the program are oral contraceptives and

condoms, 
However, the handling of condoms has been postponed because of the
 
large quantities already available in the market both from regular and

contraband sources and from governmental and reproductive health
 
inatitutLona. 

The initial objectives were the sale of 20,000 cycles of

Noriday, (standard dose) and, by the second year, to have registered and made
available in the market a low dose oral contraceptive. By March 1989 62% of
 
the 1989 goal for sales had been reached, and 13,064 cycles had been given

away as well. As of March 1989, $36,565 in SOMARC funds had been spent on
 
product sales and training materials. Through October, 1989, over 32,000

cycles of Woriday had been sold, 80% above target, with 36.000 cycles expected

to be sold through December of 1989. 
Almost 20,000 cycles had been provided
 
as professional samples to physicians for product promotion purposes.
 

Approach to Ilig 

A large awareness campaign was conducted in 1988-89 with

SBGO in order to create a more positive attitude towards reproductive healtb.
The main media have been TV and radio llots and posters oriented towards the 
reduction of abortion; the prevention of venereal diseases; the control of

high risk pregnancies; and encouraging child spacing. 
 As this is a new 
campairn, no results can be measured at this moment. Az of March 1989,
 
$116,196 
in IOKARC funds had been spent on this activity.
 

Approach to Training
 

A training program for pl'armacisto has been developed, and* total of 36 training sessions have been delivered to 720 pharmacists and

pharmacy workers. The training is in reproductive health with an emphasis on 
the use of the pill. The cost has been US $2,640 through March 1989. 

Approach to Operations Research
 

An operations roearch project was started In August 1989 
with PKOSAUDO to determine the most feasible system for distribution of C"N 
products and family planning end other reproductive health information in aremote rural ares north of lanta Crue. Knsults from this study will guide the 
development of a pilot rural distribution project during 1990. 

Approach to Planning and Ivaluation 

ISeause of the previously montioned difficulties and thedelayed start, no formal evaluation of the progr has been carried out except
for focus group evaluations of advertising and promotional mterias. The
evaluation plan includes planned pharmay audits and users profiles. 
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Estimate of Cost Kffectiveneos and Prospects for cost
 
Recovery
 

In order to estimate the cost effectiveness of SOKARC, it
 
must be kept in mind that the init;ol effort included significant activitos
 
to create a positive attitude towards reproductive health and as well as
 
making Noriday generally available. Using a very simplistic approach to
 
calculate the cost per cycle distributed does not make sense as a large part
 
of the expenses should be considered investment in raising awareness of family
 
planning as part of reproductive health, and making information available
 
about family planning methods, thereby generating increased demand for all
 
products and methods, including CSM brands. Indeed, under the limited present
 
market of the "normal" dose contraceptives, such as Noriday, it is clear that
 
self-sufficiency is not possible unless all promotional and product support
 
expenses are excluded from the costs.
 

With more products, a larger market, and greater sales
 
figures, the cost per cycle distributed should be lower. The increase in the
 
number of products (as not only more oral contraceptives are included, but
 
condoms and 1UD's as well) will mean a larger volume of vales with the same
 
sales force, and this will mean a lower cost per unit. Another factor that
 
will affect not only cost effectiveness, but also cost recovery in the future
 
is the fact that the new low-dose and triphasic oral contraceptives will be
 
imported by ABENDROTH which will cover the full co-mercial price of the
 
product plus all import duties, transportation, etc., making the total
 
operation a "for profit" one. SOKARC will continue to provide promotional
 
support for the effort, as product importation and distribution begin to pay
 
their own way. The extent of that market crudting effort should be
 
reconsidered in the future when data about users is made available.
 

Cost recovery figures should be developed, but with the,
 
limited number of cycles being distributed and the short time during which the
 
program has been active, current figures are not meaningful. During the life
 
of the Project cost analysis and cost recovery studies will be conducted to
 
test the evolving financial sustainabLilty of the system.
 

Problems and Needs of the SOMARC Progaram 

The major problems/needs identified during the analysis of 
the SONAIC program in Bolivia are the following 

Marketing Issues: tn the marketing area there tre a number
 
of problem areas and issues which must still be addressed.
 

The low price of "contraband" contraceptives that rome from 
neighboring countries reduces the coumorcial attr,,ctlvs.nu" of 
the social marketing system
 

http:attr,,ctlvs.nu
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Bolivia has only a limited market for contraceptives because of
 
its relatively small population and the currently low prevalence
 
of contraceptive use
 
Sales of Noriday (normal dose) cannot be financially

self-sufficient because of its low sales price (B. 1.50) and low 
margin for profit In a very small market with low-priced 
competing products 
The limited number of contraceptive products currently being
offered limits the attraction of the line to pharmaciuts
Some of the donaited products are going into the pharmacies in 
competition to the SO ARC system
There has been a delay in achieving registration In Bolivia for 
Micro nor (low dose oral Contraceptive) by Abendroth 

In order to mot these problems SOKARC proposes to develop
 
a better managerial structure at the Bolivian office level, and to move the
 
office to Santa Cruz, where it may eventually become part of PROSALUD.
 
However, the basic solution to meet the marketing problems will have to come
 
from: 

-
-

access to low-dose and triphasic oral contraceptives
development of a larger contraceptives market in Bolivia 

- new products that will provide better margins for pharmacists, 
and will provide a better income for ABRiDROTH. 

Nanagement Isues 

In management, improvement is needed in the collection and 
handling of information now that BOMARC has adopted a set of goals and
 
objectives based on its actual experience in Bolivia and not just on
 
theoretical assumptions. An effort should be made to develop the concepts of
 
planning, controlling and monitoring procedures into managerial tools,
 

5. CEiTER FOR INVKSTIGATIOV, KDUCATION AND SERVICKS (CIKS) 

Backiroun14
 

The Center for tnveotnatlon. Education and Services (CrNS)
is a non-profit organization founded In Juno 1967 with the purpose of 
conducting studios and projects aimed at promoting an improved standard of 
living for the Bolivian pcpulation, especially women, adolescents and 
children. Among the organization's objectives are: providing information 
about maternal-child health, sexuality, reproductive health, and women's 
rights; assisting in Improving medical srvices related to maternal-child 
health and reproductive health; and performing research on educating, and 
modifing the sexual attitudes of the Bolivian population. 
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In its three years of existence CIKS has established itself 
no one of the major providers of reproductive health services it the coun.try. 
Te organization has already obtained its legal status. [i the past, CTINS ha$ 
been project, baced, and has hired staff according to the noods of the 
particular activities undertaken. it has now organized ituself Into 
departments (services, communication and education, research and 
administration), and has developed a three year strategic plan. 

Organization
 

Currently CI S omploye 53 people most of whom are working 
on specific projects. The organization has a full-time Executive Director who 
is involved in supervisory activities and works cLosely with union leaders in 

promoting reproductive health and health activities. Accounting and financial 
matters are managed by a half-time administrator who also works in the MOH.
 

Each of the clinics has a physician, an auxiliary and educator.
 

The Executive Director is part of the Technical Council
 
which is composed of Directors of four Departments. This Council meets weekly
 
to discuss administrative issues and monitor the projects' progress. Each of
 
the department heads coordinates activities across service projects. The
 
Director of Medical Services is in charge of service delivnry in all three
 
projects. Each of the three projects has a coordinator and stores its
 
commodities separately. The person who manages the commodities for oach
 
project also manages a petty cash fund.
 

Since the organization is still funded through projects, it 

is necessary to keep separate financial records. The administrator has bank 
accounts for each donor agency and a savings account for the revenues 
generated from the laboratory. This arrangement allows the administrator to
 
know how much money is on hand for each of the projects.
 

A computerized management information system (HIS) provides
 
CIES with information on the types of services provided and the reproductive
 
health methods distributed and basic demographic information on users.
 
Reports are completed by the auxiliaries in the clinic, indicating if the
 
patient is new or returning. ClES is trying to modify the MIS clinic forms so
 
that It can also include the information from the clinic in El Alto (VPIA,
 
which funds the clinic, has different reporting requirements and provides
 
specific forms to be used for capturing patient information.) The community 
based distribution (CBD) program is also included in a database. The 
volunteer distributors are supervised by the promoters who complete a form on 
new users and monitor the continuance of current users. The information is 
passed on to the educators who monitor referrals to the clinics from the 
distributors. Summary information is entered into the computer. The CHD data 
base requires more supervision; consequently, it to less efficient than the 
clinic-based system. 
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Current Clinics' Activities
 

Most of CIES' activities have been funded by Pathfinder,
 
FP1A and the Population Council. Pathfinder's current activities include the
 
funding of three clinics in Bolivia's three major mining areas: La Paz, Oruro,
 
and Potosi. Additional coverage for these clinics has been obtained through
 
the use of affiliated physicians who provide reproductive health services in
 
the area and through a community based distribution program. FPIA funds a
 
clinic for maternal child health and reproductive health services in El
 
Alto. This clinic's activities also are supported by the use of affiliated
 
physicians and CBD program. The Population Council has funded a mobile clinic
 
for CIES which provides services once a week in the offices of four of the
 
unions in La Paz. It also includes a CBD program.
 

The La Paz clinic funded by Pathfinder operated
 
auccessfully during the first throe-quarters of 1988. However its relocation
 
in December resulted in a drop in the number of consultations. The Oruro
 
clinic opened on time, and the Potosi clinic opened two months behind
 
schedule.
 

Date for utilization of services (consultas) during 1989 is the following:
 

LA PAZ ORURO EOTOSI 

Pediatrics 346 966 480 
OB/GYN 2,204 1,785 1,570 
FP 1,028 370 357 
Others 68 19 153 

Total 3,646 3,140 2,560 

The clinic in El Alto, funded by FPTA, is
 
functioning at capacity level. The demand for information and services in
 
this area is very high, and few providers deliver services in this
 
impoverished area.
 

During 1989 the clinics at 9l Alto and Viacha provided the following
 
attentions:
 

Pediatrics 1,940
 
OB/GYN 3,256
 
yp 1,640
 
Others 1,629
 

Total 8,465
 

The CBD program at 31 Alto and surrounding
 
per-urban area obtained 2182 new users during 1989.
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Thc "mobile" clinic-sponsored under a -Population
 

Council operations research project provides clinical services once a week
 

at the offices of the unions for factory workers, campesinos, teachers,
 

and university students. The clinic handled 773 office visits between
 

March and December 1988. Of these visits, 54% were for ob/gyt and t9%
 

were for reproductive health. The clinic cervices have provided
 

reproductive health methods to approximately 165 users 55% of whom use
 

LUls. The clinic also supports 186 CBD users who are served through
 

union-based promoters. The promoters provide educational information to
 

the union members and distribute barrier methods.
 

Overall management of the clinics is coordinated
 

through the Director of Medical Services who periodically makes
 
supervisory visits to the clinics. The Director of Services also
 

coordinates activities with the MOH. Day-to-day management of the
 

clinics is under the responsibility of the three project coordinators.
 
These coordinators are also responsible for the educational activities and
 

the CBD workers. Within each of the clinics there is an auxiliary nurse
 

who manages the patient records, fees generated and MIS data,
 

ZEC Activities
 

CIES has been involved in several typos of IEC
 

activities. Most of the activities revolve around promoters who work with
 

community groups in CIES's target areas. The sessions utilize ftipcharts
 
and flannel and black boards, and are supplemented with reproductiva
 
health and health pamphlets. To date approximately 40,000 people havw
 
boon reached through the informal sessions. ClRS also Ins recently
 
produced a reference manual Lo assist the promoters in their educational
 
activities. The manual was developed from the promoter's own experincom
 
and pretested by them. Indeed, riES' staff appears to have a good
 
understanding of the attitudes, words and symbols unique to the Aymara
 

people. This has helped in the development of culturally appropriate
 
materials.
 

In addition to printed materials, ClIS has worked
 

with television. During 1987 the organization received 1/2 hour per week
 

of free air 4im. for a period of six months. Each of the shows focused on
 
a different topic, including reproductive health. CIII also has developed
 

radio spots. Currently, in Oruro and Potosi it has access to free radio
 
time on different stations.
 

Trainina Actlvities
 

CIeI' training activities are directed toward
 

promoters and physicians. CI98 recoived training of trainers from
 
evelopmont Associates Inc. (DAI), and since then has developed a training
 

manual and other matorials for their promoters. Additionally, CtI is
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providing training in reproductive health and maternal child health 
maLtrs to the Bolivian Society of Traditional Health Providers. The 
organization is also involved in medical training for its affiliated 
physLcians. The Director of Medical Services received training from 
iathfLnder several years ago, and has begun to instruct interested
 
providers using CES clinics for training. To date CTRS has trained 286
 
promoters for community work and 23 physicians In IUD insertion.
 

Operat ions Uesearch
 

CIES undertook an operations research (OR)
 
project, evaluating the medical backup component in conjunction with a C8D
 
program. based on the results, the organization will determine if the
 
once per week clinic approach is an effective way of increasing
 
acceptance. CIES Is planning a follow-up study that will provide
 
cervicos to several of the campesino unions. Another bonofit of the OR
 
activity t that it helped CIKS to design & computer,based mnagement
 
information system to cover all the service delivery components.
 

Plannina and lvluation 

Planning is now a high priority for CIKS. Having 
ostablished a three year plan, the organization has decided upon the 
activities that fit into its als. Now evaluation needs to be batter 
Incorporated into CtKS' operations. It needs to develop a means of 
evaluating the quality of its services. Currently, it uses a monthly 
service statistics report as a basis to evaluate its progress, and holds 
meetings to evaluate the different components of its program. The CS! 
program ismonitored through weekly meetings because this t the area that 
needs the most reinforcement. Monthly meetings are also hold with the 
educators and promoters. The organization conducts sel-annual and annual 
Internal evaluations inorder to assess its progress and to evaluate its 
strategic plan. However, it needs to be more careful In planning the 
targeted number of new users since it consistently falls short of 
achieving its goals. KSH/FP)IT sent a consultant in 1989 to help CiI 
prepare an strategic plan and establish a sounder organizational structure. 

*Lnnci 
CIRI is almost totally dependent on external 

funding. It reei~ves financial assistance from Pathfinder and PIA. It 
has received assistance from the Population Council and Developmet 
Associates. It appears to be using the technical assistance and financial 
resources fairly wisely. The donor agencies have instilled InCIII the 
idea that it should be moving toward self-eufficiency. With money made 
from service provision, the organization has opened a small laboratory in 
the 91 Alto clinic which nets a profit of $350 per month. Cili io 
interested In opening a large laboratory and obtaining ultrasound 
equipment for the La Paz clinic as ways of generating revenues for its 
activities. 
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CKS ts looking for additional sources of

financing. It 
wants to open small pharmacies in the KI Alto and La Paz
ctintas, and is soking funds from European organizations to do so.
 
Pathfinder's financial support ts expected to continue. 
FPIA's fundingperiod with CIRO has not ended; although future funding isuncertain, it

is highly likely that PPIA will continue to support the 1t Alto clinic.
 
runding from the Population Council was for a research project which endedinMarch 1989. CIi obtained a bridge funding until December 1989 from
 
AID.
 

With a small Investment the laboratory could
conduct a 
such wider range of analyses and generate approximately US$

4,600 per year. CII io also Interested in a laboratory for its La Pat
clinic. It has discussed cooperative aSreoments with other clinics and
reproductive health groups. and thinks that it could Senorate US$ $12,000

per year in revenues from the clinic. A third activity would be th,.installation of ultrasound equipment,. CurrentLy this service isavailable to 

not 
low income women through either the NON or private clinics.


By referring women from 81 Alto and other physicians, ClIi estimates that

providing ultrasound could generate about US$ 3,000 per year.
 

golLs gnd Plana for theFutMr-

CtlE has developed a three year strategic planfocusing on activities in research, education and service aimed at women.
their health and their sexuality. It has developed an ambitious agenda in 
each of the three areas. Research interests include: male and female soxroles &mong the Aymara and Quechua in order to find effective ways to work
In rural Andean areas; adolescent sexuality working with the Federation ofSecondary Students in "Life Plmnning" activities; reasons for not using
reproductive health methods; women's prception of their own bodies and

perceptions of abortion (with the Fundaci6n San Gabrigl); and Informationfrom user records in order to develop a marketing plan regarding users and 
promoters. ,ducationaL activities includet 
 five day training courses for
 
prmters; talks with mother's clubs, health comittees and traditional
 
health providers; short papers developed to stimulate intellectual
diloguo; Vammoi for CID workets and promoters on meterndt-achild hoalth 
end reproductive health; a menual for promoters on sexuality; radiocapsigon information on ropreduetive health end wome's rights, andmmaal for rural bealth Workers. Service activities Include expending 

a 
the

existine clnia, eand providing better counseling to prospective users. 

The goLa for reproductive health users in 198wore overstated, and CIia w not able to reach them. Ouring late 19"
and erly 1989 Cli activities have become more accepted by the public.Ativities in Oruro ad Potl have increased. The goats established forthe La PasOruroPotosL clinics funded by Pathfinder for 1919 are 2O00 
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now users (850 users in Oruro, 700 users in Potosi, and 1,500 users in La 
Paz). They are to be achieved through the three clinics (1,160 new
 
users), the three Coo programs, and the affiliated physicians. CIES is
 
recruiting affiliated physicians in Sucre who will contribute to the
 
Potosi goal.
 

The 1989 actual figures are:
 

PIN 014-2 LA PAZ ORURO POTOS[ 
GOAL ACHIEViD GOAL ACHIEViD GOAL ACHIIVKD 

Clinics 300 336 200 157 150 161
 
% 112.6% 78.5, 107 

Doctors 450 1,544 250 589 200 144
 
% 343% 23S% 72,
 

CoD l00 716 450 123 400 270
 
5% 1025, 160/, 61%; 

Total 2,598 1,469 575 

GRAND TOTAL 40642
 
*OV A" I I f-4-WAVW I*W9.9 -Iaw IfqV ii40 

The El Alto program has a goal of 1,120 clinic 
users, 1,300 COD users and 288 users in a small rural clinic administered 
by the 91 Alto clinic. The "mobile" clinic has a goal of 1,000 users fur 
1990. 

Currently the La Pat clinic to underutilized, 
opening only two afternoons per week. By opening the remaining three 
afternoons, CIS could provide an additional 2,250 office visits per 
year. The personnel (a part-time physician and an auxiliary) would cost
 
about $3,100 per year. By expanding operation hours in the 1A Pas clinic 
and investing in the laboratory and ultrasound equipment, CIlA could be 
10% financially self-sustaining during the first yeer. In the second and 
later years, financial self-sustainability could increase to 23. and even 
higher. 

Oeitanletlion Mods 

An evaluation of 0158 conducted by a Management 
Sciences for Health team indicated that the organitation needed assistance 
in strategic planning and organizational developet as well as training 
In program planning, management and evaluation. However, the evaluation 
praised Clii for its open coemnications with the government and "places 
of power". 
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rgattplj jlannin : Although CtES has a three year plat 
the organization has difficulty in determining priorities. Because CIlS 
has political connections with many unions who want it to provide 
services, ithas the potential to reach a large segment of the 
population. Although CIE$ would like to help the unions, It must realize 
that it has both limited financial and human resources. Currently, the 
organization seems overextended for the number of personnel that it has. 
C198 should make sure that any additional activities complement existing 
ones and not provide a greater strain on the organization. 

Financial mangaemnt: Because oach donor requiros 
separate financial reports, a computerized accounting system would 
facilitate financial management. At present, PROSALUD (Santa Crux) is 
conducting a consultancy to calculate (a)costs at clinics, (b) a market 
survey and (c)determination of prices to attain self-sustainability. 

linic ,nuafnt: Currently the clinics' services 
arel6nderutilized. However, as the domand for reproductive health 
services Increases effective use of clinic space and hours will become 
Important. Joint training with INC activities can make the clinics' 
waiting rooms a learning center. 

[vagalig: CIII is interested in obtaining
 
qualitative information through interviews and the use of focus groups.
 
Although CIU has a wel developed HIS, the integration of qualitative and
 
quantitative information would enrich its evaluation process. Logistic
 
support in this area is to be considered.
 

General Haneaement: The organization is currently 
overextended it needs technical assistance in basic organizational 
management including the delegation of tasks and internal supervision. 

trAining:Because clinic operations are an integral 
part of CIII operations., It is important that all receptionists, 
auxiliaries and physicians be trained Inboth contraceptive methods and 
Interpersonal skills and counseling. Iventuallys itmay be helpful for 
the physicians to be provided with mintlp training assuming that CII 
offers this service in the future.
 

Parnni' Inaddition to technical assistance, CINS
 
needs additional personnel if it i going to expand services. In addition 
to some six additional clinical personnel (three physicians #nd three 
auxiliaries), the organisation needs another person to work with IKC 4nd 
training and a half time person to work with administration. "o.
 
laboratory and ultrasound oquipment will generate revenues for CIlII #tnd 
vehicle would facilitate more regular monitoring and supervioion of INC 
and clinic activities. 
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6. MUJDACION SAN GABRIRL
 

ffort to eoslist
This Institution was created in 1969 as an 


a populous marginal zone in La Pas. They started with a health post and a
 

day-care center. To date it has broadened greatly its scope of work md
 

currently has ongoing work agreements with the Ninistries of Health,
 

Agriculture and Eucation as well as with international donors.
 

The objective stated in their constitution document to to 

improve the quality of life in the popular sectors through the provision of 

basic services and popular education, prsoe the participation of the 

communities for their empowerment and transfer appropriate science and 

technology to these sectors. 

The financial sources for this institution ares (a) private 
German, Swiss and Spanish donors, (b) self-Senerated funds from their 
services, and (e)State contribution through salaries paid by the OWN to 201L 

of medical staff, and 401 of operating expenses for PIC attention from thp 
rondo Social de Iergencia. In 1981, they received some funding also from the 

Social Imorgency Fund for infrastructure improvement. 

Adinistrative structure 

Fundaci6n San Gabriel is a private non-profit organization 
legally registered to a foundation, whose assets would go to the Archbishop of 
La Pat if itceased to exist. Ithas an agreement with the Ministry of Public 
Health whereby District 9 inLU Pas city falls under their reponsibittity, 
covering around 1640000 inhabitants. Inaddition, many people insearch of 
their good quality services and low pricing from other areas of the city are 
served by Fundaci6n San Gabriel.
 

The Foundation is organised infive progrmmatic and one 
support areas (see orgentgrm) 

Health 
Mucation

Community promotion and organisation 

Production 
Training
 
Administrative and financial.
 

Each one of these areas has their specialized staff and Is 
descentrallied intheir operations, and their admintetrstive control due to 
different sources of funding, and therefore different financial reporting 
requiremnts. 
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In the health area, they have three levels of sttention.
 
Prtmry Health Care (PHC) -to delivered through their 9 area clinics, and 
outpatient consultations. Secondary and tertiary attentions are delivered at
 
the District Hospital. They also participate and carry on all the MOH
 
interventions such as imunization campaigns, ORT, growth monitorin& and
 
nutrition. 

The education area has its own programs such as those 
directed to day-care centers, school-age children, and street children. The 
area for the promotion and organization is basically directed to tha education 
and training of women, it Is funded by the Konrad Adensuor Foundation and 
Hisereor. Within the area of the promotion of women, the health attention for 
women covers Interventions related to reproductive health such as: cancer, 
5TD detection, pediatrics, adolescents medicine, pre and post-natal care, 
deliveries, and family planning. The production area and the training areas 
are really support services with which the Fundacl6n obtains some income, such 
as a print shop, a bread production center, a library, and a program for the 
practical training of last year medical students. Under this program and 
under an agremnt recently signed with Iarvard University, two MPH students 
will come in L990 to undertake some practical work. 

The research activities include clinical as wal ita 
behavioral studies rotated to their practice. Fundact6n San Gabriel also has 
a productive area whereby they train groups of women and young people In 
carpentry, print shop, and home gardens. 

At the central level, the rundect6n has a Directorate 
composed of the areas' Directors, and a Technical Directorate composed of 
Coordinators and Chiefs of programs. The general policy i defined at these 
levels as well as by work plans for each area. It follows the M90M general 
policy in the health area. An evaluation is prepared biannually by these 
bodies. The technical content of the invervntions is provided by the ON. 
The gxecutive Director Is a well-known physician with public health 
experience, who works inclose coordination with the area directors. 

Fundaci6n San Gabriel follows the National Labor Code for 
hiring its personnel. 20% of their medical staff salaries comes from the MeW, 
and the other staff is financed via programs and projects from outside donors. 

Phylical relsures and earsennol 

22% of the personnel are physicians,, 301 nurses both 
graduate and auxtiiary, 10 administrative and support staff, and the 
reminder are social workers, educators and promotors. ThM averale continuity 
rate for their personnel t approximately I years. 

Hospital Uan Gabriel has 105 beds, t6 outpatient clinics, a 
pharmacy, two laboratories and phisiotheraphy facilities. Their 9 coimsiity 
clinics are staffed with a physician, a nurse, a dentist and a promoter. Te 
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percentage of bad occupancy it701, and the output per hour/physician it 18 
patients for every 3 working hours. The Distrlct Hospital isabout 101 

tosetl-sustainable, but the level of incomv for the other service areas 
considerably lower. It to estimated that their overall sel-sufficiency to 
increasing at a rate of 3%per annum. 

Their plans for the future are to broaden And improve their 
women and Famity program, for which they are seeking assistance from USAIUIDB 
Keproductive Health Services Project. The Pathfinder Fund i beginning to 
work with them in the |oplementation of a youths' counselling and services 
cltnic as part of the overall program. 

7. 	VROSADUO
 

PMOALUD was established by USAtD in 1965 "sa 
Se-f-Financing Primary Health Care Project to provide primary health care 
(PHC) to lowe incoe population living In penr-urban and rurat are of Santa 
Crux. USAID/Solivia end PL-410, Title iI, provided the funding and 
Nanagment sciences for Health (SN) from Ioston the technical assistance. 

Initially the project was designed to provide M servlce 
to nembers of thre cooperatives, but was rooroulated to provide these 
services to all types of eceamity organizotions 

The 	overall Pal of this project was to Iaprove the health 
statue, and thereby the productivity, of low-income rural and semi-urban 
workers and their fallies in seleted areas of the Oepartment of Santa Crux. 
The major objetves of the project were Los 1/ 

a) 	Test the financial and operational fosibility of 
establishing sel-flneing primary health care 
services for low inam persons in rural and 
aem-,urban areas of Santa Ccusl 

b) 	 Ktablish a Nanagesment Support Unit (NSU with the 
rosponsibiity for overall managment of the project 
and for pest-project attvite; 

) 	Tet various health earo servies pcukages tn order to 
arrive at sos met aceptaible fro the induvaal 
patient. elient group. earms-iver, and flaneal 
points of view, and to provide a depeandblo basis for 
possible replication. 
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An evaluation mado of PROJAIAJV In October 1989 by 
Kanagamont'syates International MSI)Of lashington, D.C,, concluded, ;mng 
other considerations, the following:
 

"The PROSALUD project Is one of the boot examples of 
sustainable primary health care over seen by the ov4luatIon team and the 
program Is close to reaching its goal of financial sustainability. In 
addiLlon, the PROSALUD manaosment team has succeeded in creating a PHC systom 
which is tchnicaLL and culturally appropriate, as well as managerially 
sound. In fact, PHOSALUD has succeeded in achieving a1l the elmenots outlined 
by AID as keys to the sustainability of any project, a significant 
accomplishent by any standards and one which few projects can claim." (pago 
4, final report). 

Adinistrative structure 

PROSAW.D operates eleven urban and five rural medical 
centers and a central office and warehouse facltties. The servicc delivery 
covers a population of 140,000 Inhabitants. The PROSAWD system as a whole 
has now attained (January 1969) a 95%selU financing level. Thie period 
included also the completion of an agroeemnt between the Vondo Social de 
orgencia and R'OSAIUD for the construction of 6 health centers in the urban 

areas of Santa Crul. With those centers, currently under construction, the 
project will achieve its physical targets based on the projected roevnues, fur 
all existing centers, the soefffinancing targets will be very close to 4ttstn.. 

In $anta Crux, PUSAWD to highly regarded as 4 health 
services provider. The Ninistry of ealth has turned over five rural poets 
for its administration, and the hunicipal Goverment has donated funding for 
the construction of three new urban centers. Since 19,0, through an agroewnt 
with WIA, POSALUD started incorporating family planning services within 
their MIC package, in response to existing demand. 

'OSMALUD operates through a Directorate of nine members 
from outside the institution, who outline the policy and strateSic issues. 

The personnel that constitutes the IUU has been divided in 

two saterst ecutive Comittee and Support Gro. 

aeut lye Coaittee 

9mocutive Directr
 
Director of Finences 
Direeter of Nedieal Srvices 
arketing Director 

Chief of Training
Chief of Pharmuey and Logistics 
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i Afministrative Assistant 
- 2 Secretaries 
- I Chief of Versonnel 

2 Auditors and I Assistant 
2 Responsible for warehouse 
I Driver 
2 Janitors 

The services provided by the HSU include activities that 

directly support the provision of health services, such as the location of new 

health centers, the organization of the beneficiary populations analysis of 

demand for services according to income, review of costs, monitoring of the 
services, r4rketing, training of personnel, annual planning and evaluation, 
etc. Othor services are only indirectly related to the provision of health 
services, such as operations research, technical, management of information 

systems, pidemlologicaL data, reports to sanitary Units and Ministry of 

Social Wolfare and Public Health, Finally, another group of services is 

a complete different target population. These includeoriented toward 
technical assistance to other health organizations (public and private, 

notional A International), consultant work, training, ete. 

at the clinics is the following:The technical personnel 

1 Medical supervisor 
12 Nedical Diretors (one iteach Center)
10 03/TISM 
10 Peditricis
 
It Dentists
 

I BioheIst 
4 Laboratory Technicians 
I Registered nurses 
45 AuxilLiary nurues/promoters 
It Ieceptionist 
2 Health technician 
I2 Janitors/Port~ero
 

PROSALUD io providing infrastructurelinee January t90, 
and logistietl ad administrative support to the %Aste Marketing Project 

, he has the support and(MO). lbe IAUC Coordinator to housed at PtOSA 

su dance of POSAUos management, which would eventually undertake the whole 

earns an overhead of 20 of operating expenses for theseproject. PNIOSAUD 

services.
 

a monthlyThe mdical directors of all the elnice have 


meetings to discuss the ionth's sativitle. in both service doLvery and
 
n annual strategic end perstional
inmil management. theroeis also 


planning moting by the centrat manaement unit.
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PROSALUD has producod a number of operational and personnl...

management manuals, and has developed a system of job grades for the purpooe

of structuring salaries, personnel contracts and evalustion forms and writto
 
procedures for selecting personnel. They have a functioning employee

incentive scheme tying wages to the financial performance of each clinic, anid
 
avoiding the award of annual Incroasos not linked to productivity. The
 
revenues generated in the clinics are used to detormine its performanco and 
qualification for a bonus.
 

PROSALUD managos a pharmacy with a list of 134 items with u
 
computarized system. A Quality Control Coordinating Committee reviews the uce 
of pharmaceuticals every four months. 

PROSALUD's service delivery system is composed by: Level [ 
which are health promoters selected from the cormunities and trained t160
 
todate). Level It facilities or posts,basically rural, are staffed by a
 
full-time auxiliary nurse. The Level III facilities are fully staffed with a 
full-time general physician, one graduate nurse, two nurse auxiliaries, one 
dentist and laboratory services. On a part-time basis, they have a lab 
technician, one ob/syn and a pediatrician. These latter centers provide the"
 
following services: outpationt consultations in general medicine, ob/gyn,
 
pediatrics, pre and post-natal checkups, pap smears, immunizations,

pharmaceuticals, basic laboratory services, dental care, health education and
 
training of promoters. Of these services, eleven are preventive health care
 
interventions (out of 16). 
 These consist mainly of nursing services which 
place a heavy burden on the financial side, and require substantial
 
cross-subsidies from other revonue-generating activities.
 

In the area of reproductive health services, the identified
 
needs for PROSALUD are: 

a) Maintain the reproductive health services integrated 
within the PHC package offered at their centors; 

b) Train their field personnel: physicians, nurses, 
aux.liaries in clinical as well as managerial aspects; 

c) Conduct a research on the feasibility for 
self-sustainabiltty for the reproductive health 
services delivery; 

d) Research on social marketing techniques at their 
centers; 

e) Start a C8D program from every medical center; 

f() Produce promotional and educational materials for 
their activitils; 
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g) 	Conduct operational researchs on their service
 
delivery;
 

h) 	 Train their personnel in scientific and natural family
 
planning methods to offer a wider choice.
 

During the first phase, the project will provide PROSALUD
 
with in-kind assistance through technical assistance in the areas of IKC,
 
training and research. The service delivery will still be funded by FPtA
 
under their current agreement (EOL-04) until the end of 1990. By that time,
 
it isprobable that these would have attained a certain degree of
 
celf-sustainability. Since August 1989, the project has been assigned its
 
share of its income generation. Through eight months, the amount is Be
 
3,840, These funds are kept in an interest-bearing account. The project will
 
start phasing in for direct support of local costs, commodities and equipment
 
currently provided under the FPIA agreement.
 

The currant project with FPIA is to provde t-mLly planning
 
services to 1,129 now and 452 continuing clients through nine established
 
health centers and 804 now clients through the six newly established health
 
centers in rural and urban Santa Cruz. They are also to refer 1,200 potential
 
clients to the project health centers from 15 urban and rural communities.
 
PKOSALUD will try a new strategy with Promotional Assitants instead of
 
Community Promoters, who will conduct home visits to promote the project
 
services. She/he will be the link between the health center and its community
 
offering referrals, delivery IRC talks and recruiting new clients.
 

I/ 	An evaluation of the Bolivian Self Financing PHC Project - M8I, Washington 
D.C., October 1989. 

Wang 	2938H
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11dos will be' accotplislv'd tlhesmig 
#1j..uty (Ouimly pl4nning se'rvices. 

the doe'vi tif,, Of ', 

It", t'~jrt will Incluilo the following compmntoni 

1) 
progr4w' 

4*-ivry of faimily planning seirviros Incluiling moqpurtitse 
mni,r,twot I both thoo public and private st'clra; 

if 4#I'ovo 

DfIAr activities and training to improve' publie owirmwmq~' W$ 
populatiots arid (*oily planning issueis, user know1@die' abOsit comtracept ivo 
@ption6. me.. t11 co~vwtencto or sorvics provi terin 

3) devtlope'#.t or 4 policy dialopuei .mployit infoiation %#n.'rrito'4 
throug~h rP##-,jarch In Bolivia (04g. Dggraphle Aned Wlsth S~urvey, opriraIluwvj 
rP4uetrh, mid de'iographit Podoe to *'eslst Its poleelv' mt4Ilymi) Wi live 
POpulstions growthu to W#14stl4Ped dove'lmp"01 tl 00"d 

-) vi§ertl.a# vahat Ion activities pr##rrrjio 4##4 14#stif~ee to' 'nitu 
144MOle' 'end 101P40ue#6 learne In the above three rouipeoweto 

U#te4r Movlro,.hoi'1t~l lfirr~ure's for USMINI 77 *P '.v 11- M4, A1444"'101 !lItii 
of Procooloom, Vuc~tio v)(ote'gorheul Mo4wr 1,#;.I rit e' t1#40101 Kxeluotmne, 
dti ..ctlon th~at dpc§ not have an .'ffiwA,nec the' naturA #4 phley.rA ciieevo"'aei 
Is inclu1e'4 Oee 'bevi,mtef t Io (or w.Irts .t# Il lil irev.i9c 

ge'ne'rally aa.e tkio iieq Are., 
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lIt addition, under Part 216 (c) 2, It stato. thal the (ollowing clioses of 
actior jore iot zubjert to that procedures reL forth lit 16.3 (Ceonorh1 
Procedurer (or lreparation of Initial Itnvironeontal wominationa iiod 
Wi~virotwsntal Assiessments) except for the extent pruvidt h ivil: 

io Kducation, technical ansistance, or traliing programs, otropt to 
the extent such programs include activities directly 4efecling 
mlvirolmmuet (such as 4oOtruction facliitiou, etc..) wid; 

tIW 

viii Programs involving nutrition, health cam.or puloilution mid s-4ily 
p)lanning mrvices except to the oxtont deuiMted to Inclshd,, 
ilctivitiou directly af(oeting thu anvirmowit (suh 4w custutrurtliwo 
of facilitiesu vator supply systems, VdtO valor tro4itimif. etc.) 

luw proj.rt in queotion will provide tecliniciil anvisLnce, tralistig mid 
oducstioti its thw f.oily planning sector, and no activities flerlidetd in tieW 
project. hould have a diret effect on the natural or physical onviromemt. 
As such. tlw project is eligible for a cateSorical exclusion an utated utedo 
YI* (c) LI Atd 316 (r) ).i, and the Mission is not required to earry out S,, 
lieui l 9(,vironmental Ksminatlon. 

Wed on the above, the Mission can render a negative nvimmntal 
d&tominetlioie for this project. 

Siagnd by: 0. feginald van IUite
 
0. feginald van U9ailt
 

Director
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ATA COLL-CTIOWN0ITORIIO AND IVALUATION (&iS) PLAN 

A. introduction: The %*productive Ilealth Services Project will be 
focusing we five major activities: (1)selected Roproductive Helth Service 
twtivry 	 lmp'ovo nme', (2) Training, (3) Kvalution and Research, (4) 
i~fotistaujn, 9ducatilot, and Coomunition, and (5) Policy Development. Given 
the number of organisations involved in the implmenttion of thin project, 
th sensitivities associated with the activities, and evidence that family 
planning program that include effective NUi systmi achieve higher levels of 
€ontraceptivp prevalence, the collection and use of performance data will be 
important for effectively managing the implomentation of these activities and 
for ensuring that they will result in achievement of the project purpose. 

T, 4esilgn will allow for a regular analysis of trends over Lime 
towArd tchirvownt of the projectes goals and purposes. The point is not to 
expect to so., goal or purpose achievement at may one point in time, but rather 
to ensure that observed trends indicate that movement in the desired direction 
is tiking place. Poriudic feedback on project effectiveness will flag 
problems as tisy arise and permit quick corrective action. Also, this design 
will providc a marlwnism for signaling problems or issues that need further 
itiv.,ntigiti.,' ( . .. apocial studios). 

The yut.'- dcarribod herein has been designed not only to moot 
Project t pie gtat ion requirements, but also to satisfy longer-team Ministry 
#f iI.lth fltf). liivion Social Security Institute (08) and participeting 

piriv4te lviatovt organisations' needs regarding the monitoring and evaluation 
of owrall pvrfur#Ance of reproductive health activities in Bolivia. T1w' 

proloct' oyat.em will rely to the extent possible on existing MOH, J5S 

4nd ottoor '4eon'14ry'd0t4. 

The ke rWortivp Health Services Project will undertake a wide arroy 
of monitorIng acld evaluation activities during the life of the project. A 
rajor rip-ewt of tlo, Reproductive Health Plan will consist of saml-annewl 
revimm of C)#, W;U and SlIP program performance. Periodic monitoring 
activlties will include (I) qualitative review of progress in attaining 
program obirrtive. (2) analysis of administrative and managerial efficivnc." 
M# aswrss t.e,of cost Pf1.etiveness in program implementation and (4) 
4pprlioi4l of techu.ioal capabilities. 

touring tlp initial stages of implementation, a better understanding 
will eit regarding the types of data that arst most essential and possible 
for managing the project. At that time, the mwngers and Iqplmsnters of the 
project should mke mor definitive selections of data to Immonitored. 
Poriodically, throughout the Ife of the project, the managers and 
Impleqwnftors of thio project are encouragod to wake appropriate modifications 
in this pI4n ifat rflort what is useful and possible. Thi document should, 
theroforo, b. viow*dl Adn evolving plan. 
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tho Thw a 

ganerati lqy the II'V asystt will be the UIAIIl/holivia Project ftlaiajr asot the 
WIIi01'$ 11ealth And iuman NOMMIrcew Ol iCO, relevant AIIIIW 1tll. ti. Il11. 
1039,~ the j4rtiripat ins bolivian organi~at inmnu. an4 tlw 114. Coope'ral ing 
Agonc ji a 

it, IJU;.we of hliorwAtion: primary ufatra of toefi ioauswiv 

V. Institutional Locus: An important goal of thb.project will 4ou 
to utretloth u data collection, analysis and policy forsulatiois capabilitito i04 
Bolivia. While the major evaluation studie for the Meproductivo Ioullhi 
services Project will be conducted by survey reseIrch orgeaiutiona. UAht 
will oncourago that public vector institutions ongaged in basic dat4 
collection and rosoatvh an reproductive health isses be further 
strengthened. In addition. UIAID will manage the submissios of asoiie-Ul 
reporis nd rports resulting from special studios so that they are stubittod 
according to schedule and that they follow a formt that c4n easily tw 
utilized for decision omking (e.. presentation of summrixed data. W1ua0. 
findings. condluoima. i,e omnd .ctiofv). 

0, ospstimis, Indicators, Data Collection Nothods and Analysis 

I Project Goals The al is to improve mteornal and child 

A) 004l Le'vel qtilon TO Whit "1100u1 1140 there, 10010 404 
iPuroVt"ftt if# IWOt44a 4nd child health? 

!s) Indicators; Th following dooeraphir Indicators will 
be "~plao*4 to -owmsuro success in 4thiovinig the overall goal. 

Infant mortality rate 
NItermal mortality ratto 
Proportion of wfam.., heirpIit.0*e4 f o 
abortion related coplir4hili~ 
Proportion of elovalyspacd births 

e) Data Collection Nthod and Atinilso ul~i the N141 
currently collecto ourtality and morbidity data ite oah district, Ito 
reliability t suspect The NOI, UIAI and otler doaors ar plmis 
activities over tho tt ftow years to increase the' roliiihility of hlth 
data° As reliability improve#, the NOWH* lW-41t.h Information artem will pick 
usp parv Caee fit W411" child asid aterll. MrtAlity moo 0Mtistduty 401nr 

therefore, will sho, increasing mort41ity and porbidity ratis-lmsa. dulring 
the projoctsv first fow years, trarkint than."e in mortality rates will .tslpia4 
M Other data collection sourcos 

11eWoographir and Walth Purvy (Ni| wilt o, 
conductel again n| i Tl Mi will cmmr the .41tire rumntry ad will to 
useful (or tracking reductions in mortality ad morbidity io wbich not only 
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thin project will rontrJkta, but to which several USAID child sulwvivil 
projects vil also hav0 contributed. 

Considering the concerns (the high abortion rate #l0d 
fro%'ahealth from the medical cOMPlicatio#the adverse effect ow woo@ 


abortions ind hight risk pregnancies) motivating the Increasing acceptance of
 
and the religious groups, the

reproductive health activities by the the MO1 

project will monitor with greater frequency the proporLion of hospital beds 

for abortion rmlated complications and the proportion of elosely-spacedused 
births. 

2. Project Purposes The project's purpose ts to increase 

access nd qulity of reproductive health services. 

a) Purpose Level Questioni To what extent has there been 

an increase in the uso of reproductive health servicos? 

b) tndicateors: The following indicators will be used in 

evaluating the Iurpose of this project. 

women in fertile aesContraceptive prevalence among mnrried 
Number of active users of family planing methds (by type of 

contraception) using participating service delivery nechanism 

Proportion of babies fully broastfed for at least four months 

Chnge in
c Utst collection Nothods and Analysis: 
will be monitored by a combination of -tWr. 7e

cemtra4reptive prevalenc, 

natlioml pro isplontation level of controoptive prevalence he been
 

tIond will be moured asain in 199). with siwpling In
wasnrod by the 10S 

good Idea of the extent to which
project areds, onES should give a (irly 
contraceptive prevalence has increased fro the beginning of project 

ati1vities to the end, 

Managers and implemeters of this project will nt 

to wait until the end of the project to detomine the extent to whichwant 
Observing changes In contraceptiw'contraceptive prevalence has increae. 

soli-aeal basis vil be important foranprvatleno around project sites on 
ensuring that mement In the proper direetio t taking place. Nanageri end 

to
implementators will thean be in a position to heUw Aaere peormane neods 

be improved and can take appropriate corrective actien or provide Iine4uning 
on ato project activities throughout implemmntation. Sob information, 

bais, could also signal a need for further Investigation toemiannual 
is not being made or to ueorsLd Aydetermine why expectd progress 


activities are more succesful in soe eas than in others.
 

The Muer of aetive uors of family plhnnin methods 

(by the type of contraception theses) will be eoileetlud as part of servit 
After the establilhmlt of t project Nistatistics at project $it@. 
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by TM/Options. The result of BSOARC's activities will be measured In Coulle 
Yearn of Protectin distributed. The USAID project mnager will muwitor LiU 
statistic over t ie to detormine the extent to which donmnd Is isocrensing In 
each of the sitr.. If the data show that demand remains low in geeral oar 
particularly so in some sites, a special stedy may be initiated to oxpl)rv 
what factors ay be inhibiting demand. If tem sit#@ are showing particularly 
positive trends, it may he just as useful to initiato a study oxploring thovu 
factors that may be contributing to succsns. 

The proportion of babies fully broisetfed for 4t lcnV:t 
four months among project beneficiaries may be detemined through an amsiygi" 
of service statistics. Observing trends will provide project mngters awl 
Iplem.mtere an idea of the extent to which the proportion of women uIIzito& 
the project's services era fully breautfeedln their babie for at leait fuiir 
months. As utilizers of the services, these women are presumably nort' 4ware, 
than nonutllizerc of the virtues of modern reproductive health prar.ticenoind 
therefore make up a biased vamplo. Thereforo. it is particularly Impurtant to 
watch that the proportion of these women that broastfed their babioe fully fur 
at least four months does not decline. if it does it should raise reisl 
concern for the general population. 1h DII conducted in 1993 will *loo 
provide data on this indicator. 

3. Project Outputo 

Th expected project outputs are increased access to 
selected reproductive health services and improved quality of services. 

a) Output Level Question I: To what extent has iicceop 
igeographic. cultural and financial) to reproductive health services incrujsed? 

b) Indicators: The following output indicators will tW' 
ewloyrd to cnosure achievement of project objectives: 

Percent of ntO" facilities In target health areas with maternal smnd 
child health servicen that Include family planning service* 
Perront of JI$ facilities nationwide with maternal and child healOh 
services that Include family planning services
 
Percent of participating local Me that continue to provide family
 
planning servies as part of reproductive health care 
Percent of participating local W(on that regularly conduct rtnnily 
itreach artivitioe and have oltitarh mterleilo 

Ircent of SIOIIARC moutlets that offer thm. full rlngo of pills od 
conlom In the program 
Percent of 1iKA with knowledge of the high risk factora of prognaeu.ry, 
eontraoeptivw Pethos, end sourros of supply 
Perent of Service faclittlez with staff speaking the local 
I#erdtiv langluage n
 
kteprodluetive hoalth services and rnnraceptive prices toot a loati I,'
 

http:prognaeu.ry
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,) V:taLo collection Methods and Anlyaiu: Project outoputi 
vi)I be evaluated primarily through the came instrumont" .oud to actsnowi tho 

project goal nad purpeon; nsmoly DI4S survoys, HIS service statotica. tl(;O/SP 

program performwne dntn and USAID monitoring rej'ortn. 

For example, data on the percent of M011 project 

facititiec and INS$ facilities nationwide with maternal and child health 

services that include family planning services will be drived through an 

service statistics by facility. Further verification
analysis of KHt and I15 
of this data will bo supplomented by periodic site visits by the USAID Project 

Manager. The percent of local OOs continuing to provide family planning 

services as part of reproductive health care and the percent of these Nos
 

which conduct community outreach activities and have outreach materials will
 

be determined through an analysis of the PVO technical reports sent in to
 

USAID. The percent of SOMARC outlets which offer the full range of pills and
 

condoms offered by the program will be verified by analyzing SOMARC sales
 

records by outlet and by periodic site visits to the outlets by the USAID
 

Project Manager.
 

d) Output Level Question: To what extent has the quality
 

of services improved?
 

c) Indicators: The following output Indicators will be 

employed to moscuro achievement of project objectives. 

Tecinical competence of providers in providing clinical family
 

planning corviona 
Adequacy and quality of information given to clientsn on muotodu 
available, their uco, potential side effects 
Voluntary choice of family planning method by client within medical 

guideli n 
1umhr and variety of family planning methods offerod at each cite
 

lnterpersonal okills of service providers (client perceptions of
 

interactionn)
 
Amoont of tiom spoilt waiting in clinics
 

) Data Collection Methods and Analysis: Project outputs 

will be evaluated primarily through the same instruments used to assoss the 

project goal and purpose; namely DH surveys, HIS service statittecs, NGO 

(especially clinic-based programs) program performance data (qualitative and 
quantitative), special studies on quality of care issues, and USAID mnitoring
 

reports.
 

4. Project Inputs: The projects inputs cover the following
 

areas: (I) Noproductive Health Services, (2) Training, (3) Research and
 

Evaluation, (4) Information, Education and Communication, and (5) Policy
 
Development.
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n) Input Level Question 1: To what extent are tho 
critical aspects of succosful Reproductive Health Services present and 
functioning? 

b) Indicators: 

-

-

-

-
-

Percent of clinics that have personnel providing reproductive 
services including family planning services 
Percent of clinics with minimum equipment needed to function 
effectively 
Percent. of clinics with adequate reproductive health supplies 
(contraceptives and other) 
Percent of clinics with adequate educational materials for clients 
System-wide logistics system designed and percent of clinics for 
which it in operating 

c) Data Collection Methods and Analysis: The percent of 
clinics that have personnel providing family planning services, the mtnimum 
equipment needed to function effectively, adequate supplies, adequate 
educational materials for clients and logistical systems that are dosi3ned and 
operating will be derived by an analysis of technical reports preparod by 
service providers. Thi, Information will be verified by periodic site visits 
by the USAID Project Manager. Evaluation teams will visit a representativa 
sample of service facilities to measure these items. 

d) Input Level Question 2: To what extent have training 
targats been mot? What difference has the training made in the ability to 
perform? What training gaps remain for those who have received trai ing as 
well as for those who have not received training? What changes should be made 
in either the curriculum or type of training being offered? 

a) Indicators:
 

Number and percent of Mot in project facilities that have received
 
traliing 
Number and percent of nurses working in project facilities that invu
 
received tralnlng 
Number of trainorv trained 
Percent of participating service organiations with a traitd trt'inotr 
Number and percent of auxiliary nurses working in project facilities 
that have been traitiod 
Number and percent of commutilty health workers associated with 
project facilities that have boen trained 
Intorpersonnl Communications TOT workshop conducted 
Number of TOT workshop participants who rcelved interpersunal skills 
tra ini ng 
Conduct of follow on interpersonal skills workshops in 10 local 
inti tutiels 
Number and percoit of urgnniztionu and aites with trined managero 
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liumbo, of war kuhopa, number of Inutitutions involved, and number,of 
prcunt-, tralned in IKC ukills 
Conduct. of two workshops in operations research training 
Conduct of fuur workahops in evaluation training 
iumber of pharmacy staff trained 
Nlumbor of pharmacy staff trained In rafresher courses offered la Vi 
93 lid VY 94 
Trained peruoitml are able to apply new skills in their work 
Trained personnel are able to perform their tasks more effectively 
Additional training needs identified for reproductive health personnel 
Needed changes in training curriculum Identified 

f) Data Collection Methods and Analyses: Information on 
the number and percent of project staff receiving training will be collected 
by reviewing reports received from each organization providing training end 
periodic site visits. This information will be tracked to determine progress 
being made In meeting training targets. 

Information on the extent to which trained personnel 
are able to apply their new skills and perform more effectively and perceived 
training gaps will be reported on a semi-annual basis by supervisors of 
trained workers in each orgenlsation to the USAID Project Hanager and 
discussed in a meeting with the training sub-comttt of the National Project 
Coordinating Comittee to determine changes and or additions to be made In 
hither the curriculum or the type of training being offered. Outcome of 
training will also be measured at the purpose and output level as quality of 
carvices and the results of services are assessed. 

g) Input Level Question 3t To what extent has the 
rosearth and evaluation component resulted in a national HIB developed and 
functioning, and the design and Implementation of rutino evaluations, 
operations research on service delivery and bWhaviorallattitudinal studies. 
'o what extent lwvo the data resulting from this project component been used 
by participating organisations for decislon making and improving delivery of 
colected reproductive hirlth services? 

h) Indiratura:
 

National NIB developed, agreed on, mad adopted by all project
 
participants and the resulting date is used for decision making
 
Participating agencies routinely evaluate own program and use
 
results for decision making
 
Number of operations research or other major evaluation studies 
conducted and results used by service delivery organistions for
 
decision making
 
Number of behavioral/attitudinai studies conducted and results used
 
for decision making
 



i) I)ata Collect.ion Methods and Analysis: Progresu made 
on the development and adoption of a Nationnl HIS by all project participanL 
will be verified by a combination of methods: review of devised data
 
collection forms; reports on the percent of forms returned within 30 days of 
the deadline and through site visits. Once the HIS has been developed and 
adopted by all project participants, each organization will be asked to 
discuss decisions made based on the HIS data and submit this in reports to the 
USAID Project Manager.
 

The extent to which participating agencies are
 
routinely evaluating their own programs will be measured by reviewing their
 
technical reports and determining the extent to which it includes an analysis

of service statistics and results from rapid appraisals conducted and
 
recommended actions based on the data. 
 In addition to the semi--annual
 
reports, other evaluation reports will also be reviewed to determine progress
 
made on this indicator.
 

The number and utility of operations research, evaluations
 
and behavioral/attitudinal studies conducted will be measured by reviewing:
 
propocals to AID/W. technical reports, final reports, dissemination activities
 
and feedback from participating agencies on how they are using the results of
 
the studies to improve their activities.
 

j) Input Level Quction 4: To what extent has the 
information, education and communication component resulted in the dovelopm'nt
and wide diutrbution of materials and broadcasts that are necessary for 
educating thot Bolivian population on the benefits, use and availability of
 
reproductive health oerviceu?
 

k) indicatora:
 

System in place for conducting an integrated IEC campaign on
 
reproductive health for participating service providers
 
Pamphlets and booklets on reproductive health and family planning
 
methods designed, produced and distributed
 
Number of pamphlets and number of posters to promote use of
 
reproductive health services designed, produced and number of copies
 
dlstributed
 
TV. radio and video presentations for three campaigns designd,
 
produced, distributed and broadcaut.
 

I) Data Collection Methods and Analysis: Progross nuide 
in putLing a system In place to conduct an intogratud MCC campaign on 
reproductive health for participating service provider will be dotormind by 
reviewing PCIJ and IRC fSub Committee Ioportu. 

Progroas made in devigninig, producing and diutribuling
pamphlets and booklets on reproductive health and family planning methods will 
be determiod by reviewing distribution records, making poriodic ltuvisits 
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to ven whether pamphlet.s uind booklets are vicobly available and the extent to
 
which clients are taking materials, and through exit surveys to determine
 
whether moot clients are leaving with some educational materials.
 

Determining the number of pamphlets and posters
 
designed, produced and distributed will be made by reviewing distribution
 
records and by making site visits to assess whether materials nre posted on
 
walls for instructional purposes and whether an adequate supply is available
 
for distributio to benoficiaries.
 

Progress made in designing, producing, distributing 
-nd broadcasting TV, radio and video presentations for three campaigns will be 
measured by reviewing PCS reports and actual monitoring of the broadcast media. 

To ascertain how widespread this educational effort
 
has been, women will be asked (during focus groups) if they have received any
 
materials or hoard any presentations on reproductive health on the TV or radio
 
and if so, how if affected their ideas or choices regarding their own
 
reproductive health.
 

m) lnput Level Question 5: To what extent has the
 
project's policy development component helped to create an environment
 
supportive of the provision of reproductive health servicest
 

n) Indicators:
 

Public policy process uses population data
 
Population data used by reproductive health organizations
 
HOH extends cervices to all women who request thon 
HOH explicitly supports international NGO' provision of family
 
planning inforiution and cervices for health reasons
 

o) Data Collection Methods and Analysis: Determining the 
extent to which public policy process Involves the use of population data and 
the extent to which aisupportive environment has been created will involve 
doing a content analysis of COB policy and doliborative documents, newspaper 
articlu and public statements of coB SOriOiNl. A content analysis could be 
conducted periodically by o local social scientist. 

Measuring tim extent to which population data is boleng 
used by reproductive health organizatios will involve a review of the 
organizationu*' strategic plans. 

Measurement of the extent to which NON to extending 
cervices to all women who request them will Involve reviewing MOM service 
statistics, client records, and making site visits. 

Measuring the extent to which MUN explicitly supports 
Ms in thuir provision of family planning Information and services will 
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involve a review of t101I
policies und tl1,r corrnspondence with tIGOs and publir

ototemonts of Mot authuitiwz, 

k. Special Studies: Thia project will assist Ill thi usatabliohnuntof a HIS system for Improving the quality of reproductive health sorvicestatistics. 
Support will also be provided to COImpo in order to strengthen
capabilities in population and development planning, and this project will
also aslist private sector evaluation and research efforts over the period

1990- 1994.
 

For example, rapid, low-cost studies can be undertaken to
examine differences between expected implementation plans and outcomes of
project activities, where these outcomes are indicated by data generated by
the on-going M&Z system. 
Rapid, low cost studies can also be used to respond
to special information requests and/or management questions which arise during

implesntation.
 

F. Feedback: Evaluation research reports will be carefully
reviewed by USAtI 
 to ensure that data in reliably collected, responsibly
analyzed and effectivoly disseminated. Efforts will be made to see that
research findings are presented in a timely and concise manner that allows for
their ready incorporation in program evaluation activities (including internal
USAID quarterly, annual and final 
Impact. evaluations) and policy analysis
oriented to the design of future reproductive health programs. n-countryseminars and workshops will be sponsored In order to facilitate more effectivedisseminatio, of evaluatio, research findins. 

C. Evaluation Schedule: The pvJnrt's IAE system will track timproject's progress toward meeting tlhe project's stated goal, purpose, outputs,and inputs. A final evaluation will be conducted if (a) USAID decides toextend the project; in thin case the evaluation will be carried out in time toinfotm the follow on design effort; and/or (b) project implomentationexperience And Impact suggest that an indopth evaluation would be of value Ii.
documenting lessons lenniod.
 

Demogrnphic and Health Survey will be repeated in 1993, 

It. 'rincipal Evaluation Research Activity: 

Strengthening NIS
 
Operations kesearch and Diagnostic Studios
 
1C Evaluation Research
 

Population and Dovolopment Planleisg

Clinical Services Nonitoring

Research on improved service delivery including training resources.
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ANNEX L
 

ENTRE LA DIRIACCION Do SALUD MATERNO4INPANT[L DEL
 
M(INISTERIO DR IRBVISION SOCIAL YSALUD FUDLICA
 

M;CONS1J0 NACIONAL DR I'ODLACION
 
LA CAJA NACIONAL Do SALUD
 

LA SOCIi3DAD DOUVIANA DR GINECOLOGIA Y OBM 01TRICA
 
I19. CENTRO 	Do iNvIIsTGAMIN, EFUDOS,YSERVICOS SOCIALES 

LA ORGANIZACION I'ANAMERICAHA DE LA SALUD
 
USAID/ DOUlVIA
 

rARA LA CONSITUCON DR UN COMMT NACI0NAL DR COOR'
 
DINACION DEL PROGRAMA DR SALtJD IWFRODLICTIVA
 

DR USMID/DOLIVIA (2990.1994)
 

Entre InDirftci6tt de Saiud Materno-iinanlI del MinWooro do I'rvitl6n 
Socil ySolud Ptlblkn et I pusson do su Director, el Dr. Marko 
r'nindIer, el ComeIi Naclomvl do rottlud6n represtoldo por ou 
Svervinrio 11ecutlvt Uc ei*,KPervira, InCajo Naclonal do Solud, 
representauia por su Diretor do Serviclus Ginewcolcs, Dr'. CdAmr 
reredo, InSocledati DotIvinAm do Glsnecoooto y OWutlc reprmsnla 
pur su rre.dettt* en tjtrcklo Dr. lost Lorna Antelo, el Cento do 
Investignicl6n, Eatudjos yServicio Sodiales (CIa) on Ispaw=on doo 
Ditectora UEcuitivat Lkc. Bethas Poisy do Ormncns IsOrpanlzad6n 

* 	 Mundiai do InSnud/Orpniacift Panoumerican do IsSatud, 
represenindan por el Dr. Juan Manuel Sotolo, y USMID/Bolivla, 
relveseintoa por sit Director @I Sr. G.Reginald van Ras, so colebra *I 
pruenio Memorandlum de Bntcaudilnto para IAconsfltuclfn de un 
ComItE Naclonal do Coorilnad6n quo didoa pkaifque, coordine y 
ovnlde las ncdows del Nirt'gma do Sulud Reprouctiva do 
IJSAID/tkollvln. mutit aIts Consmerasnos yCliuus sfgulotts: 
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CONSIDURANDO; 

1, 	 Que is(ecim 25-7 de clubre do 1989,se roauiii6 on La PAZ ufl 
Tailor en rjmnikadon; de i Salud Roproduclva, auspiciado por I& 
LDtvisl6a do Saludy Rocunms Humanos do USAID/Dollvia aobjeto 
do presoniar adlscuul6n uma propuos do "rrari do Situd 
Roproductiva quoe esta Divisln pem Implemontar on los 
rr0xsimos cinco aIfos 

2. 	 Quo on dimh routd6n pauticparon Mwcrplans 
ittlermidlonaiog ydlecisli tocam"sntro pulblkas y prvivaa quo on 
InadlualIdad 11mme acllvldades roladonadas con I&Satud 
Roproductiva an o1 pals onire las cuAtos a*ennraan,las quo 
ftrmn osto Monmorndum do Enlondlmlono; 

I. 	 Quo on oslo Taloer so einhlown recomendacluno par= I.ejecudO 
del diado progma, intro ba quo figura do kfa important I& 
iwcesldad do coordiadfn entro todas lto insiluclones dot sector 
Quo itobjeto do poner on ocucl6n las rocononao do osto 
Tallor do ilal6in on Salud Rqmrouctlva 

ACUliRDAN: 

CLAUSULA MiUMM~A: Deo Mconfurnmcl6n del CcmhIE Nadunal do 
Courdinacl6n 

fi1.ablecer un CowNhl Nacional do Coonflacl6n pam it orm 
cunforndo por roprosonlanlos do lastisfuclonos pt~idpanoss En tal 
sioul km~nl nlenbros pmmanonlos del ComlI#Nadunat do 
Coordlnasd6n. con defochow avtolo uern: 

a II Diror do I&Dil~u~ do Salud Mataloonakntif del 
Minlsoutio do rrvlslnSaaySstud Pdblka osudolipdo; 

0 Un Roposenlanto del sector privado do survld o su 

a El Stcotik 13culvo det Cons*j Nadunal do PoblaclOn 
(CONAI'O dot Mhutstorlo do Vtlantamlento yCoordiwl6n o 
su detaogd; 



'3.
 

* ElDlnctor doSoivkWida nhcol~lccs deHo.j'UaObroodo 
la Calm NadwWado SaWU os dahgmdo; 
M do b.Sodd Doilvia doE 1rnIdmnle on tjmWd 
Gliecohi'(a y Obdttrid osu dtlepdo;

0 Ml Directir do la Divbis6n do SAW y Rweou HKummw do 
USAID/Oollvb ows dologsdo, y 

En ealidad do hwltadu sopocta y pof mopowmnIur aIn 
virmlpiWS lnlornadtflSIUM11imndoessM mFa Ntcnc.onsaW: 

II fl lu Penmodcanm do MaRresnlanlo do Ia n 
Salad u sudole5. 

doDomodosa islondsa sam on alUIm rouly &~ItMW 

I.' minomb,.so ItIdrs conlar can Invilados sped.!. cuys contu cd 
so cpnsldro impuutanto Mms ol ropain on uma dlcuad 
detcrmtnadac 

CtAUMJLA SqPXsUNDA-. Del "lvivoyIn fuWmane dtlCmn~f 
NmanAl do Coadidlnad4: 

13 objOtlvo pooral del Coull Nadonul do CoordL*Ad6n o "-tr 

do normas ypuUticm s oftjcud6n do Ins acidd dosalu 
reproductiva pars ledas Waiwlhkwd y pomn latucada on 1 
I'trwm dentro do la normalizd6n vigonto del Minitrl doSla 
'iblk y do AID, 

La fundiome del Cominli Nadona do Coodiado wpda on 
Atom do acd6n, so~st In Wpk~ono 

Comilf Nadona do Coordlnad6n so coasdtuiu en rnc do las 
ptagrmas yactl*Wnd del rogrm do &Wa eroutv do 
WAID Par ellodolau do nofma do &and ltovmad6ne 
lniwa naplicablos atodes aactad del ropama 

* ~~~P1 



*4. 

a)51 Carndle Nack'nal do Cordimcligi deflulrA Incontribucl6n del 
rrorama aIns twmckndes tIncas y tnancleras de Wn 
Ihwlsuclows detim do In.posiblilkades yolcances del nilsnio. 
b)AptoynrA Ai desarrullo liwilludlonal, lnto do los partldpies 
como do otris orgnlzaclnex inferoudns que putdan Ingresar A 
programat cuniplimndo clerics reulos dofinidos lanto porel 
Minllrlo do Salud Mubika, Divisl~tu Malerno- Infantl comno por In 
Divisift do Sluad yRocuw Hummwn do USMID/Bo~lvia. 
0)Ehlablecerh un sislie do adquisiclonos ylnfratorendas do 
suniluluros intro lode. an apencla parcidpanims afin do faclUtar 
an poaclones yno dosprovochr isuminisim, quo ye se 

OIituniSUS on I pais. 

23) Cuunflann 
a)AsignarA cuotas do patt ldin yde responsabldAds cornunes
 
ie i partldipantes,
 
b)OvilarA Isduplicad6n tie semickla ynmitralos, fanto
 
inienmno cowo con olras agendas finnddoma.
 
0)Redoesalzar yorganizrS IsparlcpWM~ inactlvidades de
 
copaclladW do lo kmi patldllmnios do manor sla yde
 
ecurdo alas nocosiades do k a inutltlnes ydel Proormau in
 
geniAL
 
d)lluudlarhIn sollclud#.y rucoendarA I Ingros do nuovas
 
Inullludonc Woales oIilentAdoals denim dot osfue it"loa dot
 
proma bat. crilwoa biscc propls i las onlidades
 
rotoa det mbrno.
 

2-41 Suply WR.Mkihd~ft 
al Suprsviarh Ia cd6n do its difironIes puyocto yacividadiss 
del Mtnai 
lb) tHvaluarA, dlrodamonto osaIrv~ do subconlralos, yatavbs dot 
Wsabislentodo tin siloina unifomue do lndkcadors I progpw 
do Ian diforonos adividades. 



CLAUSULA TERCERA: De los crilterlos bAsicos pars i partlcipaci6n en el 

Progrnma 
Los critevios b.isicos a los que se hoce alusl6jn en el Inclso 23(d) de 

Ins funclones del Conitf Nnclonal de Coordinacl6n, se hallan 

estnblecidos en Inreglnmentncl6n del Ministerio de Prevlsl6n Social y 

Satud Ptiblica y de AID porn estan orgmnlzaclones. 

BEtos erlterlos bAhIcamente detemnloan que en I&constitucl6n de Is 

urgnnizaci6n no debe existir nada inconsistente con ins metas y politicas 

del Minlaterlo ni de AID parm Inotorgacl6n de su asistencla bilateral en 

este Campo. ram esle 011llmo CAa, cWtas feuladones estin descritas en el 

Manual No. 13, asphndlce 4D, pag. 53 sobr* aslstencia en planlflcai6n 

voluntaria de Inpoblael6n. Hstos criterlos mbilmos de AID tienen que 

ver, principalmente, con los siguientes temas: 

a) Partidpac6n voluntariamente consentlda de los usuarlos de 

cualquier mitodo de planiflcad6n famUlar; 

b) rrolilblel6n absolula de entrar en actividades reladionadas con 

el nborto; y 
) La Inelglblildd rars is asistencia bilateral de AID, de 

organiclueS prlvadas que ejecuten opromuevmn el aborto. 

Los criterlos milnimos establecldos por IaDivli6n de Salud 

IVnltemo-lnfantl dcl Mlinsterlo de Sulud Mblesa s encumentrn detalladoe 

eniel rroofamn de Snlud Reproductiva (peg. 30) del Plan Naclonal de 

Supervivendl.Desarrollo Infantil y Salud Matema (1989-1993). 

CLAUSULA CUARTA: De los Subcomltis Tdcnlcos 

Onjc Inresponsabilidad del ComitE Naclonal de Coordinad6n 

taltib l eslarA Indeslgnae6ni de cinco sub..comis tkico con 

rcponsbllldndes ecutlvas "pec/lfn, uno por enda uno do los 

componentes del prgramn, nsAber. 

I) Subcomult TOudco de Servlclos 



2) Subcomild T~cnico de hInorznac6n, Educadl611 y 
Comunicacl6n NOIC 

3) SubcoinMt. T~cnico de Capncliacin 
4) Subconiilt Ticnlco de Investigacl6n yEvaluacl6n, y 
5) SubconiNt TWc:ico de Polilicas,de Poblaci6n. 

Estos subecomlths estarhn conformadoe por persnas especlallzdas 
en coda Area del programa, representantis de In lnstltudones 
pArticipantes, uia de Ins cuales seria el/Ia consultor(a) que proporcionarh 
Inasistencia, ticnlen especifica, de parte de W.agendas Internaclonales. 
Los subwvmit~s estarAn presididos por mlenibros del Conit6 Nadunal de 
Coordinaci6:t osus delegados, asaber. 

4.1) El Subcomit# Tkcnlco de Servidios estarA preidido por el 
represenlante del Ministerlo de Previl6n Social y Salud Ptblics 
ante el Com1tE Nadonal de Coordinacl6n osu delegado; 

4.2) 13 SbcosniE Ticnico de Informad6n, Edueacl6n y 
Comunlecld6n estnrh presidido por el, reprebmntante de InCnja 
Nacional de Snlud ante el Comlt6 Nacional do Coordinad6n o su 

delercid'; 

4.3) El Subconilt# Ticnico do Capacitacifn estarA presidido pur 
el/la rcpresenln:ile de Ins orgamitzacdones privadas participantes 
ante el Comitt Nacdonal do Coordinacl6n osu delegado; 

4.4) El Subcomlt TWcono de Investigad6n yEvalumd6n estati 

pmI~dIdo por el reremntante do InSocledad Bolivianat do 
Ginecologia yObstetricla ante el ComllN NaclonAl do Coordinncl6n 
usu delegado; y 

4,5) El Si'bcmltd T~ciIco de Pollkns do robbid6n eslarh reidido 
pxor el represcutnnte del CONAf'O ante el ComltE Naclonal do 
Coordlimndn o Ru drlendt 



07. 

CLAUSLJLA QUINTA: Del fucndoIalleto yla 5valumcin del ComI# 

National do Cbordlmnl 
5.1)WCiomlit Naclonal do Coordinidc6n.s rounirk con una 

petiodisidad niesuml,ydo matters oxlrsordlnarla won lo 

requicran laxs nemeidades do Este ydot Pragam. 

5.2) EM CornitE Naclosda do Coordinad6n londrA tan afto do vlpnci 

a partir de su constituc6N 0l cabo del cual se ruvluadlo por sue 

mieml'ros para su radfkocl~n oreformuWlac6 sopi lo,roqulora *I 

co, por *IIlempo rotante do duracl6n del Progrsma. 

53) MCorlIN Niicloral do Coordinacift atari digido por uno do 

&s ntiombmo elegido pmr ada gostif anwal. 

5.4) El/la,reprwmt*nl do ba Divts6n do Salud y Recuawo 

I lumanos do USMD/Dolisa atri d SrtarloWs)Pemnmnio 
del Comilf Nasdonal do Coordlnscift ysoyA rapoawabl do s 

convocaci~n ydo IAoporscoaitudn do so.docislomw atrmvdg do 

los suticontllft WIfcs ydo Ispropla D~vWu6n do Saud y Recurmo 
I lumangs, Nogn @1 caso 1*roquilra 

CIA USLILA SEXTA:. MInontrada en v"o, doilalndrdn y 
ierrninad6:t. 

M3presto Menmrnum do BnMondmkeeto otrarA on vlgor &Iger 

firmado por fodlos Ins miombros del Condit Naclonal do Coordlnsci~n y 

1ormanmcrA on vigescla hasts Istormlnadn dot Programs do Salted 
Reproidivit' 

woIII present. Memtorandum do Bniendlono puodo modifcado 

tv pforrolso por cotwndmento muttao por uullto do Wads los 

nmiombrus. Cuslquier pawte puode rodtrs. del presento convenlo por 

avisi' escrho itlodas Us deanh pastes con truint dins do anddpsci6n. 

Adeofps *Ipreto Memoranum do EntondiMlno puodo wo 

lerminado,con respecto alodeas lao pRis por conemntlmlnde snuluo 

ow Ito poftodos los ndombro del ComMEi Nadonal do Coodlinacl6n, 
con Irvinta die do mnidipai6n, 



......... .EN FE DE LO CUAL, los suscritos, debidamente nutorizados pam 

tal efecto, firmnan el presente Memorandum de Entendimiento en seis 

ejemplares de igunl tenor y validez en los lugares y fechns abajo Indicados. 

POR LA DIRI3CCION DE SALUD 
MATERNO-INFANTIL DEL 
MJNISTERIO DE PREVISION SOCIAL Y 
SALUD PULtJCA 
Dr. Mario Ponmnler 
Director 

OR EL CONSEJO NACIONAL DE 
POI1LACION, MINISTERIO DE 
PLANEAMIENTO Y COORDINACION 
Lie. Ren6 Perelrm M. 
Secretnrlu lijecutivo 

POR LA CAJA NACIONAL DE SALUDa 
SERVICIOS GINECOLOGICOS 
Dr. Char Peredo A. 
Director 

I'OR LA SOCIEDAD DOLIVIANA DE 
GINECOLOGIA Y OIST1ETRICIA 
Dr. Jos# Larrea Antelu 
Presidente 

1OR EL CENTRO DE INVESTIGACION, 
MSrUDIOS Y SERVICIOS SOCIALES 

Lie. Bertha Pooley de Ormachea 
Directura Ejeculiva 

POR USAID/UOLIVIA 
G. Reinid van RnnlteDirleL[0~r 

La Paz, 

La Paz, 
-

'LQI tt 1clm 

La a 

La Paz, \ "' 

L-
La Paz, 

Lat Pa '""'"' 

- "', 

-

Pin cAlidad de Invilodo especial:
 
I'OR LA ORGANIZACION PANAMERICANA
 

)11 1A SALUD 
Ir. Junt Manuel Solelu 
Representntile La Paz, 

15 ENEI
 



EROGIRAMA DE SAf.1II HEPHRULTIVA 

CoQsTeTON DE LOS SucMTS-TG~~s 

&Lbwmt&Ingtituines 1pcnaies AgnAdaeA 'ia aa 

SERVICIOS MP9P/MAtgrna-1nfgnt4j. Pathfinder 
* Caja H~al. Salud FPIA
 

Fundac16n San Gabriel JSI (Mother (Caroe/Ni.1M)
 
COD' TFQ (SOMAft()
 
5KBVI DAM
 
PROSALUD
 
Organizaci6n flundial de la Salud
 
Banco Nundial
 
USAID
 

INFORZIACION. Cx-la Unmelnal do 14a'ud, JHUMSU)
 
KDUCACIO4 Y SBGO J)SI (Mother Care)
 
COIIUNICACIOt4 SERVIFAI TVG (Somarc)
 

CIKS
 
COD'
 
CRO'
 
FAMES
 
USArD
 

CAPACITACION am.K !SH( VPNT)
 
tIPSSP/MI DAI (PAC LIB)
 
Fundac16n San Gabriel JHU (JIIPIEUO)
 
cis
 
SBGO
 
FEPADE
 
PROSALUD
 
USAID
 

INVESTIOACION Y w=Population Council
 
9VALUACION CONAPO (INOPAL 11)
 

Maternidad Urquidi TD'O/DOI (Options)
 
cis IRD/Itacro Systems 
CI KS 
FAMES 

* IJND'PA
 
IJSAID
 

POLITICAB DR o TVO/RTI (Rapid 111) 
POBLACIO4 NPBSP/N1 Pathfinder
 

INS
 
Serviolo do Cooperaci6n Holandesa
 
USAID
 

http:Caroe/Ni.1M
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AID/W COOPERATING AGENcIES AND COTMRACrS TO BE SUPPORED UNDER tHE 
REPRODUCTIVE HALTH SERVICES PROJECT 

A. poldlation Communication Services (PCS). Johns Hopkins University
 

1. PCS Activities Worldwide 

The purposes of PC Project to develop effective information, 
education, and comunication (IC) programs in direct support of selected 
developing country population and family planning service delivery program. 
The beneficiaries are developing country population/family planning service 
organizations with rural outreach programs end established service delivery 
facilities; fertile age couples. 

Although many developing country couples are aware of the concept of 
family planning, they lack the information necessary to make an informed 
choice an to whether to practice family planning, when, and which method is 
most appropriate for them. This project provides country-specific assistance 
in the folLowingt 1) identification of information and education needs of 
family planning program; 2) marketinj and audience survoys; 3) designs 
impleentation and assessment of activities. These activities my range from 
small-scale studies for testing effective Z1C mathode, to larger-scale 
infomation campaigns, development, pretesting and revision of materials and 
methods; evaluation of effectiveness of 1K progrms; and exchenge and 
adaptation of 12C mthods end materials between countries. The project 
emphasizes the use of both public and private sector organizations In 
developing countries engaged in information and education, and the development 
of IC planning and implementation capability in developing country 
instituLions. Through this project, translations and copies of ,P.fective
 
materials and film are provided for population 1KC program. 

The duration of the central project is from V29/86 - 9/31/91. A 
follow-on central project will be awarded in 190. 

2. Summarv of PCS InvolyMent in Bolivia 

JHU/CIS supported the Center for Family Orientation COP with an INC 
project supporting IV services in eight cities (US 8110,250 in local costs). 
The project resulted in a significant increase in clinic attendance without 
any negative public or political reaction, 1984 - 1937. 

- JHUMiS participated in the first Reproductive Health Planning 
Workshop from October 23-28, 1989 and submitted a revised NtC strategy and 
budget for the five-year project. Discussions were hold with C112# CONAPO And 
Crus del our regarding preliminary project proposals, October, 1919. 
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- JHU/PCS received Mission buy-in totalling $US 235,000 ($143,200 Ln 
local costs and 891,139 in technical assistance) for C actlvitioe"in support. 
of the Reproductive Hoalth Sorvicos Project - Octobers 1989. 

- JHU/PCS staff visited Bolivia to work with CIES, CONAPO and Crus 
del Sur to review preliminary project proposal and initiate activities. Also 
to meet,with USAID/HlHR team to discuss coordinating future JHU/PCS technical 
assistance with present comunication activities - February, 1990. 

3. 	PCO Activities Planned for Bolivia under the 1eoroductive Health 
Isaites Prlcg 

(81,7880000)
 

In order to improve the 1IC effort which, In turn, wLl generate
 
informed demand for reproductive health services in both the public and
 
private sector, this activity will assist the participating institutions in
 
systematically devolopiuS appropriate IIC messages and moterial.
 

Based on previous [iC activities carried out In Bolivia, major
 
Interventions will be the following: (1) nstitutional strategy development;
 
(2)training of trainers and interpersonal comunicatlont (3)material design. 
production and distribution; (4) media campaigns; and (5) 19C research and 
evaluation. 

In Year One, the lIC activities will focus on strenthening the IC
 
capabilities of the public and private sector family planning service
 
providers. JHU/PC8 staff will, work closely with oach agency to develop
 
agency-specific coamuncation strategies, Improve interpersonal
 
comunication/counseling, and develop a comprehensive set of print materials
 
to support all the familly planning providers In informing clients. This will 
be achieved through: 1) training of trainers (TOT) interpersonal 
comaunication/counsnling workshops; 2) hands-on training workshops in 
communication methodology; 3) design, pretesting and distribution of an 
integrated package of print materials, promting the clinics, informing the
 
clients, and assisting the clinic staff in counseling; 4) re-establishing a 
working group of IC staff representing the most active faeily planning 
providers; and 5) develop materials appropriate to specific groups, such as 
policy makers and the press, to encourage dialogue and support of family 
planning services. 

Once Internal comunicatlon needs of oach agumy have been addressed, 
the emphasis in Year Two will be placed on wider clinic promotion, skills 
development in integrated media and continued 1C coordination. pecifically, 
to design, pretest, produce and evaluate 1 1) Ianer-elty bus cassettes; 2) 
videos for clinic waiting rooms; and 3) an integrated uss media campaign to 
promote specific family services and locations. press liaison will be 
ongoing. In-depth rosoarch pertaining to attitdes, myths and fears will be 
carried out. 
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Follow-up training in both interpersonal comunicationlcounseling 
skills and communitetion methodology will be offered to smaller f(ily 
planning service providers in Year Three, or agenesl working in secondary 
cities and the rural sector. Training vidooo in ¢oonmecation/cou eling 
skills will be produced locally and reprinted with appropriate modification 
and impovoments. Innovative materlele for the press and policy makers wiltl 
be develoFed. Nedi8 campaigns focusing on special target audenceso, such as 
man and young couples, will be produced. Audio-bus cassettes and radio spots 
will support the television spoto ad continue to promote clinic locations. 
Traditional folk media will be utilised to reach indigenous cultural groups. 
Commnication research will be conducted to evaluato the cost-effectiveness of 
alternative 1IC Interventions. 

Integrated media (mass mdla ad folk madia, as well as interpersona 
communication) will be focussed to the special information neds of the 
diverse target audiences in Teor Four (women, ma, Aymar, quetma, youth, 
leaders, press, informal sector, etc.) The developmsnt and disaminatlon of 
the fmily planning masops will be coordinated smong the family planning 
groups. As In the previous years, each 13 activity will be evaluated. A 
final evaluation will take place in the hst year of the project. 

3. The Pathfinder Fund - Faily Plmm.inervien 

1. Pathfinder Activities lorldwide 

The purpose of Pathfinder activities i to introduce voluntary family 
planning services, information and training in developing countries, and to 
make existing family planning service sytms sare effective in beth public 
and private sectors. The benfleiarles are rural and urban couples who pin 
access to comprehensive faily plnning information and services as a result 
of Pathfinder-sponsored projects. 

The Pathfinder Fund is a nonprofit organization founded in loton in 
19SF to initiate and encourage family planning prosrms and ativities 
throughout the developing world. Since A.I.D. funding began In 191, the 
Pathfinder fund has sponsored over 2,300 projects in SS countrie and hao 
helped encourage the establishant of national famly planning associations i 
several Asian and African countries. The Fund currently support over 1151 
projects in 25 countries. Activities include coammnity based distribution 
programs, professional and paraprofessional training projects, clinical 
service progrm, information and education projects, institutional 
development efforts, commodity and logistics suppoet md youth programs. 

The duration of this central project is frm June 1905 - oeptder 
1991, with the expectation that a follow-en Pathfinder Cooperative Agreemnt 
will be approved after September 1991. 

3. hMau' of Pathfdr Inev ti aii 

Oloasination and cemunicatin of population iom in solivial 
diffusion of O01AO's wanng, meble senaors, survey of opinioen 
April 1939 - Nareh IM9 ($35,100) 
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Assist Crus del Sur of Cochabamba establish four FIr#N(
 
clinies. Project inMludesmessmMdi, community-talks and home .
 
visitn, October 191 Doeber 1990 ($71,000) 

Continuation of on-going service delivery in Le Paz, Oruro and 
Potosi through three modalities (3 clinics, 65 comuanty workers 
end 38 affiliated physicians) and extension to three established 
clinics in other mining and poor urban areas, October 1986 
Juno 30, 1991 ($2310664) 

3. Pathfinder Activities Planned for Iolivis under the teoroductive
 
Heath ervces Project 

($1,000,000)
 

Building upon a solid working relationship with Bolivia" Pros since 
1983. Pathfinder will continue and expand reproductive health education and 
services working primarily with Family Planning and NatLernal Child Health Carp 
services inmining centers with CIN and IUSICAJA. 

Pathfinder will collaborate with The Population Council (COAPO) in 
the evaluation of the CIO program service delivery system to look at 
cost/efficiency and quality of services. Technical assistance and finan~cial 
support will be provided for strengthening management and financial systems, 
including strategic planning, budgeting, devolopment of administrative staff,
 
and the dissemination of 1iC materials for service projects. collaborating 
with FPM IH end PCS/JHU respectively.
 

Conduct logisticlcomodities workshops for participating agoicias. 
The finding of a recent joint PathflndorlJSI technical logistics 4aslstance 
visit to all Bolivian AID subgrsntees will provide the frame work for the' 
workshop curriculum. Areas such as contraceptive projections (CPT 
preparations) warehousing, record-keeping and reporting and eontraceptive 
distribution will be emphasized. the logistics for the workshop will be 
handled by a local agey, Pothfinder, in collaboration with JIF, will provide 
technical assistance end training, plus technical assistance regarding the 
contraceptive ceomodity program in &enoral. 

C. Nte/nul/UeoatalHealth and Uutritoe Nea r Johnw~ In. 

1. M Wthersaro Activities Worldvide
 

The purpose of this project is to establish or improve services to 
mother in developing countries thro~sh analysis of problems end the design of 
cost-effective interventions. 

Servicess Delivery of interventionms at primarylconmnity levels 
tetnus toxoldo iron supplementatlion, dietary 
improvement, and management of maternal infectluns 
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Conduct operational research on critical 

isple tation issues 

- rt on various research topics 

The duration of this project is from FT !lse - FT 1992. 

2. _Mr,11t2he Care InvolM.t in Solivi

- Wothercre did an initial assessmnt and developed a prelimhtsAry 
proposal, describing a maternal core project that will provide an integratud 
packs&e of prenatal. birthlng A familly planning services to women living In 
the urban and por-urban areas of Cochababa, Noveber 1919. 

MotherCare participated in the USAII reproductive health 

workshop, October 1909. 

3. PJAnaed otherCre Aetiviltes for So
Hath Services ProLct 

livia under be 3Uoduc~tlV 

(100.000) 

The purpose of this activity wi It be to provide a packa&* of 
reproductive health services and Informtion to low and middle incom von, 
IS-45 years of age, living in and around the municipality of Cochabamba 
working with S1IlPA . a local NWO. 

NotherCare will provide technical assistance in detailed project 
design, commnications. cost-finsning, trainlng, operations research and 
service delivery. MotherCare will be fully responsible for all necessary 
subcontracting and project amnlistration and support a resident advisor. 
The buy-In will also provide funds for MotherCare to support the subcomittee* 
on training and services, which plan to met jointly in order to ilximise 
coordination. 

In Year One, NotherCare will focus on gathering information for 
qualitative investigation, prior to the developmnt of eommnications mid 
clinical intervention strategies. for exampie an lportant conunity 
Intervention proposed is the Identification and training of traditional birth 
attendants.
 

During subsequent years, NotbrCare will plan to up-grod existing 
19IMFAM clinics and if dwnd inreses, the addition of na clinic locations 
will be considered. Within this servie, NoUftre will provide an expert It 
health care finaming w will oordlato an analyses of the existing market 
for reproduative health services. linc, h high cost of both public and 
private maternity serviee is sea as one of th principle causes of 
unor~tiIIsation, sliding fe scales and criteria for evaluation of clients 
will be established throughaut the ti period the s orem objectives of 
NotherCare will bet 
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I. Increase the knowledge and use of failly planning methods that

do not interfero with breastfeeding for limiting and spacing births.
 

2. Increase the proportion of women soking prenatal care and
 
receiving tetanus toxold imunizatlon during pregnancy.
 

3. Increase the proportion of deliveries attended by "trained"
 
birth attendants. In the case of Bolivia, this could be a 
husband who has
 
received special training, a TBA, a nurse or a physician.
 

4. Improve nutrition and other critical practices during pregnancy

and provide iron/foists supplements to all pregnant women.
 

5. Improve the quality of breastfeeding, including its early

initiation and exclusive nature, to enhance the child-spacing and protective

effects of this traditional practice which is threatened inurban and
 
pert-urban areas.
 

Long Term Objectives will include:
 

6. Decreese perinatal and neonatal mortality from preventable
 
causes.
 

I. Decroase the rate of abortion and maternal mortality from this
 
cause.
 

8. Docroase maternal morbidity and mortality.
 

0. The Pogulation Council -O9eratlonu Research (OH) (N NO P A itI) 

1. 03 Activities Worldwide
 

The purpose of this project is to improve, through operations
research, the quality, accessibility and cost-effectiveness of family planning
and maternal-child health delivery system in the developing world and to use 
operations research as a management tool to diagnose and solve service
delivery problems. The beneficiaries are over 40 million persons served by
delivery systems inwhich the project operatest most beneficiaries are rural.
 

This project provides short and long-term technical assistance and

funding for design, implementation and with particular emphasis on evaluation
 
of service delivery system in developing countries. Health components focus 
on maternal and child health, e.g., oral rehydration, iLunisation and 
anti-parasite drugs for young children. 
Several projects are designed to test
the acceptability and cost-effectiveness of natural family planning services. 

The duration of the central project is from October 1909 to August1992. 
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2. uiMsry of OR Involvement in bolivia 

The 	Population Council provided technical assistance and support to
 an operations research project on cosmunity based distribution with medical
backup for union groups in La Pat and Oruro with CII, September 1937 Karch 
1989 ($56,792).
 

3. ON Activities Dlanned for Bolivia under the __roductive eaulthIerices Po~eet 

($700,000)
 

The Population Council will provide research and evaluation technical 
assistance, funding for operations research projects, and 	relsted 
administrative services as part of the Reproductive Health Services Project

and 	the INOPAL 11 Project. Some activities planned include the following:
 

To provide technical assistance to agencies to design, conduct,
analyze, and disseminate the results of operations research projects 

- To provide technical assistance to family planning agencies to
 
evaluate information and service delivery activities
 

* To conduct four - six major operations research and evaluation 
projects In a four year period, as well as training courses ad seminers 

w To provide a forum for the dissemination of operation reserch 
project results and for the discussion of scientific topics related to family
planning, child survival and population growth 

- To address the need for institution strengthening additional 
activities will be supported; a local Intern program for young Dolivian
researchers and a resident advisor experienced in applied research in order to assure that the OR and 	evaluation activities will be conducted, disseminated 
and 	replicated, if successful, properlyl and the Population COumil
provide necessary support to the project subceomittoos 	

will 
on policy and research 

X. 	Reveloelmnt Associates. In.S ( A1) amily Plannina training for 
Vaamedical1 auxiliary and -GIntv(A )mannel it b 

I. tag lib Aclvitiea Nrldwid-

The purpose of PAC lb is to strengthen and develop the cpacity of
developing country Institutions and agencies to design, Imlaent and evaluate 
a program of training activities so that various PAC worters will be able to
provide family planning services. The beneficiaries of this worldwide project
are developing country regional and In-country family planning training
institutions and programs, particularly the training staft of these programsJ
PAC personnel in assisted developing cmUtriaol developing country
reproductive age couples who will receive improved P and Kternal/chld
Health services provided by those trained through the PAC It project. 
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The project provides assistance in training a wide vdiabty of frailyplanning paramedical workers including nurses, midwives, auaxliary and
 
comanity workers, traditional practitioners and others. This training hulps

fill the Immdiate need for trained PAC workers In many countries, especlally

in Africa and the Near gast, CAI supports the training need in Latin

America. 
The project also places particular emphasis on asslsting developing
country institutions in all regions to develop the capability to carry on
effective, technically self-sustaining family planning training program for
PAC workers. Assistance includes technical and other support to develop andstrongthen family planning training institutions and programs short-term 
technical assistance to supply specific technical training In on-gol#4

programs and assistance in conducting training progrems, assessing training
results and incorporating the findings into subequent courses. Project
efforts concentrate on strengthening the skills of personnel who train, manage 
or supervise other PAC workers. The project emphasizes training inmanagment/supervision, training of trainers, service delivery skills andpro-service preparation. Types and levels of assistance vary to meet needs
specific to geographic regions and individual countries. 

The duration of this project i from October 1959 ctober 1994.
 

2. Simars of PAC 1ib involvemLt Jty 

Under PAC II, VAI has provided technical assistance and training toseveral PYM (IBS1 PPROS.AW, 
included training in native 

FEPAW) 
languages. 19M4 

in com
19108 

mimity health whichworker ar*as, 

3. PA lib Activities PUanned for JlbJet4 

(350,000) 

PAC lib training needs aossest for Nolivia will be Conductd., The 
training activities will be grouped into four ctegoriot 

I) Training of Trainers (TOT)
 
2) Training of supervisors
3) Training of clinicbasoed paramedical and ea~liary prsol
4) 
Training of commnity promoters and distributors
 

The first of these, training of traimr, 
 Involves a series of activities,as the developant of training skills and curricula amnet be adequately
aecomplished In a single short-term trainin event. The following sequence of 
activities for training trainers vill bei 

A two week training of trainers (TOT) course
A two-day followup for those trainers three mnths after the course
Another two-dey foll"wu for thoe trainers slx months after the course
A oneweek refresher training @ours@ one year after the initial TO9 tour*@ 

http:PPROS.AW
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Two srl* of TOT activities will be conducted, each for twnty-five
trainers from Lhroughout Nolivia. One of those TOT series will be provided
for trainers of clinic-baod personnel, primrily public sector, and the other 
for trainers of non-clinical workers, primarily in private sector programs. 

ecu supervision isa critical elamnt in the developmnt of 
reproductive health programmo the courses viii be offered for the clinic-boed 
supervisors of auxiliary and paramedical personnel and for field supervisors
end educators in private sector proram. Courses for supervisors would be 
for five days, c eing both reprdutive health content an supervisory 
skills. 

Individuals trained as tralnrs would subsequently carry out training 
progris for others In their agencies. Trainer* from clinic-based progrma
viii conduct courses for m ing personmne in their institutions and private 
sector traners will be primarily concerned vith training commnity workerv. 

Thus# Nmst courses in the last tmo cat goriles of training will be 
conducted by trainers that participated in the training of trainers serie. 
An emeption would be on-pig training activities conducted by Cin, vFAiDg
and POSALU, all of dom already hve soe training capability. 

in the first two years. the rmindr of FM.and 7.1, and possible for 
part of 7sv2 outside technical assistance viii be required to carry out the 
TOT and supervior training activities. In addition, part-time. in-country
technical assistance will be available throughout the life of the project.
Th in-country adviser will coordinate all national ad regional-levol
training ativities, provide technical assistance In curriculum design and 
toachin mthodolosy. and conduct follomp and evaluation activities vith 
trlnrs and other trainses.
 

, Johin h . Pr~mr for Intenatln dmation In neolcaa
 
Oletetrlum (JlIaI)
 

I. JA o Autivitles 1r2dwLde 

* 	 nTe purpeme of the project is to train developing country physicians
and mrses in family planning end reproductive ealth; to Iistitutisnalise 
Opprspriato trolning in developing eountry medlal and nursing schools; and 

* 	 theebY to iMv rmIly plaMing service delivery. The benefilorles are 
doveplng country pysicians, nurses, eductors, and &dministrstor@. Medical 
and nursing eduato Institutions will also benfit, as will individuals and 
coupls in developing countries dho move bettor fwily planning servies. 

JNPIUG trains developing country physicians, nurme, ad mdcal 
administrators In fally planning and reproktive health. fte training sites 
ane prilarily in developing Country medial end nursing institutions. 
threeweek courmes on specialized subjects are, als hold at JPIUG 
headquarr In ltlNtre. Courm provides by JIWI addresUs contraceptive 
mU"9d audnc skills, "Nally transmitted disoei , advances in 
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contraceptive technology, infertility, safe motherhood and child survival.
 

Trainees and training activities are carefully chosen to lead to 
1)
 

institutionalization of reproductive health training in dovoloping county
 

medical and nursing schools; and 2) improved and expanded family planning
 

services.
 

- April 1992.
The duration of this project is from Hay 1987 


2. ISf-n._ry of JPe1GO Involvement in Bolivin
 

- JHPIEGO participated in the Heproductive Health Planning
 

Workshop from October 23-28, 1989 and submitted a JHPIIGO strategy 
for Bolivia.
 

Bolivia under the Reproductive Health
3. aJWPJIO Planned Activities for 

Services Ptroject 

($500,000)
 

JHPIEGO will collaborate in Bolivia to increase the number of health
 

professionals in Bolivia with knowledge and skills in modern reproductive
 

health care, especially family planning and child spacing services,
 

particularly targeting post-partum women in the public sector.
 

Specifically, under this project JHPIRGO would hope to collaborate
 

with the public sector through Women's Health training centers 
to establish a
 

network which focuses on the non-pregnant woman using a reproductive 
risk
 

and social security physicians
approach. It is anticipated that over 600 M11 


and auxiliary nurses will be trained.
 

In collaboration with three major medical/nursing faculties, JHPIKGO
 

plans to develop a prototype curriculum based on major reproductive 
risk
 

factors and major child survival interventions. In addition, there io a need
 

for Information via books, journals, films, videos and teaching models 
and for
 

a comon consensus regarding what constitutes good medical
the development of 

practice in the reproductive health area In order to establish quality
 

clinical training.
 

Family Pianning fiansjt2..nt TrgiInlnt (1FPMT)/Nanj#A22nt Sciences for
0. 


1. 7PM? Ativities Wrldwide
 

The purpose of this project is to strengthen the leadership and
 

management of public and private family planning programs in developing
 

countries by training senior and middle-level personnel. The beneficiaries
 

are program leaders and mangers, Private and public family planning
 

organizations will become more effective providers of service as 
a result of
 

better program management, and individuals and couples will receive 
improved
 

family planning sevilces.
 

S"
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This project includes assistance for: (1) identifying specific
 

needs in a country, and planning training activities to
 management trainivii 

them; (2) training current program leaders, future leaders, 

and senior
 
moot 

and middle-level managers; (3) follow up/technical assistance to trainees; and
 

(4)developing training materials applicable to the 
needs of each region.
 

Project assistance for current and future program leaders 
helps them
 

develop a broad perspective on population problems 
and their impact on
 

development; an understanding of management issues 
in public and
 

.rivate-sSctor programs; and the ability to recognize 
end take action on
 

Project assistance for operational end
 management problems in the program. 

technical managers helps to strengthen basic management 

ablitLes, including
 

the knowledge and skills to resolve specific management 
issues in their
 

programs.
 

The duration of this project is from September 1985 - September
 

be awarded in FT 90.
1990. A new central project will 


2. uw,ry of YM nvolwment in Bolivia
 

(FY 90 OYD transfer$ 125,000)
 

FPHT/HSH has conducted short and long-term management training for
 

public and private Bolivian institutions working in reproductive health,
 

1998-89 ($250.000).
 

to
 - FPHT/KSH arranged Bolivian Study Tour 'o Brazil for eight persons 

Latinoamericano do Planlficscton6n Familiar,participate In the 11 Congreso 
August 14-18, 1989.
 

IPM provided ttchnical assistance and training to CIII to assist the 
In addition,


sustainable institutional development of the organization. 

seessmit of CII Which lead to a

conducted an in-depth snagemnt needs 
ande recommndations for: 

management development plan, the plan Identified and 

(a) strategic planning; (b)organizational restructuring, Includtng Board
 

Devclopment; (c) financial mnamgent systems; end (d)marketing 7Y 19-0.
 

• YPM? isproviding technical assistance and training to Cltnica NMd"I
 

Cruz del Sur institutional development activities including 
organizational
 

development, marketing analysis and strategic planning.
 

- ""T conduct i mnagement needs 0sessment of the failty planning
 

program of the Hospital Obrero and for IMI in general, VY 1919.
 

for Bolivia under USe inardutte Heth
3. vM Altivities Planned 

($500,000) 
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FPHT would plan to continua to provide technical assistance vnd
 

training in organisastional developmnt and management activities ft
 
The major
reproductive health for both the public und private sectors. 


activities would include managemont development planning, market survoys.
 

strategic planning and financial planning.
 

In order to assure proper loplementatlot of this activity, vrwr wili 
support a resident advisor and also provide funding for tho functloning of 

the 

National Coordination Committee for the Project.
 

Research Triantle .
H. The Futures Group nd nst..LT 


Resources for Awareness of Population Impacts on Development (RAPID 
in1).
 

1. Rapid I[ Activities Worldwidt
 

The purpose of this project is to raise awareness ~ame&national 
development andleaders about relationships between population growth and 

The

about the positive socio-economic and health effects of lover fertility. 

beneficiaries will be host-country officials involved indevelopment 
planning 

and policymaking. 

The RAPID Itt project supports collaborative analyses of the
 

implications of population growth for national development and health.
 

Analyses also estimate family planning program requirements to met expected 

future demand for services. Analyses utiliso microcomputer-bsed simulations 

which project population growth under alternative forlility and fmily 
IIl theplanning program assumptions. Integral to the RAPID approach to 

strengthening of local institutional capabilities for conducting populatil
 

analyses. This is accomplished through technical training inUS-basoed courses
 

in addition to microcomputer transfer. Theand country-based workshops, 
project support activities inover 25 countries with major empthasis on
 

sub-Saharan Africa. 

The duration of this project if fro* September 191 - Septembor 1992.
 

2. L-M-ry of AID I1! lnvIlIant inBolivia
 

Provided technical assistance to COWAPO to develop populatln
 
Oecember 1909
projection models; purchase of #quipment, August 19,5 


(100,539).
 

- for Bolivia under the Rusoductinv
I! Activities
3. Manidiealth Serviees Prolec,.lnnd

(4501000)
 

The Rapid III Project vill be required in three areas, the"e includev
 

(1) Awareness raising focussing on key population $iowes alnd wends, 

emphasizing the health and economic benefits of providing reproductive 
health 
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of unmet demand for those strvices. (2) Uata
 services and the magnitude 


organization emphasing the development of 
a data bank on demographic tt'onds,
 

socio-economic conditions and reproductive 
health. (3) Planning for
 

implementation of the Bolivian reproductive 
health program, including data
 

In addition, if funding is available, the 
UAPID Ill
 

modeling and analysis. 

project would augment the activities of the 

Options project to develop the
 

health/family planning information system.
 

The following studies will be conducted 
under each area:
 

Awareness Raising
 
(1) 	Secondary Analysis of 1989 DHS ($70,000)
 

(2) 	Family Planning Analyses ($80,000)
 

(3) 	Fertility and Child Survival Model 
($60,000)
 

($00,000)

(4) 	Policy Awareness presentation Models 

and Activtietl 


Data 	organization
 
(1) Data Base for PopulatLon/FUmilY Planning Awareness 

and Planning
 

($57,500)
 
Planning
 -
(1) 	Operational Model for National Plan 

for Child survival 


Matornal Health ($60,000).
 

(2) 	Santa Cruz Planning Models ($42,500)
 

I. Options for Population olicy (OE PONS)
 

1. Options Activities Worldwidt
 

The purpose of this project Is to assist governments 
In developing
 

national population policies, to assist public 
and private sector institutions
 

In foruulating operational policies for 
achieving national policy objectives;
 

and to assist Institutions In conducting policy 
analyses to support the
 

The beneficiaries Include:
 
development of national and operational policies. 


population councils, line Ministries, fiscal offices; PCLIvte 
uiblic sector: 


Lslar: employers end professional associations, trade and labor 

organizations, research and policy institutes, 
and public interest groups.
 

Many developing country governments have expressed a need for 

their efforts to develop national population policies.
technical support in 	 to policy

to these needs by promoting activities loading
This project responds 

and policy reform. Project activities assist in developing plans for 
dialogue being done in Nigeria,now
implementing national population policies as 

is 	
legal andto eliminate 

Sudan and Zairo. In addition, assistance io provided 
The project provides assistanceto family planning.regulatory barriers 

through the support of policy analysis subprojects, 
staff training, 

observational travol, and long-term advisors.
 

The options 11 project is oxpectod to start October 1, 1990.
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2. 	 Sunwurv of Options 1 Involvement in Bolivia 

initial assessment mission for CONAPO in the field of policy
 
development, 1988.
 

3. 	 Options 11 Project ActLvities planned for Bolivta under the
 
Reproductive tealth Services Project
 

($172,000)
 

The Options 11 Project will be required in 2 main areas:
 

(a) Development of strategic plans for the delivery of reproductive
 

health services ($34,000). This would include analysis of infrastmtcure
 

available to support alternative service delivery strategies; perceptions of
 

contraceptive safety and efficacy and contraceptive mix; and determine level
 

of activity by sector.
 

(b) Development of a management and information system (his) 
($136,000) by evaluating the current system of collecting and procossing human 

reproductive and other maternal child-health related statistics; evaluaLing 

hardware, software and human resources capabilities; developing a training 

strategy and a plan for implementing and monitoring of the system until It 

works satisfactorily to all parties.
 

J. Institute for Resource Develo2ment Inc., (t1M)/Kacro System - Demoarahjc 
end Health SUrVeys (DHB)
 

1. 	DHJ Activities Worldwide
 

The purpose of this project Is to conduct sample surveys of 

contraceptive knowledge, availability, and use and/or recant demogrphr. 

levels and trends, The beneficiaries of the date generated by this project 

will be used by developing country goverments to evaluate recent family 

planning and demographic levels and trends, and to improve programs for 
providing family planning and CH services to the poor. 

During the past several years A.1.D., through its support of t.i 

World Fertility Survey. Contracgotive Prevalence Survqs and Sitkh and Doth 
Data CollatigLn projects, has ben a leader in supporting sample surveys to 

provide this needed information. The R.Marahic and Health urvey- project 
carries on the most Important functions of these projects. The primary 

objectives of PDH3'r have been to: a) provide financial and teclmical support 
to developing countries in conducting a total of 35 demographic and health 

surveysi b) disseminate survey results quickly to policymaers and family 
planning program administrators; and c) strengthen institutional capabilitls 

In host countries for undertaking future surveys of this type. 
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Under DHS-11I, TOD will: a) undertake a careful uasoasmt of D11 
data quality and future data needs; b) further improve the Integratod Systm 

for Survey analysis software and organizo up to 10 Integrated System fur 

survey Analysis workshops; c) conduct approximately 25 additional OS surveys; 

d) disseminate DHS data vim reports, conferences, special presentations, new 

distribution of data files; and e) promote further analysis of OtHS data by 
host country researchers, program managers, and the international population 
and health coumunities. 

The duration of this project is from August 1988 to August 1993 

2. _uary of OHS Involvemnt in -olivia 

TaD provided technical assistance and support to lK to conduct a
 

National Demographic and Health Survey (1989), sampling 8,500 married women of
 

at urban and rural settings, including main indicators on
reproductive age 
health, fertility and contraceptive prevalence, July 1988 - December 1989 

($267,000). Support 	 for the survey will come from PAHO and UNICI? as well. 

3. 	DHS Activities olannod for Bolivia under the Reoroductive Health 
-hrIvtce Prodeg

($300,000)
 

The 1993 O11 will be completed and dissemination activities will be 

conducted. The Buy-in from the Reproductive Health Services Projoct will be 
augmented by anticipated additional funds from other sources, e.g. UUVPA, 
UNICEF, PAHO, central-funds, etc. 

K. The Futures Groun- Contraceptive Social Narketing
 

1. focal Marketins Activities Worldwide
 

The purpose Is to Increase the availability and use of contraceptives 
among low and middle Income groups in developing countries using commercial 
marketing and distribution techniques and to establish cost recovery schemes 
and targets in all sales programs. The beneficiaries are couples from 
developing countries who can pay for contraceptives and prefer to use te 
comercial sector for supplies, but cannot afford existing prices. 

Contraceptive Social arkating (CaN) projects use the techniques and 
resources of comercial enterprises to meet the social goal of making 
contraceptive supplies and information more widely available. The CSN I 
project has four min functionr" 1) to provide tehniLe and financial 
assistance to design and implement now country prograus 2) to provide 
short-term technical assistance to ongoing CIN progrmii 3) to conduct special 
studies to improve the Implementation of and expand the understanding of the 
dynmics of social marketing activities; and 4) to collect, analysa, and 
disseminate technical Information among CON prorams, family plaiming 
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professionals, A.l.D. offictals, and developing Country policymakor. CO" 11 

incorporates activities Initiated under CN I and consolidates established 
prgrms, particuIs-rly in Africa. Countries I titprograms ..and. expands _sales 

Asia and Near Bast with more sophiticased infrastructure andLatin America, 
will be ssisted in becoming financiallymore mature falty planning, programs 

be provided greater assistance inindependent, while never programs will 
The project will also mintain a centralmarket research policy and training. 


management information system for all A..D. financed CSH programs.
 

The duration of CN it is from - September 1988 - September 1993. 

2. 	 P*"ary of SOMAX Involvement in Bolivia 

the SOKJAIC project conducts a sexUnder the auspices of the 3OO, 
in the mass media and has

education program and publicizes family planning 
introduced loriday cycles In urban dugstores, 1987 through 1989 ($409,000). 

3. The Futures Orouo - EARC Activities Plann for olivia under the 

ReroductivoiHealth ervices Prelect 

($940,000) 

The goal of the Bolivia Contraceptive Social Narketing Program is to 
use of modern contraceptive

increase awareness of family planning and correct 
increase in saweness

mthods. A second project goal is to promote a similar 
rural

and availability of modem contraceptives and their correct use amons 

Bolivian men and women. 

The project objectives are to increase knowledgo and us* of all 
through the CO programis

brands of oral contraceptives, IUDso and condom 

commercial distribution efforts, and advertising and information compaigns; itt 

new couple years of protection (CYP); 	 reduce ovrall costs
anticipated 215,333 

high quality contraceptivesper CYPI; to increase consumer access 	to low-ost, 
the program's commercial product distribution and sales efforts.through 

Sales projections of project products till 1993 are as followst 

1586000 cycles of Norlday 
- 201,000 cycles of Nicro-Nor 
- 150,000 cycles of Trnovus 
- 73,000 condom 
- 3,250 Copper-T 310A IUDs (introduction under study) 

In addition NOKIAIC will carry out appropriate research and evaluation 
in Laconduct twice-yearly audits of S0 pharmaciesactivities. For example, 

the existence and sales levels of
Pas, Cochabamba and Santa Crus, to measure 

focus group studies
various brands and methods of contraceptives and carry out 

An in-cotry, managment/rosident advisor
of Micro-Nor packaging and Invert. 
will be in place to provide ongoing, daily attention to the implmentatlon 

and institutionaliation of SONARC activities. 
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